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Abstract

This thesis presents a new family of computationally-efficient quantum chemical

methods designed to capture static and dynamic correlation energies separately

without double counting. Statically correlated systems require more than one Slater

determinant to qualitatively describe the electronic wavefunction. A major chal-

lenge for modelling statically correlated systems is finding molecular orbitals that

are simultaneously suitable to describe all relevant electronic configurations. Con-

ventional multi-reference SCF methods overcome this problem by simultaneously

optimizing molecular orbital and configuration interaction coefficients, but this pro-

cedure is computationally intensive and selecting the relevant configurations and or-

bitals is far from straightforward. Spin-flip non-orthogonal configuration interaction

methods allow these processes to be decoupled by generating semi-optimized orbitals

for excited-state configurations using high-spin reference Hartree-Fock calculations.

The key insight of this thesis is that these expansions can be severely truncated in a

physically-motivated manner to provide minimal determinant models that capture

only static correlation, and to which a very simple second-order perturbation theory

correction can be applied to recover the remaining dynamic correlation energy. Our

minimal-determinant SF-NOCI and SF-NOCI-PT2 methods are applied to two sim-

ple model problems in which static correlation effects are important - dissociating

LiH and twisting ethylene. SF-NOCI gives qualitatively-correct wavefunctions while

SF-NOCI-PT2 energies show close agreement with experiment for ground-state dis-

sociation energies and torsional barrier heights, and limited agreement for excited-

state transition energies. This demonstrates the importance of optimizing orbitals

for excited determinants. Even approximately optimized orbitals can substantially

improve model accuracy while reducing complexity and computational cost. Ac-

counting for dynamic and static correlation effects separately allows efficient models

to be developed or used for both.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Molecular Orbital Theory

1.1.1 Qualitative Molecular Orbitals

The behaviour of electrons and protons is one of the core concerns of chemistry and

many of the key ideas in the discipline amount to different ways to think about how

electrons are distributed within and between molecules. The behaviour of electrons

is described by the electronic Schrödinger equation and its solution: the electronic

wavefunction. However the electronic wavefunction is a complex mathematical ob-

ject which involves the position and spin coordinates of all the electrons in the

system and, like any n-body problem, the Schrödinger equation is insolvable for all

but the simplest chemical systems.1 Consequently, chemists have devised strategies

for thinking about electron behaviour that avoid the full complexity of the wave-

function by providing useful heuristics for understanding chemical behaviour. These

include the concept of electronegativity2 and the “curly arrow” methods3 common

in organic chemistry.

Of these strategies, one of the most fundamental to understanding chemistry is the

orbital model, which takes the multi-electron wavefunction and factorizes it into

much simpler single-electron functions in three dimensional space that are much
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easier to understand and visualize.4 This model derives from the solutions to the

Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen atom, a simple one-electron system that

gives relatively simple, easy to understand solutions, which also form a reason-

able approximation for understanding the behaviour of electrons in larger atoms.

These hydrogen-like atomic orbitals (AOs) are then commonly combined to con-

struct molecular orbitals (MOs), which can be used to understand the behaviour of

electrons in molecules, including bonding, photochemistry etc.5 This introduces one

of the fundamental strategies in all quantum chemical models - using simpler pic-

tures of the wavefunction as a basis to build up representations with higher accuracy

or explanatory power.

In molecular orbital theory, the MOs are constructed as a linear combination of AOs

(LCAO), i.e. a sum of differently weighted AOs. Commonly the resulting MOs are

justified on the basis of symmetry and energetic arguments i.e. AOs will only mix

with other orbitals of the same symmetry and will mix more strongly with AOs

of similar energy.6 However in cases where multiple non-equivalent AOs contribute

to the same MO (e.g. s and pz AOs both contribute to the σ MOs of a diatomic

molecule) this approach can only say that both AOs will contribute, not quantify

their relative contributions. Consequently, symmetry-based MO descriptions are

typically only useful in post-hoc justification of molecular properties.

Nonetheless, the orbital picture of electron behaviour has been incredibly effective

- to the extent that it forms the basis of how most chemists think about electronic

structure. At a qualitative level it provides an intuitive explanation of how and why

chemical bonds form7 and is an invaluable tool in understanding and interpreting

spectra, and predicting molecular reactivity.8,9

1.1.2 Hartree-Fock Theory

Hartree-Fock (HF) theory provides the quantitative basis for all qualitative MO

theories, e.g. Ligand Field theory, Valence Shell Electron-Pair Repulsion theory

3



(VSEPR), and Walsh diagrams.10 It constructs the MOs of qualitative molecular

orbital theory as a linear combination of atomic orbital basis functions drawn from

an atomic orbital basis set. These orbitals are then used to construct a Slater

determinant,11 which represents the total HF wavefunction as an appropriately an-

tisymmetrized product of the occupied molecular orbitals. This ensures that the

Pauli exclusion principle is satisfied, i.e. that each MO can only be occupied by a

pair of opposite-spin electrons, and that the wavefunction changes sign if electrons

are moved between MOs.4 The occupied MOs are chosen according to the Aufbau

principle, “filling up” the molecular orbitals in order of ascending energy. The MO

coefficients are optimized by minimizing the electronic energy of the molecule as a

function of the contributions of the AOs to each occupied MO. This process yields

values for the energy and composition of each MO as well as the total electronic

energy of the molecule.

The HF method is variational, which means that it gives an upper bound on the

true energy of the system, and systematic improvements to the modelling of the

wavefunction or the flexibility of the orbitals will cause the energy to decrease to-

wards the true value. The difference between the HF energy and the actual energy is

referred to as the correlation energy.12 Because chemists are generally interested in

energy differences which are very small relative to the total energy of the molecule,

it is almost always necessary to recover a significant portion of the correlation energy

to get useful results.13

Electron correlation arises from limitations inherent in the simple orbital model,

which allows us to think about the properties of single electrons rather than the full

multi-electron wavefunction. However, inter-electron interactions inherently couple

the behaviour of all electrons, so producing this convenient single particle picture in-

volves simplifying these interactions. Orbital-based models assume that the position

of each electron does not depend on the specific positions of each other electron but

rather their time-averaged positions.14 This means that the position of each electron

is less “correlated” with that of the other electrons than it would be in a true multi-
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electron solution to the Schrödinger equation. Since the electrons do not experience

direct Coulomb interactions, which serve to keep them apart more strongly than

averaged interactions, there is a non-zero probability of two electrons being arbi-

trarily close.1 In orbital-based models, multiple electrons are generally more stable

occupying the same regions of space, and the electron density less diffuse than it

should be.15 Because this affects the dynamic movements of electrons relative to

each other, this error in HF theory is often referred to as “dynamic correlation”.

A second significant assumption in this simple picture of MOs is that there is a single

“correct” electron configuration rather than a superposition of different configura-

tions. This assumption is valid for many chemical systems at bonding distances,

since in these systems the HOMO and LUMO have very large energy differences

and the single lowest-energy electron configuration dominates the wavefunction.

However, it breaks down when there are other configurations of a similar energy

and the same symmetry as the lowest energy configuration; these configurations

should be able to mix and form a wavefunction that is a superposition of multiple

configurations.16 In these cases where the mixing is significant, the wavefunction of

the molecule cannot be modelled even qualitatively by any single determinant, and

single determinant models frequently become unsuitable even as a starting point for

more sophisticated models of the wavefunction.17 In contrast to dynamic correlation,

the error this introduces is generally referred to as “static correlation”.18

1.2 Electron Correlation in H2

Both classes of correlation can be demonstrated in the dissociation curve of the H2

molecule. Figure 1.1 shows the binding energy curve of H2 at different distances

using three different wavefunctions. The single determinant wavefunction is an HF

wavefunction - i.e. a single Slater determinant - constructed from a fully-optimized

doubly occupied bonding MO. The two-determinant model expresses the wavefunc-

tion as a linear combination of this determinant and another constructed from a
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fully-optimized antibonding MO. The full determinant model is a linear combina-

tion of all determinants corresponding to all possible electron configurations within

the set of all available MOs; this exactly solves the Schrödinger equation to the limit

allowed by the completeness of the atomic orbital basis set from which the MOs are

constructed.1 This allows us to compare different models of the wavefunction vs

an essentially exact solution. Exact calculations are possible only for very small

molecules, as the number of configurations scales exponentially with the number of

orbitals.
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Figure 1.1: The dissociation curves of H2 as calculated using one, two and full
configuration models. At least the lowest energy and doubly-excited configurations
are needed to model dissociation to independent atoms correctly, and many more are
needed to fully account for the electron-electron interactions at bonding distances.

1.2.1 The Single Determinant Model

The single determinant (HF) model is approximately correct at bonding distance

but has qualitatively incorrect behaviour at dissociation; instead of converging to the
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energy of 2 H atoms the HF energy increases to a much larger value. At dissociation

this wavefunction has 50% ionic character as of a H+ H- pair rather than correctly

dissociating to two neutral atoms. In the single determinant wavefunction the posi-

tions of the electrons are independent but spatially equivalent. This is acceptable at

bonding distances, when the electrons are delocalized over the whole molecule; but

at dissociation results in the electrons being distributed statistically between the

two nuclei, i.e. there is a 50% contribution from terms that involve two electrons

localized onto the same atom, giving the wavefunction artifactual ionic character,

and a 50% contribution from “covalent” terms that have one-electron associated

with each atomic centre.

Another perspective on this problem comes from looking at the energies of the

bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals. At equilibrium, these energies are very

different, and so it is clearly energetically favourable to doubly occupy the bonding

orbital only. However, at dissociation, the two energy levels become degenerate, so

it is not clear which MO should be doubly occupied. In fact, neither configuration

alone allows for qualitatively correct dissociation behaviour, and it seems logical that

both determinants should contribute equally to the wavefunction if the underlying

MOs are energetically equivalent. Since near degeneracy of the HOMO and LUMO is

ubiquitous in systems with stretched or broken bonds, recovering static correlation

is essential for predicting the energetics of bond making/breaking processes, i.e.

modelling chemical reactivity and thermodynamics.16

1.2.2 The Two Determinant Model

By introducing a second determinant based on the doubly occupied anti-bonding

orbital, we can include its contribution to the wavefunction. This two-determinant

wavefunction has the properties we would expect from qualitative quantum theory,

i.e. the closer the energy of the two configurations, the more they mix, and the more

the anti-bonding determinant contributes to the final wavefunction. This means that

the wavefunction has the conceptually correct behaviour of being dominated by the
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bonding configuration at bonding distances - where this configuration is much lower

in energy - and being an equal mixture of two configurations at dissociation, where

they are degenerate. The doubly occupied anti-bonding orbital configuration inter-

feres destructively with the part of the wavefunction that places the two electrons

on the same atom. At infinite separation, the wavefunction is equal parts each of

the configurations so the problematic parts of the wavefunction are completely can-

celled, and when one electron is observed on one atom there is a 100% chance of

the other electron being observed on the other atom. This means the ionic term in

the wavefunction is removed and two-determinants are able to model dissociation

correctly.

1.2.3 The Many Determinant Model

The two configuration wavefunction is conceptually correct, i.e. it is a combination

of two near-degenerate configurations able to reproduce the correct shape of the

dissociation curve and the correct energy at the dissociation limit. However, it still

significantly underestimates the dissociation energy. This must be due to failing to

recover the total energy at equilibrium, because the total energy at dissociation is

known exactly, at twice the energy of an isolated hydrogen atom.

At equilibrium, the wavefunction is dominated by a single configuration, suggest-

ing that the remaining correlation energy is due to the mean-field simplification of

electron-electron interactions rather than the single-reference approximation. This

suggestion is also supported by the fact that the two-configuration model con-

verges to the same energy as the full-configuration model at dissociation, where

the electron-electron interactions go to zero (for H2). The two determinant model

also lowers the energy at equilibrium compared to the one-determinant model, sug-

gesting that even the second determinant introduced to solve the single-configuration

problem also corrects partly for the mean-field approximation.

This example demonstrates two key features about the interrelation of these two
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classes of electron correlation. Firstly, that representing the wavefunction as a sum

of different configurations is a strategy that accounts for both forms of electron cor-

relation and in fact the two forms are tightly interconnected.19,20 Methods that are

based on the idea of undoing the single-reference approximation will also improve

the description of inter-electronic interactions over the mean-field approximation.

Secondly, the error due to the qualitative failure of the one-determinant model at

dissociation dwarfs the relatively small differences between the three models at equi-

librium. This implies that in cases where a single-determinant model is qualitatively

inappropriate, there is little point in trying to correct for the mean-field approxima-

tion without first solving the problems introduced by the single-determinant model.

In other words, if the fundamental physics of the approximate wavefunction is in-

correct, this can’t be fixed by refining the details of electron-electron interactions.

1.2.4 Summary

The fact that the HF model fails even for the simple case of H2 dissociation clearly

illustrates the need for a better electronic structure model than the basic MO ap-

proach. To model conceptually correct wavefunctions for multi-configuration sys-

tems, we need to abandon the single Slater determinant picture of the wavefunction.

Beyond this, achieving quantitative accuracy requires models that also correct for

the mean-field approximation, even for single-reference systems.

In practice, all higher-level computational methods use HF theory as a starting

point, then deploy various strategies of mixing in different electronic configura-

tions.21 These post-HF models can be separated into two categories. Single-reference

models use one HF determinant as a “reference” for which the MOs are optimized,

and that single set of MOs is used to construct the all the different determinants. In

contrast, multi-reference models attempt to rigorously undo the single configuration

approximation, by optimizing the MOs for multiple determinants, thereby avoiding

treating the reference determinant differently to other determinants that contribute

to the overall wavefunction.
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1.3 Single-Reference Post-Hartree-Fock Methods

1.3.1 Perturbation Theory

A common method used in computational physics to solve many-body problems is

perturbation theory (PT), where the solution to an insolvable problem is approxi-

mated as a solution to a solved problem plus a small correction or “perturbation”.

When perturbation theory is applied to HF solutions the perturbation can then be

expressed as allowing mixing between the reference determinant and some other de-

terminants. Each contribution is scaled by both the energy difference between the

two configurations and their Coulomb-repulsion weighted overlap.22 Perturbation

theory provides a cheap method that accounts for some of the error associated with

the mean-field approximation. A series of methods (the MPn series) have been de-

veloped which provide an increasingly sophisticated approximation to the post-HF

part of the wavefunction by increasing the number of configurations allowed to mix

with the reference. The most widely used of these is MP2, which includes only

doubly-excited configurations relative to the reference.

MP2 calculations are among the cheapest post-HF corrections making this method a

mainstay of computational chemistry - particularly for larger molecules.23 However

perturbation theory is non-variational i.e. increasing the order of the perturbation

correction by allowing higher energy configurations to mix does not always result

convergence to the exact energy. This can occur even in simple closed-shell systems

like the neon atom and hydrogen fluoride.23 It’s commonly the case that MP2 gives

better results for molecular properties than more costly MP3 calculations.24

Perturbation theory is an appropriate strategy for correcting a single reference de-

terminant and capturing dynamic correlation. However, in multi-configuration cases

the HF wavefunction is by definition not a good approximation to the true solution

to the Schrödinger equation, i.e. the foundational assumption of perturbation the-

ory doesn’t hold. More generally, quantum mechanics provides no physical reason

for treating a single configuration in any special or unique way - as perturbation
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theory does for the reference HF determinant. Consequently, methods which treat

configurations in a more equal way are likely to be more effective at modelling the

contributions of multiple configurations to the wavefunction.

1.3.2 Configuration Interaction

The most obvious and direct way to model a superposition of configurations is using

the configuration interaction (CI) method,25 in which the CI wavefunction is explic-

itly constructed as sum of different configurations each with weights optimized to

minimize the energy. In principle this is an ideal approach: it describes the overall

wavefunction in a physically intuitive way, i.e. using a superposition of quantum

states. It is also numerically robust and variational - increasing the number of con-

figurations in the expansion will always decrease towards the exact energy. Including

all possible electron configurations gives the exact solution to the Schrödinger equa-

tion within a given atomic orbital basis,26 this is called full CI (FCI).

However, in practice, FCI is intractable for systems with more than approximately

a dozen “active” or valence electrons.27 To reduce the computational complexity,

the CI expansion must be truncated. This is usually achieved by including all con-

figurations with up to a certain number of electron excitations from the reference

configuration e.g. a configuration interaction with singles and doubles (CISD) calcu-

lation would include all configurations that differ from the ground state by moving

one or two electrons between MOs. Since only the double excitations mix directly

with the ground state, this is often sufficient at equilibrium geometries.28 Including

higher degrees of excitation in the CI expansion gives a sequence of computational

models defined by the maximum level of excitation (CIS, CISD, CISDT ect.); due

to the variational principle these give increasingly accurate energies, and converge

to the best energy possible for the give AOs at the limit of full CI.29 However, if

the wavefunction is multi-configurational large numbers of configurations can be

required to correctly model it correctly. In multi-reference systems, this makes CI

methods costly and also makes the physical interpretation of the wavefunction more
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difficult.30

A fundamental problem with single-reference CI models is that a single determi-

nant is treated differently to all the others. All determinants are equivalent during

optimization of the CI expansion, but the underlying MOs are only optimized to

best describe a single “reference” determinant. Because reliably converging the HF

equations to any solution other than the global minimum is very difficult, the lowest

energy, ground state configuration is usually taken as the reference.31 The corollary

is that MOs used in constructing excited state determinants are not optimized for

that particular state.32 Furthermore, the excited determinants are constructed us-

ing the unoccupied orbitals from the HF calculation, which do not contribute to the

HF energy and therefore are unconstrained by the HF optimization process, often

producing physically meaningless MOs.31

These two factors combine to mean that the higher energy determinants in the CI

expansion are a poor description of the actual configurations,33 and therefore a poor

basis to represent the wavefunction. Consequently these CI expansions must rely

on very large expansions to correct for the single-determinant approximation, rather

than a smaller number of well-optimized physically meaningful determinants.

Another weakness of truncated CI methods is that they do not scale well to large

systems due to a lack of both size consistency and extensivity. Size consistency is

the ability of the methods to yield the same energy in a single calculation on two

non-interacting systems as the sum of the energies of two separate calculations on

each of those systems i.e. E(A + B) = E(A) + E(B).34 Size extensive methods

return an energy that scales linearly with the number of electrons in the system.35

Size consistency is particularly important in achieving correct dissociation curves

since the system dissociates into two non-interacting fragments,36 CI can give a

qualitatively correct description of the system at dissociation, but usually recovers

less correlation energy compared to separate calculations on the fragments.37

Full CI is both size consistent and extensive however truncated CI is neither. Trun-
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cating the CI expansion means that we fail to correctly include all local excitations

to the same degree e.g. a separate calculations on the two systems would include all

double excitations on both systems at CID level while a calculation of the combined

system would have to include up to quadruple excitations to include the case of

simultaneous local double excitations.37

1.3.3 Coupled Cluster Theory

A similar approach to CI with many of the same advantages and disadvantages is

the coupled cluster (CC) method,38 which similarly constructs the wavefunction as

combination of different determinants. CC however uses a different form of configu-

ration expansion based on products of configurations - in constant the linear expan-

sion used in CI.39 However, unlike CI, the CC wavefunction also includes products

of excitations which effectively introduces extra higher-level configurations. For ex-

ample the CCSD wavefunction will contain quadruple excitations from the products

two of double excitations.40 Consequently, coupled cluster theory is size-consistent

and size-extensive,40 and the CC energy converges more quickly with respect to

maximum excitation level than the CI energy.41,42 Unlike CI, the coefficients of each

of the determinants are not found by direct optimization but instead by iteratively

solving a set of coupled equations.43 The implementations of CC theory commonly

used in computational chemistry are not variational below the full CI limit.44,45

CC is widely considered the best quality method for single configuration systems; in

particular CC with single and double substitutions along with perturbative correc-

tions for triples46 - CCSD(T) - is commonly referred to as the “gold standard” in

computational chemistry methods. Coupled cluster methods routinely yield relative

energies to “chemical accuracy” (< 4 kJ/mol) but remain computationally tractable

for systems with up to 20-30 atoms47,48 However, coupled cluster models can fail for

intrinsically multi-reference systems for the same reasons as CI.
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1.4 Multi-Reference Post-Hartree Fock Methods

1.4.1 Multi-Configurational Self-Consistent Field

A solution to the deficiencies of the CI and CC methods is to optimize the orbitals

used in the higher-energy determinants so that they are a better representation

of higher-energy configurations. One approach to this is a multi-configuration self

consistent field (MCSCF) calculation, which uses the same form of wavefunction

as CI; however the MOs are optimized to minimize the energy of the entire multi-

configuration wavefunction rather than just a single determinant. This is in contrast

to CI where the MO coefficients are held constant after the HF reference determinant

is found.49 This avoids the large CI expansions required in CI like methods by ensur-

ing that the MOs are variationally the best to represent the CI wavefunction. As a

result, MCSCF wavefunctions can be much more concise - being qualitatively correct

while using only determinants that have a physical reason to be in the expansion

rather than being included to correct for poor MOs.50,51 Since the determinants in

MCSCF wavefunctions are truly treated equivalently, these are considered the best

methods of calculations on multi-configuration systems.

However MCSCF calculations are very costly per configuration relative to other

methods. This is because optimizing the MO and CI coefficients concurrently re-

quires an iterative process with a CI calculation performed each iteration.52 As a

consequence, the set of determinants in a MCSCF calculation needs to be carefully

selected to ensure the wavefunction captures the relevant physics without including

expensive redundant determinants. A number of different schemes have been pro-

posed to guide these decisions; however, these schemes still require prior knowledge

of the nature of the states of interest, and are frequently only applicable to a subset

of systems.53–55 In general, no automated way of selecting determinants exists.56

Because of this problem, the most common form of MCSCF calculation is the com-

plete active space SCF (CASSCF) method in which the CI expansion is composed

of all rearrangements of the electrons with a set of active MOs, with the remaining
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electrons and orbitals left unchanged.56,57 This reduces the problem of choosing a

set of determinants to one of choosing a set of relevant orbitals. This selection can

be made using the same criteria discussed above in considering if a system is likely

to be multi-configuration in character - unoccupied orbitals which have the same

symmetry and similar energy to the HOMO are likely to be significant. CASSCF

simplifies the process of designing MCSCF calculations, but choosing determinant

sets that capture the relevant physics of the system without introducing unnecessary

costs can still require significant domain knowledge and trial and error.58

Since the cost of orbital optimization limits the number of orbitals that can be

included in the active space, it is common to apply multi-reference perturbation

or CI methods to the MCSCF wavefunction to account for the remaining dynamic

correlation.59

Although MCSCF provides a rigorous approach to orbital optimization, this comes

at a significant computational cost, which, in turn, requires hand-picked determi-

nant sets to construct useful wavefunctions in practical time frames. If the cost of

optimizing orbitals for the higher energy determinants could be reduced, it would

allow for smaller CI expansions without the need for such austerity in the determi-

nant sets. In the interest of solving this problem, a number of methods have been

developed to generate fully or partially optimized excited determinants in a cost

effective way.

1.4.2 Spin-Flip Configuration Interaction

The first of these is the spin-flip CI (SFCI) method developed by the Krylov group.60

Spin-flip CI is identical to regular CI except in its choice of reference determinant.

In conventional CI, determinants are constructed from a basis of ground state HF

orbitals. In SFCI, those orbitals are obtained from a higher spin multiplicity solution

to the HF equations, before reversing the spin flip and rearranging the electrons

within the higher multiplicity MOs.61,62
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This ensures that all the relevant MOs are at least partially occupied in the HF step

and therefore contribute to the energy and are optimized. Although these MOs are

still only optimized for a single state they are - in principle - on average a better

basis overall for the different determinants in the expansion. The spin-flip method

has been demonstrated to be effective at modelling bi- and tri- radicals as well as

bond breaking.63

However the MOs are now not optimized for the lowest-energy determinant and

thus, in single-reference cases where the wavefunction is dominated by this deter-

minant SFCI may give a worse representation of the wavefunction than simple HF.

This effect is more pronounced for higher multiplicity references, where the electron

configuration and orbitals differ more from the ground state. This means that for

a SFCI calculation to be accurate in modelling processes such as bond dissociation,

where the dominant configuration changes, it may still be necessary to use large CI

expansions.

1.4.3 Non-Orthogonal Configuration Interaction

One way to avoid the problem of biasing the CI expansion towards a specific reference

state is to use multiple sets of orbitals to construct each determinant with orbitals

optimized for its specific configuration. This approach breaks the orthogonality be-

tween the configurations that most CI codes assume and rely upon. Consequently,

such methods are called non-orthogonal configuration interaction (NOCI), and re-

quire additional code to account for the overlap between the different - no longer

orthogonal - determinants.64

The key difference between different NOCI implementations is how the different

determinants that form the basis of the NOCI expansion are obtained. They may

be obtained from HF calculations with different spin multiplicities (spin-flip NOCI)

or by finding non ground-state solutions to the HF equations.

The advantage of the spin-flip approach is its simplicity and numerical robustness.
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However, a bias towards the ground state configuration remains, because it is the

only configuration for which the spin multiplicity of the reference orbital set matches

the spin multiplicity of the final determinant in the NOCI expansion. In other cases,

higher spin multiplicity reference MOs are used as a basis for expanding determinants

of lower spin multiplicity states.

Another approach would be to attempt to find the higher-energy solution to the

HF equations corresponding to each configuration in the CI expansion. However,

finding non-ground-state solutions to the HF equations is complicated by the over-

whelming bias towards converging to the ground state in the general global opti-

mization procedure. Some clever work-arounds have been proposed, including the

Maximum Overlap Method, which constrains MO occupancy at each step during

the HF optimization process based upon overlap with occupied orbitals from the

previous iteration.31 Another approach is “SCF Meta-Dynamics” which performs a

series of HF calculations and adds terms to the HF equations to increase the energy

of previously found configurations - making an excited determinant the new lowest

energy solution.65 Using HF solutions in this way will likely result in higher quality

determinants, as the HF solutions represent the best single-reference approximation

to the higher energy states. However, reliably finding these higher energy HF solu-

tions is far from routine and convergence to any specified state of interest cannot

always be guaranteed.31,65

1.4.4 Valence Optimized Coupled Cluster

A third approach is the valence-optimized-orbital coupled-cluster method with dou-

ble excitations (VOO-CCD).66 Analogous to MCSCF calculations, the molecular

orbitals are optimized to minimize the energy of the CC wavefunction, within the

valence active space. This yields a more compact wavefunction than the CASSCF

wavefunction within the same valence active space. VOO-CCD is also variational,

size-consistent, size-extensive and uniquely determined once the valence active space

is algorithmically defined. In principle, these qualities make it an ideal multi-
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reference method, but in practice the coupling between the MO coefficients and

the determinant amplitudes makes the VOO-CCD optimization process numerically

unstable. These numerical stability problems are pronounced enough that the sec-

tion describing the VOO-CCD method in the Q-Chem quantum chemistry program

manual feels the need to assure the user that “the program has nothing against you

personally”.67 This means that in practice these methods don’t provide a universally

applicable alternative to CASSCF calculations.

1.4.5 Generalized Valence Bond Theory

A class of method that are very different in principle from any of the above are gen-

eralized valence bond (GVB) methods. Valence bond wavefunctions are constructed

directly using combinations of orbitals localized on atoms or molecular fragments.68

This makes them a more natural way of representing broken bonds or other multi-

configuration systems with localized electrons e.g. diradicals.69 However, they are

less suitable for systems with a high degree of delocalization, e.g. benzene, where

they predict a structure with alternating long and short C-C bonds.70

The GVB wavefunction is usually too expensive to calculate and two common sim-

plifications are the perfect-pairing71 and imperfect-pairing72 models, which greatly

simplify the spin part of GVB wavefunction by limiting the number of combinations

of localized orbitals to those required to describe bond dissociation and constrain-

ing the rest of the orbitals to a Slater determinant-like core space. These methods,

however, require starting orbitals that correspond to physically meaningful bonding

and anti-bonding pairs, a process that is difficult to do in a general, reproducible,

“black-box” way.71,73

1.5 Thesis Aim

The properties of methods that effectively account for the two classes of error are

quite different.74 Effective multi-configuration methods generally place great impor-
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tance on optimizing orbitals while effective dynamic configuration methods generally

rely on larger expansion series with lower quality orbitals since when all configura-

tions are included all methods give equivalent results regardless of orbital quality.

Generally, errors associated with the single determinant approximation can be ad-

dressed by correlating a small number of electrons in orbitals near the HOMO and

LUMO - so long as those orbitals are well described - while all electrons contribute

to the error associated with the mean-field approximation, necessitating larger CI

expansions to account for dynamic correlation.18

Despite this, most post-HF methods attempt to solve both problems simultaneously.

This is the approach taken by existing spin-flip and NOCI approaches: finding more

optimized orbitals to account for static correlation, while also using large sets of

configurations to capture dynamical correlation. We hypothesize that more efficient

and accurate multi-reference methods can be found by separating out the two sources

of error as much as possible, and using methods better suited to each class separately

to improve upon the HF wavefunction. Much of the difficulty in modelling multi-

configurational systems lies in finding a good, compact first-order approximation to

the true wavefunction.

MCSCF methods can reliably model multi-configurational systems, but are fre-

quently too expensive to be practical and are also critically reliant on the user

defining a chemically-appropriate active space. We propose three criteria that an

ideal multi-configuration method would fulfil:

1. The configuration expansion must be concise - this restrains the scaling of

the method and helps ensure there is a clear chemical interpretation to the

result. Achieving this requires the use of optimized orbitals tailored to each

contributing configuration.

2. The configuration space must be determined automatically and algorithmi-

cally, without requiring user input, and must result in a model that yields

continuous potential energy curves.
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3. The optimization of the MOs and configuration series must be numerically

stable to make the method practical without extensive trial and error.

None of the existing methods all three of these criteria. The aim of the present work

is to develop and validate novel minimal-determinant multi-reference models for

modelling static correlation that fulfil these criteria, and to explore their suitability

as a basis for applying subsequent dynamic correlation corrections.
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Chapter 2

SF-NOCI Theory

2.1 Model Construction

2.1.1 Existing NOCI Approaches

The previous chapter outlines how any model of the wavefunction must be capable

of describing the inherently multi-configurational nature of many chemical systems

for it to be widely applicable to the kind of problems chemists care about. A number

of common methods based on multi-configuration wavefunctions fail to do this effec-

tively because they use configurations with unoptimized orbitals. MCSCF methods

solve this problem but at substantial computational cost and loss of generality.

An effective model for a first-order representation of the wavefunction must provide

a cheaper way of optimizing orbitals and CI coefficients without requiring extensive

user input to define the wavefunction and/or tweaking of calculation parameters to

achieve convergence. This is the goal of NOCI methods, including spin flip NOCI.75

Unlike in “regular” spin-flip based CI, spin-flip non-orthogonal CI uses the best

available reference orbitals for any given excited state. For example, singly excited

state determinants are constructed from a basis of triplet spin multiplicity ground

state orbitals. Although these orbitals are not exactly optimized for the excited state

of interest, they represent the closest possible approximation that can be found in
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a routine, robust and numerically stable way.

However, existing applications of NOCI theory do not apply any restrictions to

the configurations included in the CI expansion, beyond specifying a maximum

excitation level; as in orthogonal CI. Instead, these models effectively just modify

conventional CI expansions by switching out excited state determinants derived from

ground state HF MOs for alternatives obtained from higher multiplicity reference

calculations. This has the net effect of improving the convergence of the CI expansion

but without isolating the configurations that give rise to the deficiencies of the single-

reference approximation.76

2.1.2 An Alternative Approach

We propose a different route, following the extremely effective strategy from single-

reference computational chemistry where a simple approximation (HF theory in the

single-reference case) is used to find a simple but robust and well understood first

order model of the wavefunction, that is then refined. This is effective both in

terms of providing both useful heuristic models - as demonstrated by the ubiquity

of the MO picture derived from HF theory - and useful strategies for quantitative

calculations - such as PT, CI and CC based methods that use the HF wavefunction

as a starting point.

A minimal-determinant multi-configuration model would provide a picture of the

wavefunction composed of only physically meaningful components that map directly

to common concepts well-understood by chemists - bonding and antibonding or-

bitals, dissociation to physically meaningful electronic configurations, insight into

the correspondence between molecular orbital and valence bond models.

In this chapter, we propose a series of severely restricted active space and minimal-

determinant SF-NOCI models to fulfil these requirements. Our approach is based on

implementation of NOCI developed by the Head-Gordon group and uses the same

mathematical machinery, but differs from existing CI implementations in its very
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limited approach to configuration selection. The remainder of this section will lay

out the ideas behind our proposed models, and their physical justification, while the

second section will describe the mathematics required to implement those ideas.

2.1.3 Configuration Selection in CI

CI methods are generally classified by how they select the determinants used to ex-

pand the wavefunction. Usually in CI the virtual orbitals are unoptimized and the

determinants a poor representation of the electronic state they supposedly model.

Consequently, it is a waste of time to ascribe much physical significance to these

determinants beyond their level of excitation. In orthogonal CI, only the double

excitations mix directly with the ground configuration and consequently have the

biggest impact on the wavefunction; however other excitation levels can mix with the

double excitations and therefore indirectly contribute to improving the representa-

tion of the ground electronic state.25 To model dissociation, the required excitation

level is equal to the number of electrons in the bonds being broken, i.e. ensuring

correct behaviour at all points along the dissociation curve. For example, modelling

the full potential energy curve for a dissociating double bond requires quadruple

excitations. Using this number of excitations allows the CI to fully span the space

qualitatively relevant to the bond-breaking, regardless of the quality of the determi-

nants, and therefore incorporates the multi-configurational nature of bond breaking

by brute force. However, the very large number of quadruple excitations makes this

very costly in general.

The poor quality of the excited state MOs frustrates attempts in CI to select sig-

nificant configurations based on any physical understanding of the system beyond

counting excitation levels. This contrasts with MCSCF methods where the MOs

are fully optimized and great care is often placed in selecting the physically relevant

configurations.50,77 The more a CI method can optimize its orbitals to approximate

MCSCF, the more it can rely on selecting only physically-relevant configurations to

model multi-configuration wavefunctions, and the less very large brute force expan-
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sions should be needed.

2.1.4 Spin-Flip Approach to Orbital Optimization

The goal of spin-flip CI is precisely to find reference determinants with better MOs

for CI expansions. SFCI uses MOs found for a higher spin-state reference to provide

a more balanced representation of the configurations, less biased towards the lowest

energy configuration. However, as the number of spin flips increase, single-reference

SFCI becomes increasingly biased against the lower energy configurations as they

become increasingly different from the reference configuration - the biasing problem

is only partially solved. In general, the spin-flip method gives access to a series of

reference determinants, each deriving from a different spin multiplicity, and with

different biases towards the core and virtual orbitals of the ground state. A key

question that arises in single-reference SFCI is then which of these determinants

will best describe the system at hand.

The only apparent way to completely avoid the biasing of the CI expansion towards a

particular set of orbitals - short of performing a costly multi-reference optimization -

is to allow the use of a different reference for each configuration. This means using a

series of different HF calculations to provide customised MO sets for each excitation

level, instead of solving the much harder problem of finding the best single set of

MOs for the CI expansion. However, this comes at the cost of having to solve the

non-orthogonal configuration interaction problem to determine how to best combine

these non-orthogonal MO sets when forming the overall CI wavefunction. With this

process, we are able to use orbitals derived from the multiplicity that is closest to

the target configuration and thus - we conjecture - the best representation within

the spin-flip approximation.

Finally, it remains to specify: (a) which spin multiplicities are used in generating HF

reference orbital sets, and (b) which electronic excitations are performed, and which

orbital sets are used to represent each of the determinants in the wavefunction.
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2.1.5 Complete Active Space SF-NOCI

Within the SF-NOCI framework there are a number of different approaches to select-

ing which configurations to include. The simplest and most comprehensive theory

is complete-active-space SF-NOCI (CAS-SF-NOCI), in which determinants are con-

structed by generating all possible electronic configurations within the active space

created by spin-flipping. This active space is defined as the set of singly-occupied

orbitals in the spin-flipped Hartree-Fock calculation. Determinants are constructed

order by order, according to the spin-flip level.

For example, the initial reference determinant is simply the HF wavefunction of

the original spin multiplicity. All systems considered in this thesis are singlets in

their ground state. For simplicity, a singlet reference in all illustrative examples

going forward, but this approach is trivially generalisable to other spin multiplicity

reference states.

Next, all determinants that can be generated in the active MOs from a triplet

ROHF calculation are included, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This is approximately

equivalent to a CASSCF(2,2) calculation with semi-optimized orbitals for the excited

state determinants. However, it is important to note that these quasi-optimized

orbitals may look quite different to fully-optimized CASSCF orbitals.

Like CASSCF(2,2), this CAS-SFS-NOCI approach is expected to be appropriate as

a 0th order reference for modelling single bond dissociation and/or the lowest-lying

singly-excited states, and corresponding electronic transition energies. However, for

many chemical systems, multiple bond dissociation/reorganisation occurs, and tran-

sitions to higher-energy electronic states are of importance in molecular structure

characterisation and determination of optoelectronic properties.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the next set of determinants, i.e. all those generated in the spin-

flip-doubles active space. The resultant CAS-SFSD-NOCI method is approximately

equivalent to CASSCF(4,4) albeit with a range of important distinctions:
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 Two seperate HF calculations for 
the singlet and triplet configurations
 

 SFS-NOCISD basis configurations, 
generated from the different HF orbitals
 

 Singly Spin-Fliped 
CUHF Reference 

 

 Ground State 
RHF Reference

B

A

C

Figure 2.1: Generation of configurations for a SFS-NOCISD calculation. Triplet
CUHF orbitals are used to form the singly-excited and doubly-exited configurations
(groups A and B), singlet RHF orbitals are used for the ground-state configuration
(group C).
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• all sets of MOs used in forming the determinant basis are completely deter-

mined by the spin-flipping procedure i.e. they are generated automatically

without any user input beyond specifying the maximum spin-flip level. This

means that CAS-SF-NOCI methods are uniquely determined and can be used

in a “black-box” manner.

• MOs are only semi-optimized for spin-flipped reference states rather than fully

optimized for the target states of interest. However, this has the advantage of

decoupling the orbital optimization and CI coefficient determination processes.

• different sets of MOs are used for expanding different determinants in the CI

basis, i.e. the CI basis is non-orthogonal.

Overall, CAS-SF-NOCI models are robust, well-defined and applicable to a wide

range of multi-reference problems.64,75,76,78,79

However, one disadvantage is that - like their CASSCF analogues - not all deter-

minants within the active space necessarily have clear physical interpretations of

the function they play in the wavefunction, i.e. CAS-SF-NOCI models are not

minimal-determinant models for any particular problem of interest.

Therefore, the next two sections introduce new strategies for modelling specific

multi-reference situations, aiming to include only those determinants required to

ensure physically-correct behaviour, i.e. dissociation to appropriate atomic states

and energies, inclusion of appropriate determinants for molecules that are multi-

reference in character at equilibrium.

2.1.6 Flip-Reversing SF-NOCI

An alternative strategy for selecting configurations is performing the spin flip and

then generating all configurations found by undoing the spin-flip without changing

the occupancy of the MOs i.e. flipping spins but not performing any excitations or

relaxations relative to the spin-flipped reference. This means that for a single spin-

flipped reference, we would generate only the configurations in group B of Figure
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CUHF on doubly spin-flipped 
configuration

 

Generated SF-NOCI Configurations
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B

Figure 2.2: All possible SF-NOCI configurations generated from a single doubly
spin-flipped determinant. Configurations with the 4th MO unoccupied are excluded
as these would be constructed from references with fewer spin-flips, as shown in
Figure 2.1 The configurations are organized into three groups: A) closed shell con-
figurations, B) configurations with two unpaired electrons C) configurations with 4
unpaired electrons. Note that for the second two groups: B and C each configuration
will have a corresponding spin-symmetric pair not shown here.
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2.1 and for a doubly spin-flipped reference only group C of Figure 2.2. Unlike CAS-

SF-NOCI, these wavefunctions depend only on the levels of spin-flip and not the

degree of excitation within the spin-flipped state.

The simplest case of this would be a SFS-NOCIS, where the singlet and triplet

references are used to generate 3 configurations, and corresponds to including the

ground state reference augmented by the determinants shown in group B of Figure

2.1.

This approach is designed to efficiently model dissociation processes. Unpairing

electrons by flipping the spin of one of them forces them to occupy spatially dis-

tinct molecular orbitals. At equilibrium this generally corresponds to bonding and

antibonding orbitals, while at dissociation, high-spin ROHF calculations often lo-

calize electrons onto separate fragments.80,81 Including all possible spin-symmetric

flip-reversed determinants into the NOCI expansion ensures that the Pauli exclusion

principle is observed and that the overall NOCI wavefunction has the appropriate

spin symmetry, i.e. all eigenstates are eigenvalues of the Ŝ2 operator.

FR-SFS-NOCI is therefore capable of modelling single bond dissociation, main-

taining the correct spin symmetry throughout and smoothly transitioning from a

wavefunction dominated by a doubly-occupied bonding orbital at equilibrium to an

appropriate superposition of single-occupied atomic orbitals at dissociation. How-

ever, it is incapable of modelling systems that are inherently multi-configurational

at equilibrium, due to the absence of the requisite doubly-excited determinant.

2.1.7 Perfect Pairing SF-NOCI

A third strategy with an even more restricted set of determinants is SF-NOCI with

perfect pairing (PP-SF-NOCI). In the perfect pairing model, each electronic con-

figuration differs from the ground state only by a double excitation of two paired

electrons. This typically corresponds to excitation from a bonding orbital to the

corresponding anti-bonding orbital (e.g. from the HOMO to the LUMO or the
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Reference 

Doubly Spin-Flipped
Reference

Figure 2.3: Generating determinants for a PP-SFSD-NOCI wavefunction. Each
configuration includes only one paired double excitation from HOMO-n to LUMO-
n. Consequently each spin-flipped reference determinant contributes only a single
configuration to the CI.

HOMO-1 to the LUMO+1) as shown in figure 2.3.82 However, ambiguities arise for

systems with unoccupied atomic orbitals, in which two-electron σ → n and π → n

excitations are possible, and lower in energy than the corresponding σ → σ∗ and

π → π∗ configurations.

Nonetheless, simple perfect pairing methods have been used within valence-bond and

coupled-cluster frameworks as a cheap way to account for the leading terms of cor-

relation energy and found to be effective for diradical and bond breaking, provided

that the MO coefficients are optimized concurrently with CI/CC coefficients.83

However, the key advantage of all SF-NOCI models proposed here is the fact that

they decouple molecular orbital coefficient optimization from CI coefficient opti-

mization. This is designed to both improve numerical stability and decrease com-

putational cost. But this does come at a cost - PP-SF-NOCI models are not well

suited to describing bond dissociation because they neither contain terms that allow

for electron localization (like FR-SF-NOCI models) nor contain determinants with
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fully-optimized antibonding orbitals, as required to accurately reconstruct atomic

states as a linear combination of states involving doubly-occupied bonding and an-

tibonding orbitals.

On the other hand, PP-SF-NOCI is ideally suited to describing systems that are

strongly multi-reference at equilibrium, whose contributing states differ from the

ground state configuration by excitation of pairs of electrons from occupied to un-

occupied (not necessarily antibonding) orbitals.

2.1.8 Summary of SF-NOCI Strategies

The computational efficiency of SF-NOCI is a function of the number of determi-

nants in the CI expansion basis. For each reference set of orbitals, this number can

be quantified in terms of the spin-flip order: F = 1 (single spin-flip, triplet refer-

ence state), F = 2 (double spin-flip, pentet reference state), etc, and the maximum

excitation order within the spin-flip active space, N (note that N must be ≤ 2F )

For any given SF-NOCI method, computational scaling will be dominated by the

highest order spin-flip level and excitation level, combined. The total number of

determinants is computed as the sum of each set of determinants generated at each

spin-flip order, where
(
n
k

)
is the binomial coefficient n!

k!(n−k)!
, and “# Configurations

per reference” is the number of NOCI configurations generated from a single spin-

flipped reference configuration.

Complete-Active-Space SF-NOCI

• Strategy: All possible arrangements of active electrons within the spin-flip

optimized space.

• Effective for: A wide range of geometries in both excited and ground states.

• # Configurations per Reference:
(

2F
N

)2 −
(

2F−1
N

)2

Spin-Reversing SF-NOCI

• Strategy: All possible spin-flips back to the target spin multiplicity without

changing spatial orbitals.
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• Effective for: Accurately modelling molecular dissociation.

• # Configurations per Reference: 2
(

2F
F

)
Perfect Pairing Space SF-NOCI

• Strategy: Paired double excitations between the HOMO-n and LUMO+n.

• Effective for: Strongly correlated systems in the ground state and at bonding

geometries.

• # Configurations per Reference: 1

2.2 Mathematical Basis

2.2.1 The Hartree-Fock Method

SF-NOCI calculations rely on the HF method to generate MOs for the later NOCI.

HF theory generates the determinants that form the basis of the NOCI wavefunction,

and it is necessary to define all quantities computed during the HF process before

proceeding to define the equations required to implement NOCI. Therefore, a brief

overview of Hartree-Fock theory is presented below. Atomic units will be used

throughout.

The HF equation has the same form as the Schrödinger equation, however the elec-

tronic Hamiltonian is replaced by a Fock operator F̂ that approximates the electronic

energy in terms of single electron orbitals.84 The eigenvalues of the Fock operator

are the MOs φ and the corresponding eigenvalues E are the negative of the ionization

energy of an electron in that MO (Koopman’s theorem).85

F̂(1) = ĥ(1) +
∑
b6=a

[
Ĵb(1)− K̂b(1)

]
(2.1)

F̂φ = Eφ (2.2)

The Fock operator partitions the energy of each MO into three different classes, one

for each of the three terms in equation 2.1. The first is the core Hamiltonian energy
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i.e. the energy that depends on only single electrons, as shown in equation 2.3. This

is further subdivided into electron kinetic energy (the first term of equation 2.3) and

the electron-nuclei attraction (the second term). Here ∇ is the gradient operator in

the space coordinates of electron 1, ZA is the nuclear charge of atom A and r1A the

distance between the electron and atom A.

ĥ(1) = −1

2
∇2

1 −
∑
A

ZA
r1A

(2.3)

The two remaining parts of the Fock operator are the Coulomb Ĵ and exchange

operators K̂, which quantify the electron-electron interactions; the latter being a

purely quantum mechanical effect arising from the requirement that the wavefunc-

tion be antisymmetric to electron interchange. We define these operators by their

operation on a single spin orbital χa(1).

Ĵb(1)χa(1) =
[ ∫

χ∗b(2)r−1
12 χb(2)dx2

]
χa(1) (2.4)

K̂b(1)χa(1) =
[ ∫

χ∗b(2)r−1
12 χa(2)dx2

]
χb(1) (2.5)

The integral over all coordinates of the second electron in these operators is the

mathematical realization of the mean-field approximation, which follows from ex-

pressing the Fock operator as a function of the coordinates of a single electron.

Basis Sets

Solving the HF equations using a computer requires us to reduce the HF integro-

differential equation to a matrix eigenvalue problem by selecting a set of “basis

functions” to represent the orbitals. This is analogous to qualitative MO theory

where hydrogen-atom-like AOs are used to build up the MOs. Virtually all molecu-

lar quantum chemistry codes use Gaussian functions (equation 2.6) centred on the

nuclei for this purpose, as they strike a balance between resembling the solutions to

the Schrödinger equation for the H atom, while also allowing the integrals required

to evaluate the electron-electron interactions be calculated efficiently.86 To improve
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the quality of the basis functions, multiple Gaussians are combined with fixed coeffi-

cients c into a single contracted Gaussian type orbital (CGTO) (equation 2.7. This

represented by the φijk, where i, j and k denote the quanta of angular momentum

along each axis.

Gijk(r; a) = Nxiyjzkear
2

(2.6)

φijk(r; â, ĉ, N) =
N∑
n

cnGijk(r; an) (2.7)

Where N is a normalization factor, cn are the contraction coefficients which deter-

mine how much each Gaussian function contributes to the CGTO; the exponents

an determine how diffuse each Gaussian is. Part of the setup of a computational

chemistry calculation is the choice of the basis set - a pre-optimized set of CGTOs

with fixed values of the cn and an for each atom. Generally higher quality basis

sets contain more CGTOs per occupied AO, in some cases specialized basis sets are

required e.g. excited state calculations may require basis sets with unusually diffuse

orbitals (small values of an) to properly model more diffuse electronic states.

The parameters i, j and k represent the components of the orbital angular momen-

tum (L) along each axis; a CGTO will contain only Gaussian functions of the same

angular momentum. Calculations will include all permutations of i, j and k that

sum to the total angular momentum. This means that for the form used in equation

2.6, there will be 6 different d type functions (dx2 , dy2 , dz2 , dxy, dxz, dyz) rather than

the expected 5, and 10 f functions rather than the expected 7 etc. In these cases,

the orbitals can be transformed into a set of the expected number of orbitals plus

an additional set of L-2 orbitals87 e.g. an additional s type orbital for each set of d

functions, and an additional three p orbitals for each f set.

The parameters {cn} and {an} are optimized ahead of time for a set of test molecules

and are held constant during the HF calculation. We can then apply the ubiquitous

technique in quantum mechanics of representing an operator in a particular basis as

a matrix (e.g. equation 2.8 for the Fock matrix in the basis of atomic orbitals). This
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yields the Roothaan equations which reformulate the HF equation as a generalized

eigenvalue problem, where each eigenvector in C contains the molecular orbital

coefficients for a single MO.

Fij =
〈
φ∗i

∣∣∣ F̂ ∣∣∣φj〉 (2.8)

FC = SCE (2.9)

ψMO
j =

∑
i

Cijφi (2.10)

S is the matrix of basis function overlaps (in this case the overlaps of the CGTOs)

and C is the matrix of molecular orbital coefficients. As equation 2.10 shows, each

column of the MO matrix C represents a single MO, and each row represents a

single CGTO i.e. Cij is the contribution of the ith CGTO to the jth MO.

The Self-Consistent Field Procedure

HF calculations are concerned with finding the values for Cij that minimize the

energy of a single Slater determinant, ΦHF.

ΦHF =
1√
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

χi(x1) χj(x2) · · · χk(x1)

χi(x2) χj(x2) · · · χk(x2)

...
...

. . .
...

χi(xN) χj(xN) · · · χk(xN)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.11)

Where the χi(xn) is the ith MO occupied by the nth electron. Equation 2.12 shows

the calculation of the electronic energy in the HF procedure.

EHF =
1

2

∑
i

∑
j

PijFij (2.12)

Pij = 2

n/2∑
a

CiaCaj (2.13)

P is the density matrix, which represents the electron density contained in the

overlaps of each pair of the CGTOs. It is a key intermediate value in the calculation
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of the Fock matrix from the MOs in most codes. The factor of 2 in the expression

for P accounts for both the alpha and beta electrons.

Calculating the MO coefficients requires finding the Fock matrix, which itself de-

pends on the MO coefficients making the HF equations non-linear and requiring

an iterative solution process. The simplest such process is the Roothaan algorithm

which uses simple fixed point iteration to find a solution. A guess set of MOs are

used to calculate an initial Fock matrix; this is then diagonalized to generate a new

set of MO coefficients. The new set of MO are then used to find a new Fock matrix

and the process repeated until a fixed point is found and the MOs stop changing.

Since each step of the SCF procedure results in a number of MOs equal to the

number of CGTOs - which is usually much larger than the number of electrons -

only a subset of the MOs are “occupied” and used to calculate the next Fock matrix.

These are usually chosen to be the MOs with the lowest eigenvalues. This choice

gives rise to the division between the optimized occupied orbitals and the optimized

virtual orbitals previously discussed.

In practice, the Roothaan algorithm often converges slowly or diverges, so a large

number of different algorithms have been developed to refine or replace it; however,

they all follow the same iterative logic of starting with guess MOs and refining

them until self consistence is reached. Our implementation of SCF uses the Direct

Inversion of the Iterative Subspace (DIIS), which uses information from previous

iterations to improve the quality of the Fock matrix each Roothaan step.88,89

Constrained Unrestricted Hartree-Fock

The above discussion ignores the distinction between alpha and beta electrons and

their orbitals. In the simplest formulation of HF theory - closed-shell restricted

Hartree-Fock (RHF) - we assume that each MO is doubly occupied or equivalently

that the spatial orbitals for the alpha and beta electrons are the same, and that

there are the same number of “up-spin” and “down-spin” electrons. This assump-
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tion obviously fails to account for open-shell systems such as doublets or excited

states where the alpha and beta electron configurations are different - it also fails

in describing dissociation, where the two bonding electrons dissociate onto different

atoms, as discussed in the introduction.

Removing the restriction that the alpha and beta orbitals be identical gives Un-

restricted HF (UHF).90 This essentially involves performing two separate HF cal-

culations, each with their own density, Fock and MO matrices but interacting via

the Coulomb part of the Fock operator, resulting in paired UHF equations shown in

equation 2.15 where Fα(Cα,Cβ) denotes that Fα depends on both sets of MOs. This

can result in wavefunctions which are not eigenfunctions of the spin squared opera-

tor but a linear combination of different spin eigenstates i.e. other states of different

spin multiplicity are allowed to mix with the wavefunction, an effect called “spin

contamination”. At bonding distances in closed-shell systems, the UHF wavefunc-

tion usually reduces to the RHF wavefunction, which is a pure spin eigenstate, and

at dissociation the different spin states contributing to the UHF wavefunction be-

come energetically degenerate. Consequently UHF gives correct energies at bonding

distances and dissociation (and hence correct dissociation energies) but unphysically

high energies in the intermediate region91

Fα(Cα,Cβ)Cα = SCαEα (2.14)

Fβ(Cα,Cβ)Cβ = SCβEβ (2.15)

A third approach called Restricted Open Shell HF (ROHF) allows the singly-

occupied orbitals to differ but restrict the doubly-occupied to be the same regardless

of electron spin.92 This gives wavefunctions which are eigenfunctions of Ŝ2 and hence

do not suffer from spin contamination. However there is no unique form of the Fock

matrix in ROHF theory and therefore no unique MOs or MO energies complicating

both physical interpretation of the results and their use in post-HF methods.93 The

most common form of the ROHF Fock matrix generates the “canonical” HF orbitals,
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which obey Koopman’s theorem.94

In our calculations, we use a particular implementation of ROHF known as con-

strained unrestricted HF (CUHF). CUHF was chosen as it is simpler to implement

than other ROHF constraint schemes but still yields canonical ROHF orbitals,80,81

and - in our experience - displays very good SCF convergence behaviour. Using

symmetry-broken UHF orbitals should be avoided in post-HF methods since the

spin-symmetry breaking means that the spin contamination carries through to the

post-HF wavefunction.95

In the CUHF process, the alpha and beta density and Fock matrices are first calcu-

lated as normal in UHF. The density matrices P and the AO overlap matrix S are

then used to calculate the UHF natural orbitals CNO.

PNO = S
1
2
Pα + Pβ

2
S

1
2 (2.16)

PNO(S
1
2 CNO) = (S

1
2 CNO)σ (2.17)

In these equations the superscripts denote whether the matrix is represented in the

MO or NO basis.

We now split the orbitals into core, active and virtual spaces. The core space

includes all doubly occupied orbitals, the active space all singly occupied orbitals,

and the virtual space the remaining unoccupied orbitals. We fix these at the start

of the calculation based on the number of electrons in the system and its specified

multiplicity.

To constrain the MOs, we need to find the differences between the Fock matrices

in the NO basis ∆NO. In particular, we need the differences in the terms that

describe the interaction between the core and valence orbitals - the λ matrix which

is zero except in the valence-core and core-valence blocks. The difference matrices
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are computed as follows.

∆MO =
Fα − Fβ

2
(2.18)

∆NO = (CNO)T∆MOCNO (2.19)

λNO =

c a v


c 0 0 ∆NO
cv

a 0 0 0

v ∆NO
vc 0 0

(2.20)

λMO = ((CNO)−1)TλNO(CNO)−1 (2.21)

We then use the λMO difference matrix and the two UHF Fock matrices to get the

CUHF Fock matrices F̃α and F̃β , which can then be diagonalized as usual to get

the next sets of CUHF MOs and the process repeated until convergence is reached.

F̃α = Fα + λMO (2.22)

F̃β = Fβ − λMO (2.23)

2.2.2 Configuration Interaction Theory

CI theory provides a framework for combining the determinants constructed from a

basis of HF MOs to create a better description of the wavefunction. CI theory works

on the same basic variational principle as HF theory; it constructs the wavefunction

as a linear combination of basis states (each described by a Slater determinant) and

then optimizes the contribution of each of those states to the overall energy of the

wavefunction. The key difference is that while CI wavefunctions are constructed

from a set of fixed Slater determinants, HF wavefunctions correspond to a single

determinant that is optimized by adjusting the linear combinations of atomic orbitals

that form the underlying set of molecular orbitals in order to minimize the energy

of that determinant.
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Nonetheless, there is a clear correspondence between the form of the equations that

must be solved to find the CI wavefunction and the Roothaan equations that define

the HF procedure:25

HA = ESA (2.24)

Hij = 〈ψi|Ĥ|ψj〉 (2.25)

This is essentially just the Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ

represented as a matrix in the basis of the determinants. The normalized eigen-

vectors A of the Hamiltonian matrix are the contributions of the determinants to

each state and the eigenvalues E the electronic energies of each state. The matrix

S is the matrix of determinant overlaps, analogous to the matrix of basis function

overlaps in the Roothaan equations; in the case of orthogonal CI it is the identity

matrix. Unlike in HF theory we are not attempting to optimize the basis itself (in

this case the determinants of the CI expansion) - only the contributions of each

determinant to the wavefunction, consequently we only need to solve this equation

once (in contrast to MCSCF where the determinants are optimized, requiring an

iterative process which solves the CI equations multiple times).

In conventional CI, a single HF calculation is performed and the determinants formed

by permuting the columns of the MO matrix to simulate excitations from the oc-

cupied to virtual orbitals. Since the MOs are mutually orthogonal (as the Fock

matrix is Hermitian) this means that the overlap matrix S is the identity matrix.

The elements of the CI Hamiltonian can then be calculated using the Slater-Condon

rules, which assume orthogonal orbitals.96
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〈Φ|Ĥ|Φ〉 =
1

2

∑
i,j

〈ij||ij〉+
∑
i

hii

〈Φ|Ĥ|Φr
a〉 =

∑
i

〈ai||ri〉+ hii

〈Φ|Ĥ|Φrs
ab〉 = 〈ab||rs〉

〈Φ|Ĥ|Φrsq
abc〉 = 0

(2.26)

〈ij||kl〉 =

∫
χ∗i (1)χ∗j(2) r−1

12 χ
∗
k(1)χ∗l (2)dx1dx2 −∫

χ∗i (1)χ∗j(2) r−1
12 χ

∗
l (1)χ∗k(2)dx1dx2

(2.27)

The notation Φrs
ab denotes a determinant where electrons have been excited from

the MOs χa and χb into orbitals χr and χs relative to the reference Φ. The matrix

h is the core Hamiltonian matrix defined in equation 2.3.

2.2.3 NOCI Theory

The use of a single universal set of orthogonal orbitals in conventional CI and SFCI

simplifies the calculation of the elements of the CI Hamiltonian matrix. With the

orthonormal determinants constructed from this orbital set, CI matrix elements

can be calculated using the Slater-Condon rules.96 Pairs of determinants can be

easily classified based on the number of excitations separating the two electron

configurations, with all differing orbitals being orthogonal to those of the other set

i.e. a triply excited configuration will have three orbitals orthogonal to the ground

state.

In SF-NOCI, we use a number of single-reference calculations to find our determi-

nants rather than just one, this gives MOs that are a better basis for the higher

energy configurations in a much simpler way than MCSCF.76,79 However, it means

sacrificing the mutual orthogonality of the determinants and introducing more com-

plexity into calculation CI Hamiltonian matrix elements.
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We have significant freedom to transform the HF orbitals to mitigate the complexity

introduced by non-orthogonality. A well known property of the HF wavefunction

is that it is invariant to mixing within the occupied orbitals,4 i.e. so long as we

restrict our transformations to unitary rotations within the occupied columns of

the MO matrix, we can modify the MOs without changing the physical properties

of the wavefunction. One approach to evaluating integrals over non-orthogonal

orbitals is to transform the orbitals of each pair of determinants such that they

are biorthogonal. This means that each orbital overlaps with, at most, one of the

orbitals in the other determinant.4

〈φi|φ̃j〉 = siδij (2.28)

Here δij is the Kronecker delta and si is the overlap between the two orbitals

0 ≤ si ≤ 1. This is a generalization of the single-reference fully-orthogonal case,

which is identical except that si = 0 or 1. Therefore, the MO integrals required to

form the Hamiltonian matrix can be calculated using a modified form of the Slater-

Condon rules, in which each part of the integral between two determinants is scaled

by the overlap between the appropriate biorthogonalized pair of MOs.

We use the formulation of non-orthogonal CI developed by the Head-Gordon group.

64,75,76 The relevant source code from our “pychem” software is contained in Ap-

pendix A. For each determinant pair, we use the Löwdin pairing theorem4 to

biorthogonalize the orbitals using a singular value decomposition.

U, σ,VT = (C̃HF)TSCHF (2.29)

C = CHFU (2.30)

C̃ = (C̃HF)V (2.31)

Here CHF and C represent the pre- and post-biorthogonalization MO coefficients

respectively, and S represents the atomic orbital overlap matrix. Note that here
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CHF is truncated to include only the columns of the MO matrix representing the

occupied orbitals; if the virtual orbital coefficients are included, the biorthogonaliz-

ing transform will mix the occupied and virtual orbitals, resulting in configurations

that are physically different from the pre-biorthogonalized determinants.

The diagonal elements of σ, {si} give the overlaps between each pair of MOs, the

product of the these is S - the total overlap between the two determinants. We

also calculate the reduced overlap Sred, which ignores the orthogonal MO pairs and

hence will always be non-zero.

S = det(V)det(U)
∏
si

si (2.32)

Sred = det(V)det(U)
∏
si 6=0

si (2.33)

Here det(V) and det(U) are the matrix determinants of the two SVD transform

matrices. Since V and U are unitary, their determinants will be ±1 and represent

the relative orbital phase, which is otherwise lost in the SVD procedure. With these

orbitals, we can use the Slater-Condon rules generalized to biorthogonal MOs to

calculate the electronic part of the CI Hamiltonian.

〈Φ|Ĥelec|Φ̃〉 =
1

2

∑
i,j

〈ij||ij〉
sisj

+
∑
i

hii
si

〈Φ|Ĥelec|Φ̃〉i =
∑
j

〈ij||ij〉
sj

+ hii

〈Φ|Ĥelec|Φ̃〉ij = 〈ij||ij〉

〈Φ|Ĥelec|Φ̃〉ijk = 0

(2.34)

h = ChHFC̃∗ (2.35)

Unlike in equation 2.26 where the matrix elements were classified by the num-

ber of excitations, here they are classified by the number of zero overlaps between
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the biorthogonal orbitals, the notation 〈Φ|Ĥ|Φ̃〉i represents the matrix element of a

determinant pair where the ith biorthogonalized MOs of Ψ and Ψ̃ have zero over-

lap. Zero overlaps will almost always be a result of electron excitations, hence the

different forms of these equations can still be practically treated as representing

different degrees of excitation between the determinants. The matrix h is the core

Hamiltonian hHF defined in equation 2.3 transformed into the biorthogonal-orbital

basis

For computational efficiency we follow the Head-Gordon group, and implement the

generalized Slater-Condon rules matrix form in terms of two different density matri-

ces describing the common electron density between the two configurations W and

P.

Zero Overlaps Matrix Form

None 1
2
(W · J[W] + W ·K[Wα] + W ·K[Wβ]) + Σi

hii

si

si Pi · J[W] + Pi ·K[Wσi ] + hii

si, sj Pi · J[Pi] + Pi ·K[Pσi
i ]

> 2 0

Superscripts α and β denote quantities calculated using only the alpha or beta

orbitals and σi denotes a quantity using only orbitals of the same spin as orbital i.

The core Hamiltonian h is also transformed into the biorthogonal basis (equation

2.35). W is the unweighted density matrix and Pi the weighted density matrix

constructed from the ith columns of the two C matrices.

Pi = (C·i)
T C̃·i (2.36)

W =
∑
si 6=0

Pi

si
(2.37)

Unlike orthogonal CI, in NOCI the nuclear part of the Hamiltonian doesn’t neces-

sarily become zero from the orthogonality of the MOs, which means we also need to

add a term corresponding to the nuclear-repulsion energy scaled by the overlap of
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the two sets of orbitals. Thus equation 2.38 is used to find the total energy of the

Hamiltonian element.

〈Ψi|Ĥ|Ψj〉 = Sred
ij H

elec
ij + SijE

nuc (2.38)

Once the Hamiltonian matrix has calculated the NOCI coefficients C and the

energies of the NOCI states E can be found by solving the generalized eigenvalue

problem 2.39. Unlike in orthogonal CI, the overlap matrix S is unlikely to be the

identity matrix.

HC = ESC (2.39)

Natural Orbitals in SF-NOCI

We have found that the CUHF natural orbitals (equation 2.17) are a very effective

set to use in SF-NOCI in place of the canonical HF orbitals, because they make the

process of constructing and diagonalising the NOCI matrix more numerically stable.

However, the higher spin reference determinants generated by CUHF contain an

active space of orbitals with occupation numbers of exactly 0.5 (singly occupied

orbitals), which may not be Aufbau-ordered. Since - at HF level - all linear combi-

nations of the singly occupied orbitals have equivalent energy, the precise character

of these MOs is highly unstable to very small differences in the canonical MOs.

In SF-NOCI these orbitals are not equivalent; determinants with electrons in the

orbital designated as the high-spin HOMO will be constructed using the high-spin

MOs, while other determinants will use lower spin reference sets. Consequently the

instability of the singlet orbitals can cause large discontinuities in the SF-NOCI

potential energy surface.

We have found a solution to this is to use the linear combinations of the singly
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occupied orbitals that overlap the least with the doubly occupied space of the lowest

energy determinant. To find these we first define a matrix B of the overlaps between

the singly occupied NOs CS with the doubly occupied space CD.

B = (CS)T (SCD)(SCD)TCS (2.40)

Here S is the matrix of AO overlaps, CS are the columns of the NO matrix with

occupation numbers of 0.5 and CD the columns with occupation numbers of 1. The

eigenvectors of B can now be used to define a new set of singly occupied orbitals

C̃S as linear combinations of the old singly occupied orbitals.

Bv = λv (2.41)

C̃S = CSvT (2.42)

We then sort the columns of C̃S in ascending order of their overlap with CD and

use them to replace the old CS columns in the full NO matrix.
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Chapter 3

SF-NOCI for Ground States

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will apply minimal-determinant SF-NOCI methods to two pro-

totypical systems where static correlation effects dominate the shape of the po-

tential energy curves: dissociating lithium hydride and twisting ethylene. These

molecules have been chosen because they are relatively small and are common test

cases for new quantum chemical methods, including those dealing with degeneracy

or near degeneracy effects and molecular dissociation.63,97 The advantage of us-

ing smaller molecules is that higher-level calculations are quick to perform; enabling

rapid implementation and development, and benchmarking against alternative static

correlation methods, such as MCSCF, using existing implementations available in

standard quantum chemical program packages. Smaller molecules also allow the

resulting MOs and wavefunctions to be interrogated in detail, yielding physically

interpretable models of electron behaviour.

In both cases our goal is to use SF-NOCI to construct very simple and physically

meaningful wavefunctions using a minimal set of determinants. To this end we are

not attempting to completely recover the electron correlation energy, but rather to

find a statically-correlated wavefunction that provides a useful starting point for
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further dynamic correlation corrections.

3.2 Lithium Hydride

3.2.1 Model Requirements

LiH has been used as a test case for a wide range of new computational meth-

ods.98–100 Because it has only 4 electrons, it can be easily benchmarked against

high-level ab initio calculations and experimental data,101 using large enough atomic

orbital basis sets to eliminate inflexibility of the basis set as a potential error source.

Furthermore, because the Li s orbital is far lower in energy than any other atomic

or molecular orbitals in the system, these electrons play very little role in bond-

ing. Therefore, LiH can be analysed as a pseudo-2-electron system, as differences

between wavefunctions depend almost exclusively on the behaviour of the valence

electrons. However, despite this simplicity, the electronic structure changes signifi-

cantly over the dissociation curve. The ground state is ionic at bonding distances

but dissociates into two neutral atoms.102 Further, the ground and first excited sin-

glet states experience an avoided crossing as the molecule dissociates.102 Potential

energy curves derived from spectroscopic measurements are illustrated in Figure 3.1.

These factors mean that many electronic structure methods struggle to represent the

entire dissociation curve in a qualitatively correct manner.103 In general, modelling

dissociation requires a smooth transition from representing valence electrons using

delocalized, doubly-occupied bonding orbitals to localising the bonding electrons on

the dissociated fragments, in an appropriately spin-symmetric manner.

Ground state dissociation of LiH is also a particularly challenging case for single-

reference SFCI as the fewer electrons present, the greater the relative difference

between the spin flipped state the other electronic states. Since LiH has only 4

electrons the singly spin flipped state differs from the ground state in the spin and

orbital occupancy of 25% of the electrons. Consequently, the singly spin flipped
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Figure 3.1: Experimental dissociation curves for the first 3 singlet states of LiH101

MOs are a worse basis to represent the ground state determinant than they would

be in a larger system where a smaller proportion of the electrons are affected. This

is a particular problem at equilibrium, where the singlet ground-state HF reference

is a good first order approximation to the wavefunction, and the SFCI reference

constructed from triplet-state MOs is particularly poor.

As discussed in the previous two chapters, the key to modelling the wavefunction

with a minimal number of determinants is ensuring that the MOs making up those

determinants are themselves physically meaningful, and as well-optimized for de-

scribing each electronic configuration as possible. In the case of dissociation, this

means that the MOs have to be physically meaningful over the whole of the disso-

ciation curve. The two important regimes are equilibrium (near bonding distance),

where the wavefunction is dominated by the ground state HF singlet reference, and

dissociation where the wavefunction will be fundamentally multi-configurational and

reduce to appropriately antisymmetrized linear combinations of atomic orbitals. The

intermediate regime will be a mixture of these two situations.
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3.2.2 Computational Details

We performed calculations on LiH at bond lengths ranging from 1.0 Å to 4.0

Å, separated by 0.1 Å increments. Calculations were performed out using UHF,

CASSCF(2,2), CCSD(T) SFS-CISD, and FR-SFS-NOCIS theories in conjunction

with both STO-3G104–106 and cc-pVTZ107,108 atomic orbital basis sets. In addi-

tion, custom MCSCF calculations were carried out in a determinant basis includ-

ing only the ground state configuration and the two spin-equivalent singly-excited

states. STO-3G calculations were performed in order to generate relatively simple

wavefunction expansions that can be easily illustrated and analysed, whereas the

cc-pVTZ basis was used to generate accurate potential energy curves.

UHF, CCSD(T), and SFS-CISD calculations were carried out using the Q-Chem

quantum chemistry package.109 CASSCF(2,2) and MCSCF calculations were per-

formed using the GAMESS package.110 FR-SFS-NOCIS calculations were carried

out using our in house “pychem” software developed as part of this thesis.

3.2.3 Reference Orbitals

Before discussing the nature of the multi-configuration wavefunctions, it is useful

to examine the molecular orbitals that underpin the contributing determinants. As

anticipated, the lowest energy MO in LiH is a doubly-occupied Li 1s orbital for all

methods and geometries which is approximately 5300 kJ/mol lower in energy than

the next lowest MO. From equilibrium to dissociation the energy of this core orbital

changes by only 105 kJ/mol, compared to a 525 kJ/mol change in the energy of the

HOMO. Consequently, this analysis will focus exclusively on the behaviour of the

valence molecular orbitals.

Spin-restricted HF (RHF singlet, CUHF triplet) and spin-unrestricted UHF disso-

ciation curves are shown in Figure 3.2, while Figure 3.3 illustrates RHF and CUHF

frontier MOs obtained at equilibrium and at dissociation.

At equilibrium, the RHF HOMO is a σ bonding orbital dominated by the in-phase
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Figure 3.2: The HF energy of the ground state single and triplet states of LiH in
the cc-pVTZ basis. The singlet is calculated using the RHF and UHF methods and
the triplet only with CUHF.

mixture of the H 1s, Li 2s and Li pz AOs. At dissociation, this bonding orbital

retains its delocalized character. This results in the “classic” RHF behaviour of the

potential energy curve. The dissociation energy is significantly overestimated, due

to the wavefunction comprising of a mix of covalent/atomic and ionic terms. This

is also reflected in the Mulliken atomic charges of ±0.495e.

In contrast, the CUHF triplet orbitals are much more atomic in character over the

whole of the dissociation curve. Although not immediately apparent from Figure

3.3, both singly-occupied CUHF orbitals are primarily atomic in character even at

equilibrium. The ROHF HOMO is dominated by the LiH 2s AO with a coefficient

of 0.93 and HOMO-1 by the H 1s AO with a coefficient of 0.85. The remaining AO

contributions to each MO give these MOs the observed bonding and antibonding

character. The net effect of these MOs being more “atomic-like” than “covalent-

like” is that the triplet state is unbound, i.e. much higher in energy than the

singlet at equilibrium, and higher in energy than the sum of the energies of the two

isolated atoms. These molecular orbitals become even more atomic in character

as the molecule dissociates. The coefficients of dominant AOs reach 1.0 by 4.0 Å,

indicating localisation of same-spin electrons to different atomic centres.
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Figure 3.3: The frontier MOs of LiH at both bonding (1.6 Å) and dissociation (4.0
Å) All MOs calculated using restricted HF in the cc-pVTZ basis set

The UHF wavefunction resembles the RHF wavefunction at equilibrium but the

CUHF wavefunction at dissociation, because at infinite separation there can be no

Fermi repulsion, and so spin-labelling is unimportant when it comes to optimizing

the shape of the orbitals. Therefore, the UHF curve in Figure 3.2 smoothly transi-

tions from RHF-like at equilibrium to the correct dissociation limit. However, this

comes at the cost of breaking spin symmetry. While it’s appropriate for opposite-spin

electrons to localize onto separate atomic centres, forming a single spin-symmetric

determinant, it’s not appropriate for same-spin electrons, which should be indistin-

guishable but become distinguishable upon localization. This is known as the “spin

symmetry breaking problem” in UHF, generally prohibiting UHF being used as a

foundation for more rigorous methods that account for static correlation and obey

spin symmetry.

Between the RHF singlet and the CUHF triplet molecular orbital sets we can form
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reference determinants that appropriately model the wavefunction at equilibrium or

at dissociation, but no single-reference that can do both. Therefore, both sets are

combined in the FR-SFS-NOCIS model to form a determinant basis that should

be - in principle - capable of recovering the RHF wavefunction at equilibrium, and

the antisymmetrized spin-flipped CUHF wavefunction at dissociation, and smoothly

interpolating between them, maintaining the correct spin symmetry throughout.

3.2.4 Potential Energy Curves and Multi-Reference Wave-

function Analysis

The performance of the FR-SFS-NOCIS model for modelling LiH dissociation in

the ground state is benchmarked against UHF, SFS-CISD, MCSCF, CASSCF(2,2),

CCSD(T) and experiment in Figure 3.4. The experimental curves were constructed

from vibrational spectroscopy data using the inverted perturbation approach.101,111

From Figure 3.4, it is evident that only the FR-SFS-NOCIS, MCSCF, CASSCF(2,2)

and CCSD(T) models produce qualitatively correct dissociation curves. CCSD(T)/cc-

pVTZ almost exactly reproduces the experimental curve, due to its ability to con-

currently recover both static and dynamic contributions to the total correlation

energy.

The advantages and deficiencies of the UHF model are well known. Its primary

advantage lies in its ability to smoothly transition between the RHF wavefunction

and energy at equilibrium and yield the dissociation energy as the sum of the energies

of the isolated fragments. However, this comes at the expense of breaking spin-

symmetry, which results in the UHF dissociation curve taking on a qualitatively

different shape to the others, particularly in the “intermediate” bond length regime

(R ∼ 2Re).

To better understand the multi-reference models, it is instructive to compare wave-

function composition as a function of bond length. CI coefficients for the FR-SFS-

NOCIS, SFS-CISD, MCSCF and CASSCF(2,2) models at equilibrium (R = 1.6 Å),
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Figure 3.4: Dissociation curves of ground state LiH calculated at five different levels
of theory, in the cc-pVTZ basis set, and the spectroscopically-determined exper-
imental curve.101 CASSCF and MCSCF energies are the same to within the line
width resolution. All curves are shifted up by E(H) + E(Li) to ensure that they
tend to the same dissociation limit.
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Method Determinants Ref Equilibrium Intermediate Dissociation

FR-SF-NOCI
1σ22σ2 S 0.9455 0.6008 0.0000

1σ22σ13σ1 T 0.1199 0.4202 0.7072

1σ22σ2 T 0.7765 0.5195 0.0000

SFS-CISD 1σ22σ13σ1 T -0.4422 -0.5918 0.7059

1σ23σ2 T 0.0000 -0.1723 0.0000

1σ22σ2 M(2,2) 0.9898 0.8490 0.0098

CASSCF 1σ22σ13σ1 M(2,2) -0.1416 0.2133 0.7021

1σ23σ2 M(2,2) -0.0111 -0.4337 -0.0667

MCSCF
1σ22σ2 M(1,2) 0.8482 0.5859 0.0316

1σ22σ13σ1 M(1,2) -0.3746 -0.5730 -0.7078

Table 3.1: The CI coefficients for each of the multi-configuration methods at three
different points along the dissociation curve: equilibrium (1.6 Å), intermediate (3.0
Å) and dissociation (4.0 Å). In each open shell states the two spin-symmetric con-
figurations were in phase. The Ref column describes the reference configuration
used to generate the MOs used in that determinant, S denotes the RHF singlet,
T the CUHF triplet, M(2,2) the (2,2) active space MCSCF and M(2,2) the MCSCF
containing the ground configuration plus two HOMO to LUMO single excitations.
All configurations not shown are 0

stretched (R = 3.0 Å) and dissociated (R = 4.0 Å) bond lengths are listed in Table

3.1. For the new FR-SFS-NOCIS method, the CI coefficients are also plotted as a

function of bond length in Figure 3.5

Equilibrium

The equilibrium behaviour of the FR-SFS-NOCIS and CASSCF(2,2) models con-

trast sharply with that of SFS-CISD, both in terms of the predicted binding energies

and wavefunction composition. Both FR-SFS-NOCIS and CASSCF(2,2) wavefunc-

tions are dominated by contributions from a determinant with a doubly-occupied

bonding orbital. However, the SFS-CISD wavefunction contains substantial contri-

butions from singly-excited states even at equilibrium, and dramatically underesti-

mates the binding energy.

Overall, this indicates that the SFS-CISD wavefunction is including these contri-

butions in an attempt to ameliorate the poor quality of the triplet-reference MO
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Figure 3.5: The change in CI coefficients over the dissociation curve of LiH for
the two determinants used in a RF-SFS-NOCIS calculation cc-pVTZ basis set.
The singlet determinant begins dominant at bonding distances and its contribu-
tion smoothly decreases as the bond breaks. Note the ”Triplet CI Coeffs” curve
represents the coefficients of two determinants in the CI wavefunction - the two
spin-symmetric singly-excited determinants.

basis for expanding a state that is much better represented by a simple singlet-

reference determinant, i.e. starting from a basis that includes two electrons in a

single well-optimized bonding orbital.

This illustrates a key limitation of the SFS-CISD model - it cannot be applied as a

minimal-determinant model when the reference set of high-spin MOs does not closely

resemble the corresponding low-spin orbital set for the MOs that are commonly

occupied across both spin states. The conventional solution to this problem is

simply to include additional determinants, constructed by allowing excitations into

the virtual orbital space. However, in moving from a minimal-determinant model to

a more extensive CI model, the physical interpretability of the wavefunction is lost.
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The FR-SFS-NOCIS approach clearly ameliorates this deficiency. Using different

spin-reference determinants and selecting the most appropriate MO set for each

configuration allows us to include the ground-state Hartree-Fock configuration with

fully optimized doubly-occupied bonding orbitals in addition to singly-excited states

formed from the triplet reference MO set. Clearly, this is a more appropriate deter-

minant basis for expanding the wavefunction at equilibrium, where the conventional

HF model is already a good 0th order approximation to the true wavefunction.

This assertion is supported by the fact that the FR-SFS-NOCIS and CASSCF(2,2)

wavefunctions are both dominated by contributions from this determinant at equi-

librium, and also that the UHF, FR-SFS-NOCIS and CASSCF(2,2) models are in

broad qualitative agreement about the magnitude of the binding energy.

Closer inspection of the FR-SFS-NOCI and CASSCF(2,2) potential energy curves

and CI wavefunction coefficients reveals a somewhat surprising feature - the CASSCF(2,2)

wavefunction is even more strongly dominated by the singlet HF reference. This

is surprising because the FR-SFS-NOCI wavefunction contains the HF singlet de-

terminant, which is optimized to be the best possible single-configuration descrip-

tion of the wavefunction, while the CASSCF(2,2) MOs are optimized for a multi-

configuration description of the wavefunction. Therefore, we would expect the

CASSCF wavefunction to be more multi-configurational than the FR-SFS-NOCI.

One potential explanation for this is that the inclusion of the doubly-excited de-

terminant allows the CASSCF(2,2) model more flexibility and therefore enables it

to recover more of the binding energy. However, this configuration has a small

coefficient, which suggests that this might not be the entire explanation.

The other explanation is, that orbital optimization may allow the singly-excited

states to recover more of the correlation energy by concurrently optimizing the shape

of the original LUMO while also optimizing how these states mix in to the overall

wavefunction. This supposition is supported by a number of lines of evidence:

1. The singly excited state CI coefficients get larger and change sign moving
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from FR-SFS-NOCIS to CASSCF(2,2), changing from an in-phase combina-

tion with the ground state reference determinant to out-of-phase.

2. MCSCF results continue this trend. Although the MCSCF wavefunction com-

position is very different to the CASSCF(2,2) wavefunction composition, the

energies are the same. This indicates that additional correlation energy can

be recovered by either including the doubly-excited determinant or optimizing

the singly-excited determinants, and that these two quite different approaches

have the same energetic effect in this particular case.

3. Even for the FR-SFS-NOCIS model in which the excited state determinant

MO set is only partially optimized, this determinant contributes substantially

to the wavefunction and lowers the binding energy substantially relative to the

single-determinant UHF model.

Overall, it is most likely that these singly-excited state configurations are capturing

intra-atomic correlation effects on the Li atom. However, more work is required to

get to the bottom of these observations, and understand their physical origin. In

particular, the key question becomes “are these truly minimal-determinant models

or are the singly-excited determinants capturing some dynamic correlation effects?”.

However, for practical purposes, this is not particularly important, because all that

we need is reliable black-box static correlation model that does not scale as badly

with active space size as CASSCF and does not require the user to carefully tailor

the active space and monitor its composition like MCSCF.

At equilibrium, this means that any proposed model must yield a wavefunction

that is dominated by the HF reference determinant, for single-reference systems.

FR-SFS-NOCIS clearly fits this bill.

Intermediate

In the intermediate regime, the CASSCF, MCSCF and FR-SFS-NOCI models all

have qualitatively similar behaviour energetically despite having quite different sets
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of optimized (or semi-optimized) MOs and CI coefficients. Interestingly, only the

FR-SFS-NOCIS and MCSCF models have CI coefficients that change monotonically

with bond length.

Once again, this implies redundancy within the CASSCF(2,2) active space, with

both the singly- and doubly- excited configurations contributing to recovering the

same “chunk” of correlation energy. In the intermediate regime, this has a plausible

physical interpretation - it appears that the dissociating bond is being modelled

using a combination of molecular orbital (MO) and valence bond (VB) theories.

The doubly-occupied bonding and antibonding orbitals describe bond dissociation

according to MO theory, while the singly-occupied atomic-like orbitals form VB-

like contributions to the wavefunction. Because of this redundancy, it appears that

there are many iso-energetic ways of mixing these two sets of contributions (plus an

additional contribution from the doubly-occupied bonding term to account for the

fact that in the intermediate regime the molecule is still partly bound / not fully

dissociated), including dropping the doubly-excited configuration entirely, yielding

the MCSCF model.

It is instructive to compare the MCSCF and FR-SF-NOCIS models, because they

use the same determinant basis and differ only in whether the underlying orbitals are

fully optimized and orthogonal (MCSCF) or partially optimized via different spin-

reference HF calculations and non-orthogonal (FR-SF-NOCIS). Again, it is clear

that excited state orbital optimization can make quite a significant difference to the

amount of correlation energy that can be recovered.

Nonetheless, FR-SFS-NOCIS remains an appropriate static correlation model - well

and uniquely defined, with a smooth potential energy curve that is largely parallel

to the more complete MCSCF and CASSCF curves, and with CI coefficients that

also smoothly and monotonically change as a function of bond length.
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Dissociation

For LiH, all multi-reference models considered here become equivalent at dissocia-

tion, formed as an antisymmetrized linear combination of equally-weighted singly-

excited reference states formed from localized atomic orbitals. For CASSCF in

particular, this is different to what is observed for H2, the canonical exemplar, in

which the wavefunction is described as a linear combination of states formed from

doubly-occupied bonding and antibonding orbitals.

Overall, both the FR-SFS-NOCIS and MCSCF models can be described as mod-

els that smoothly interpolate from a delocalized MO-dominated description of the

wavefunction at equilibrium to a localized AO valence-bond-like wavefunction at

dissociation. MCSCF recovers more correlation energy at equilibrium and along the

dissociation curve by using fully optimized orbitals for singly-excited determinants,

but this comes at the expense of needing to concurrently optimize both MO and CI

coefficients.

The greatest advantage of SF-NOCI models compared to “conventional” multi-

configurational SCF methods is their black-box nature. They are not sensitive to

the initial choice of active space or orbital ordering, and do not require user input

or careful validation.

However, away from the dissociation limit, there is a fundamental mismatch how

well the high-spin and low-spin reference orbitals describe the corresponding NOCI

states. Clearly, the singlet ground state will be better described by singlet reference

orbitals, whereas the singlet excited states within the NOCI expansion rely on triplet

HF reference orbitals. Further, the decoupling of the orbital and CI coefficient

optimization processes means that neither set of coefficients is fully optimized.

3.2.5 Correlation Energy Analysis

Overall, a good static correlation model will provide an appropriate starting point

for recovering the remaining dynamic correlation energy. For a simple system like
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Figure 3.6: The deviation in PP-SFS-NOCI, UHF and MCSCF energy from exper-
iment over the course of the dissociation curve of LiH.

LiH with only two valence electrons, the dynamic correlation energy is expected to

decrease monotonically with bond length, as the two electrons get further apart.

To test the utility of FR-SFS-NOCIS, MCSCF and UHF as static correlation models,

the remaining dynamic correlation contribution that would need to be recovered to

match experiment is illustrated in Figure 3.6.

Clearly, the MCSCF correlation energy curve displays the expected behaviour -

the correlation energy decreases smoothly and monotonically from equilibrium to

dissociation.

The UHF curve differs significantly from the MCSCF curve in the intermediate

regime. Here, the MCSCF wavefunction is most multi-configurational in character,

with all three underlying determinants contributing approximately equally to the

wavefunction at 3.3 Å. This implies that the rise in the UHF difference curve is

caused by UHF being unable to appropriately account for the multi-configurational

nature of the wavefunction in this regime.

SFS-NOCIS has a similar but much smaller rise in the same region of the curve.

This likely indicates that the spin flipped MOs are not ideal in this regime. At equi-

librium the singlet MOs describe the wavefunction very well and at dissociation the
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triplet MOs are very good. In the intermediate range using both sets is better than

using either one individually optimized but is still not as good as the concurrently

optimized MOs used by MCSCF based methods.

3.3 Ethylene

3.3.1 Model Requirements

Twisting ethylene is commonly used as a test case for multi-reference methods.60,97

As the C-C double bond twists the π and π∗ MOs become degenerate at 90◦, breaking

the π bond and meaning the single π2 determinant cannot appropriately model the

wavefunction - as it can in the planar conformation.112 The resulting system is

considered one of the prototypical cases of a diradical system,113 with two electrons

previously involved in the π bond each localized onto one of the carbon atoms.

In the following discussion, the planar ethylene molecule is assumed to lie in the xy

plane, with the C-C bond along the x axis. The angle θ refers to the dihedral angle

between two cis hydrogen atoms as shown in Figure 3.7, i.e. θ = 0◦ in the planar

conformation.

H
H

H
H

θ

Figure 3.7: A Newman projection looking down the C-C bond of ethylene (i.e. along
the x axis), showing the definition the angle θ used in the text

As the bonding and anti-bonding orbitals become degenerate most methods fail to

effectively model the region around the top of the rotation barrier. An effective mini-

mal determinant model would require only the π2 and π∗2 configurations, with both

of these determinants contributing equally to the wavefunction at 90◦, effectively
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localizing the two valence electrons onto the two carbon atoms to form a diradical

species.

The experimentally derived torsion energy for ethylene is approximately 272 kJ/-

mol,114 so cannot be compared directly to computed barrier heights that do not

account for zero-point and/or thermal vibrational effects.115,116 Hence, we do not

expect to exactly replicate the experimentally-derived torsional barrier height and

will use a CCSD(T) potential energy curve to benchmark against.

3.3.2 Computational Methods

The equilibrium geometry of ethylene was optimized at CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ using

Q-Chem. The electronic energy was then calculated as the C-C bond was rotated

in 5◦ increments from 0◦ to 85◦, where 0◦ has all the atoms in a single plane and 90◦

generates a perpendicular conformation with both ends of the molecule geometrically

orthogonal. Calculations were not performed at 90◦ due to convergence problems,

to help account for this an additional calculation was performed at 88◦. All bond

lengths were held constant as the C-C bond was twisted.

These calculations were carried out using the SF-NOCI, SF-CISD, CASSCF, CCSD(T)

and RHF methods. The SF-NOCI calculations where carried out using a basis

of two determinants; the lowest energy configuration and the HOMO to LUMO

doubly-excited configuration - making this a PP-SFS-NOCI calculation, or equiv-

alently SFS-NOCID. CASSCF and SFS-CISD calculations were carried out using

four determinants - the two included in PP-SFS-NOCI plus two spin symmetric

single excitations. However, these configurations do not mix with doubly-excited

determinants, by symmetry.

As with LiH the calculations were carried out in both the STO-3G basis set - for

analysing the wavefunction - and the cc-pVTZ basis set - for comparing the energies.
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3.3.3 Reference Orbitals

The HF energies of the singlet and triplet states are shown in Figure 3.8. As shown

above, RHF overestimates the barrier for the singlet state, with a cusp at 90◦.66

The CUHF triplet curve has very different behaviour, reaching an energy minimum

at 90◦, more stable than the RHF singlet.
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Figure 3.8: The HF energies of the RHF singlet and CUHF triplet ground states of
of ethylene, calculated in the cc-pVTZ basis set. Energies are scaled so the singlet
energy is zero in the planar conformation

Figure 3.9 shows the frontier orbitals of ethylene’s singlet and triplet states in both

configurations. At 0◦ the singlet HOMO is - as expected - a π bonding orbital. The

carbon pz orbitals each have coefficients of 0.63 and all other AOs have negligible

coefficients (less than 10−14). By 88◦ the dominant orbitals are an in phase combi-

nation of the pz orbital on one carbon and the py orbital on the other carbon - each

with coefficients of 0.67. Both these p orbitals are orthogonal to the plane formed

by the carbon they are located on and its bonded hydrogens. Significant electron

density has moved to the hydrogens which now have coefficients of ±0.2.
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Figure 3.9: The frontier MOs of ethylene calculated in both the planar and twisted
geometries in restricted HF and the cc-pVTZ basis set. Note the different orientation
of the molecule in the ROHF triplet HOMO case to better display that MO.

The electron density moving into the two orthogonal p orbitals indicates the dirad-

ical nature of the system however - as with dissociation - RHF cannot effectively

localize the electrons. Consequently the RHF wavefunction has some artefactual

ionic character.

As shown in Figure 3.9, in the planar conformation the HOMO-1 is an π∗ orbital

comprising two out of phase pz orbitals with coefficients of ± 0.81 and zero coeffi-

cients for all other AOs. The HOMO is dominated by the hydrogen 1s orbitals -

which all have coefficients of ±0.34 - and their in phase interaction with the car-
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bon py orbitals - which have coefficients of ±0.39. In the twisted conformation, the

triplet MOs closely resemble the singlet MOs at the same geometry. In each case,

the p orbital orthogonal to the bonded hydrogen atoms has the largest coefficient

(≈ 0.66). However in the HOMO-1, these two orthogonal p orbitals are in phase

with each other while in the HOMO the AOs are out of phase.

3.3.4 Potential Energy Curves and Multi-Configuration Wave-

function Analysis

Figure 3.10 shows the potential energy surfaces computed using RHF, CASSCF,

CCSD(T), SFCI and PP-SFS-NOCI methods. All five methods have very similar en-

ergies up to about 50◦, when the failure of RHF to describe the multi-configurational

nature of the wavefunction starts to become more apparent. The four remaining

methods are very similar until about 75◦, when SFS-CISD begins to underestimate

the barrier height relative to CASSCF and PP-SFS-NOCI, which overestimate the

height relative to CCSD(T).

All four of the CI expansion based methods largely avoid the cusp at 90◦ predicted

by RHF, although a slight cusp is apparent in the CCSD(T) curve.

The differences between the methods are more clearly seen when plotted as their

deviation from the CCSD(T) energy - as in Figure 3.11. PP-SFS-NOCI slightly

underestimates the torsion energy compared to CASSCF for most angles, however

at 88◦ the two curves differ by only 2.3 kJ/mol, and underestimate the torsion energy

by approximately 45 kJ/mol. SFS-CISD is similar to CASSCF for most of curve,

but diverges sharply near 88◦ resulting in a 75 kJ/mol underestimation of the torsion

energy - almost the same amount RHF overestimate the energy by (76 kJ/mol).

The fact that PP-SFS-NOCI predicts a very similar barrier height to CASSCF,

while RHF and SFS-CISD diverge from the CASSCF curve close to 90◦, suggests

that multi-reference spin flipped orbitals provide a suitable approximate replacement

for their multi-reference optimized counterparts, and therefore yield very similar CI
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Figure 3.10: The potential energy surfaces for ethylene torsion calculated using the
RHF, CASSCF, SSF-CISD, CCSD(T) and PP-SFS-NOCI methods in the cc-pVTZ
basis set. All methods have been shifted so that their energy is zero in the planar
conformation.
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Figure 3.11: The difference in torsion energy of Ethylene for RHF, SFS-CISD,
CASSCF and PP-SFS-NOCI compared to CCSD(T), calculated in the cc-pVTZ
basis set.
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Method Determinant Ref Planar Intermediate Twisted

PP-SFS-NOCI

(π)2 S 0.9792 0.9684 0.7933

(π∗)2 T -0.2030 -0.2493 -0.6088

SF-CISD
(π)2 T 0.9752 0.9631 0.7339

(π∗)2 T -0.2215 -0.2692 -0.6792

CASSCF
(π)2 M(2,2) 0.9880 0.9767 0.7460

(π∗)2 M(2,2) -0.1542 -0.2146 -0.6659

Table 3.2: CI coefficients for the ground state of ethylene, in the planar (torsion angle
of 0◦), intermediate (45◦) and twisted (88◦) geometries. The Ref column describes
the reference configuration used to generate the MOs used in that determinant,
S denotes the RHF singlet, T the CUHF triplet and M(2,2) the (2,2) active space
MCSCF. All configurations not shown are 0

wavefunction expansions.

The ground state CI coefficients for the different configuration wavefunctions are

shown in Table 3.2. In the planar configuration, PP-SFS-NOCI, SF-CISD and

CASSCF all have practically identical CI coefficients. For all methods, the wave-

function is dominated by the (π)2 configuration with a weighting of ≈ 0.98 and a

small contribution of ≈ -0.2 from from the (π∗)2 configuration.

At 45◦, the CI coefficients are still qualitatively the same as at 0◦. All three wavefunc-

tions become more multi-reference in character, although the CASSCF coefficients

change the most.

At 88◦ there is slightly more divergence between the CI coefficients of the three

methods, although they all remain in broad agreement. Overall, this indicates that

the spin-flipped MO sets closely resemble their CASSCF counterparts. This confirms

that the spin flip approach is a better approximation in larger symmetric molecules

- like ethylene - than smaller asymmetric molecules like LiH.

However, PP-SFS-NOCI remains a better model than SFS-CISD because it more

closely reproduces the CASSCF torsional potential energy curve. Clearly, there

is a significant advantage in retaining HF-optimized orbitals for the ground state

reference determinant.
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3.3.5 State Switching

In the CASSCF and SFS-CISD cases, at the 88◦ point, the lowest energy state

was not the state composed of the ground state and doubly-excited configurations

but rather the state made up of equal contributions from the two singly-excited

configurations (the so called T excited state of ethylene).117

In this case, this state switching is obvious, but in larger calculations with more

determinants involved it could be easily missed. This illustrates an advantage of the

minimal determinant approach - using few determinants minimizes the chance of

finding non-target states. SF-NOCI could also capture these triplet states by using

a wavefunction which includes single excitations, this will be explored in Chapter 5.

3.4 Conclusions

For LiH and twisting ethylene, SF-NOCI is able to predict qualitatively correct

ground state dissociation and torsional potential energy curves, respectively. SF-

NOCI outperforms orthogonal SFCI and yields results comparable to MCSCF-based

methods. This demonstrates that SF-NOCI is capable of overcoming the fundamen-

tal problem with SFCI - the poor quality of the spin flipped orbitals - to describe

states dominated by lower energy configurations.

These examples also illustrate two weaknesses with the SF-NOCI approach. Firstly,

it may not fully recover static correlation in cases where none of the spin flipped

states provide an ideal basis for the wavefunction - as is shown in the intermediate

region of LiH dissociation. Secondly, the use of multiple reference determinants

may not correctly model relationship between determinants that are enforced by

symmetry, such as in the case of ethylene, where the π and π∗ orbitals do not become

degenerate across the singlet and triplet determinants - causing the wavefunction to

deviate slightly from its expected form.

However, despite these weaknesses, the non-orthogonal CI approach gives energies
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and wavefunctions that are qualitatively very similar to the more rigorous but ex-

pensive MCSCF method. These wavefunctions have the expected energies and be-

haviours without any need to include unphysically motivated determinants in the CI

expansion or to do expensive multi-reference optimizations. Importantly, SF-NOCI

models are completely defined by spin-flip level and excitation-level, i.e. they are

well-defined black-box models that do not require user input.

However, like all static correlation models, the very small CI expansions used in

SF-NOCI fail to include significant amounts of dynamic correlation, necessitating

additional “post-CI” corrections to accurately recover total correlation energies.
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Chapter 4

Excited State Models

Until now, this thesis has focused exclusively on ground electronic states, but neither

the single-determinant molecular orbital model nor multi-reference CI and CASSCF

models are limited to modelling the lowest energy electronic state. Practicalities

of numerical convergence notwithstanding, none of the assumptions underlying the

derivation of HF equations are exclusive to ground states and a number of attempts

have been made to apply HF theory to higher-energy states.31,65 Models that can

accurately solve the Schrödinger equation for excited states are a very active area

of quantum chemical research.118–120 In practice, most excited state methods simply

involve taking the higher-energy solutions to “conventional” methods like CI and

CASSCF and treating those as representations of the excited states.

4.1 Existing Approaches

4.1.1 Configuration Interaction Singles

Since the CI equations yield multiple solutions to the time-independent Schrödinger

equation, higher-energy eigenvectors can be interpreted as representing the excited

states of a system. This allows CI theory to be trivially applied to model excited

states, up to the same number of excited states as there are determinants in the CI
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expansion.

The simplest such model is configuration interaction singles (CIS), in which a CI

calculation is performed using all single excitations from a HF ground state reference.

CIS has the advantage of being straightforward and computationally cheap; but fails

to account for either static or dynamic electron correlation, which can lead to large

errors in excitation energies, especially for transitions to or from near-degenerate

states.

Further, since the reference orbitals are optimized for the ground state electronic

configuration, CIS inherently provides a better quality description of the ground

state than any of the excited states.121 This is a problem with all single-reference

excited state methods, but the limited number of determinants included in CIS

makes this effect more pronounced, as double and higher excitations are not available

to correct for the poor quality of the unoptimized virtual MOs used in constructing

the excited state determinants.

This unbalanced description leads CIS to routinely overestimate excitation energies

by 100-200 kJ/mol,122 and even more in cases like charge transfer states, where the

ground state MOs provide a particularly inappropriate basis.123

Because the CIS model does not recover any form of correlation energy, it also

often fails to predict the correct ordering of excited states.124 This is largely due to

the differential importance of the neglected correlation contributions. For example,

static correlation plays a large role in determining the relative energies of near-

degenerate excited states. Because CIS models cannot account for static correlation

stabilization of these states, transition energies to them are overestimated.

Various attempts have been made to improve CIS through perturbative corrections

(CIS(D)) or incorporating select double excitations.125,126 These approaches gener-

ally improve the representation of the ground state much more than the excited

states, paradoxically leading to an even more unbalanced treatment of the ground

and excited states and further divergence of computed excitation energies from the
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expected values.127

Time-dependent density functional theories are also fundamentally based upon ap-

plying exchange-correlation corrections to CIS-like states.128 However, because all

DFT-based models are non-variational and because TD-DFT models inherit all the

same limitations as the underlying CIS approach, they will not be discussed in any

further detail here.

4.1.2 Excited State Coupled Cluster Theory

Analogous to CI theory, the CC equations can be extended to model excited states129

using either a response theory130 or equation-of-motion approach.131 Of these, EOM-

CC methods are more widely implemented and used.

As in the ground state case, EOM-CC benefits from the inclusion of higher-order ex-

citations to give a better description of the wavefunction than an equivalent order CI

expansion. Due to this, EOM-CC models provide an effective way of recovering dy-

namic correlation corrections and are considered the most accurate single-reference

excited state model.132 They provide high quality excited state energies and wave-

functions for single-reference systems, where HF provides an appropriate mean-field

ground state model.

However, CC methods suffer from the same problems outlined above for CI methods

for systems that are intrinsically multi-reference in the ground state. For strongly-

correlated excited states, high levels of excitation may be required.133 Even in the

best case scenario, CC theory is based around using large numbers of determinants

to generate a wavefunction that incorporates dynamic correlation, so is computa-

tionally intensive and lacks physical interpretability.

4.1.3 Multi-Configuration Self-Consistent-Field Models

As with ground state CI, the most rigorous solution to the limitations of the single

reference approximation is to perform the optimization of each determinant concur-
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rently - a MCSCF calculation. MCSCF methods can give very high quality excited

state energies and wavefunctions - particularly if post-hoc corrections are applied to

account for dynamic correlation - because they find optimized orbitals for the excited

state determinants which provide a physically-meaningful basis for the higher-energy

states. Furthermore, if an appropriate set of excitations is chosen they inherently

account for any multi-reference character of the excited states, in the same manner

as the ground state.134

However, all the problems of MCSCF calculations in the ground state remain. In

fact, choosing a set of determinants for excited state calculations is often even more

challenging than for the ground state because the relevant orbitals are often less well

understood. A poor choice of determinants can also result in a highly unbalanced

description of the excited states if a determinant relevant to the physics of some but

not all of the states is excluded from the expansion.135

In practice these concerns are usually ameliorated through the use of active space

based methods like CASSCF but, as with ground state calculations, these lead

to larger CI expansions and consequently more expensive and complicated wave-

functions. Even then, selection of which and how many orbitals to include in the

CASSCF active space is non-trivial, and results can vary significantly depending on

the initial composition of the active space.

An additional complication unique to excited state MCSCF calculations is the lack

of a single clear target for energy minimization. Minimizing energy of only the

ground state will likely lead to MOs that do a poorer job of describing the excited

states. The solution to this is to use some kind of state averaging, where each of the

states of interest contribute some fraction of the overall energy to be minimized.136

But exactly how this state averaging should be performed is left to the judgement

of the individual user.

The requirements of selecting determinant sets and state averaging schemes mean

that multi-reference methods often require the user to exercise significant expert
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judgement to design calculations. The number of parameters involved in defining

an MCSCF model limits systematic comparison of these methods between different

systems.137

In principle, MCSCF approaches give us the ability to construct minimal-determinant

models to describe both ground and excited state electronic configurations in a

well-balanced and physically meaningful way. Unfortunately, in practice, the un-

optimized nature of HF virtual orbitals makes selecting physically meaningful basis

states a priori practically impossible.132

4.1.4 Reference States and Orbital Optimization

In principle, there is nothing stopping us from applying the same single determinant

HF framework to single-reference excited states that works so well as a starting

point for single-reference ground state calculations. Because the same physical prin-

ciples apply to both ground and excited states, they should both admit mean-field

solutions, which could either stand alone or be used as a basis for concise CI-type

expansions. In practice, however, finding compact, physically-meaningful wavefunc-

tions for electronically-excited states poses several complexities that are not present

or are less significant in ground state calculations.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the HF procedure finds optimal mean-field MOs via an

iterative energy minimisation process that most commonly converges to the global

energy minimum, i.e. the ground state. In practice, HF calculations cannot be reli-

ably converged to excited state solutions with any degree of specificity or selectivity.

This is a serious problem, because single reference methods rely on these mean-field

MOs to accurately represent the wavefunction for the target state of interest, and

they are not generally available for excited states.

Even if higher-energy solutions to the HF equations could be reliably generated,

excited states are often closely spaced in energy and thus are much less likely to be

dominated by a single configuration than the ground state. This immediately ne-
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cessitates a multi-reference method. However, for intrinsically multi-configurational

excited states, no single solution to the HF equations will yield MOs that provide a

good first order reference. Consequently, for many excited states no single solution

to the HF equations will yield MOs that are suitable for small CI expansions; and

single-determinant models will be particularly inappropriate and inaccurate.138

MOs calculated for a ground state reference are particularly ill-suited to cases where

the electron density changes significantly between the ground and excited state; so-

called charge transfer states.139 The very large difference in character between states

in these cases can mean that the virtual orbitals are wildly incorrect and even the

occupied orbitals unsuitable for describing the excited configurations. This often

results in large overestimations of the energies of the excited states.122

CIS seems like an appealing model because, despite its inaccuracy, it provides a

black box way of generating simple approximations to excited states that can be be

improved either through perturbation theory or through inclusion of higher excita-

tion levels. Indeed, the analogy between CIS and HF has been remarked upon in the

past,125,140 and CIS theory has even been referred to as ‘HF for excited states’.141

The large body of work around improving CIS142–144 demonstrates how a relatively

simple well defined first order excited state wavefunction can provide a fertile start-

ing point for further development. However, the relative lack of use of these methods

suggests that the CIS wavefunction is not accurate and/or flexible enough for such

experiments to be successful. This can fundamentally be traced back to the fact to

the unoptimized HF virtual orbitals used in forming the CIS excited states do not

provide a good representation of each state, and also that the ground state must be

fundamentally single-reference in character.

Currently, the only way to overcome the limitations of single-reference excited state

models is to allow concurrent optimization of molecular orbital and configuration

interaction coefficients. MCSCF provides - with a skilfully selected set of configura-

tions and/or active space specification - a very high quality model of the wavefunc-
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tion, achieved by properly optimizing higher-energy MOs rather than prioritizing a

single reference state. However the problems with ground state MCSCF described

in Chapter 1 still apply. Reliance on user skill to effectively perform calculations

is exacerbated by the complexity of the excited state manifold and the additional

requirement of specifying a state averaging scheme.

4.1.5 Requirements for an Excited State Method

The end result of all these problems is the absence of any well-defined and easily

calculated excited state wavefunction that provides a reasonable approximation for

a wide range of cases and is amenable to systematic improvement.

In single-reference ground state calculations, this role can be filled by the HF model,

although we have shown in the previous chapter that more sophisticated approaches

are required for systems that are multi-reference in the ground state. In particular,

the key to describing multi-reference ground state systems lies in finding appro-

priately optimized or semi-optimized molecular orbital sets in which to expand a

minimal or near-minimal determinant configuration interaction wavefunction.

The exact same considerations apply to constructing new minimal-determinant ex-

cited state models. Therefore, it stands to reason that the same SF-NOCI ap-

proaches used to capture multi-reference effects in the ground state may be applied

or adapted to describing excited states.

4.2 SF-NOCI for Excited States

The features of the SF-NOCI method that make it appropriate for modelling multi-

reference effects in the ground state should apply equally to excited state calcu-

lations. In fact, given that a core goal of SF-NOCI calculations is to find more

appropriate MO sets for constructing higher-energy determinants than the unop-

timized virtual orbital sets produced during canonical Hartree-Fock calculations,

we would expect it to provide an even greater improvement over orthogonal CI for
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excited states compared to the ground state.

If the spin-flip molecular orbitals are a good approximation to the orbitals required

by the corresponding “spin-unflipped” excited state determinants, then we anticipate

that our SF-NOCI procedure can be used to generate physically meaningful and

qualitatively correct minimal determinant excited state models.

4.2.1 Variants of SF-NOCI

Which kind of systems SF-NOCI models will be apply to, and whether they con-

tain the minimal number of determinants required to model the system, will vary

according to the configuration selection procedures outlined in Chapter 2.

CAS-SF-NOCI is essentially an approximation to CASSCF in the spin-flip orbital

active space. Therefore we expect that it will be suitable in the same kind of

situations as CASSCF, so long as the higher multiplicity orbitals are a good ap-

proximation to the fully optimized multi-reference MOs. This means that relatively

small active spaces should be able to effectively model static correction (i.e. produce

qualitatively correct wavefunctions) for a wide range of different electronic configu-

rations and states. However, as with CASSCF, because determinants are generated

as the complete set of electronic configurations possible within the defined active

space, it will not necessarily represent a minimal determinant model in most cases.

For example, it is likely that doubly-excited determinants are not required to de-

scribe singly-excited states at equilibrium geometries for systems that are otherwise

single-reference in the ground state.

In such cases, flip-reversing SF-NOCI is more likely to provide a suitable minimal-

determinant approach, particularly if the excited states themselves are single-reference

in nature and the spin-flipped orbitals a good approximation to their “spin-unflipped”

counterparts (orbitals optimized directly for singlet excited states). However, in

cases where the single reference approximation does not apply to both the ground

and excited state, the limited number of configurations in the FR-SF-NOCI wave-
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function will not allow the expansion enough flexibility to form all physically-relevant

states. This means we expect FR-SF-NOCI to produce qualitatively correct exci-

tation energies at equilibrium and ground state energies at dissociation (as shown

in the previous chapter) but not to reproduce accurate excited state energies at

dissociation.

Perfect pairing SF-NOCI incorporates all double excitations that mix directly with

the ground state. We therefore expect it will be effective in modelling “perfectly

paired” doubly-excited states at equilibrium geometries. However, it will be unsuit-

able for modelling more common singly excited states, due to the lack of singly-

excited determinants in the CI basis. Consequently, we see its potential use in

excited state calculations as being limited in scope.

These later two versions of SF-NOCI both have the advantage of including fewer de-

terminants than CASSCF and CAS-SF-NOCI like models, minimizing the number

of unnecessary determinants. They also benefit from requiring less user input than

CASSCF and especially general MCSCF models. PP-SF-NOCI only requires speci-

fying the maximum number of spin flips while FR-SF-NOCI requires only that plus

the highest level of excitation allowed. However, like CASSCF, there is no straight-

forward way – apart from “chemical intuition” to predict what spin-flip level and

excitation order will be required for any given application.

4.2.2 Overall Prospects

However, unlike CASSCF or MCSCF, adding additional states to the SF-NOCI

calculations is a relatively cheap process, requiring - at most - only an additional

high-spin HF calculation is needed, followed by evaluation of an additional row of

the CI Hamiltonian and diagonalization. This could potentially be done on an ad

hoc basis, adding new configurations to existing SF-NOCI calculations as it becomes

apparent the current determinant basis is insufficient. In contrast, the intrinsically

coupled nature of the CI and MO coefficients in MCSCF-based methods means that
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adding a new configuration always requires re-optimizing the MCSCF orbitals and

subsequently recalculating the whole CI Hamiltonian. Further, the active space of

SF-NOCI models is uniquely and completely defined by the spin-flip procedure - no

user input is required to select molecular orbitals to include in the active space.

The weakness of SF-NOCI models compared to MCSCF is that the quality of the

orbitals still decreases as the level of excitation increases. At higher excitation lev-

els the high-spin states used as the HF reference will produce MO sets that differ

more from those that would ideally describe the low spin state it is approximating,

resulting in lower quality orbitals. This could potentially result in SF-NOCI per-

forming worse for excited states than ground states as the first order reference for

higher-energy states will not be of the same quality which could in turn cause it to

overestimate excitation energies.

This also violates our requirement that all states be treated equally, as the ground

state MOs are used in the same configuration they are optimized for, while all others

require a spin flip from the reference configuration. Despite this, we suggest that

SF-NOCI represents a useful compromise between the rigorous equality of states in

MCSCF and the much more computationally cheap single reference methods. The

implications of this compromise will be tested in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5

Benchmarking SF-NOCI For

Excited States

5.1 Introduction

One of the key features of the SF-NOCI family of methods is that they should be al-

most equally applicable to ground and excited states, provided that the determinant

basis is appropriately tailored, and high-spin optimized reference orbitals represent

a reasonable approximation to their low-spin counterparts.

However, additional complexities arise when modelling electronically excited states

and, in particular, excited state potential energy curves. It is far less straightfor-

ward to determine, a priori, the minimal set of determinants required to qualita-

tively describe the wavefunction for any given electronic state at any given nuclear

configuration.

Although in principle, this could simply be solved by increasing the size and com-

pleteness of the determinant basis (number of spin-flip reference states and exci-

tations allowed within the spin-flip “active orbital” space), this is not in keeping

with the original intent of this approach. Using more determinants than required

to ensure an appropriate “statically correlated” reference has a number of practical
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and philosophical drawbacks: it is more computationally intensive, does not cleanly

separate static and dynamic correlation effects, and makes the wavefunction harder

to interpret in physically meaningful terms. Furthermore, the higher the multiplic-

ity of the reference orbital sets, the less valid the approximation that these orbitals

resemble their low-spin counterparts.

Therefore, in this chapter we will continue to follow the approach of using SF-NOCI

models designed for multi-reference effects in the ground states. We will asses the

ability of these models to also capture multi-reference effects at equilibrium and

along 1D potential energy curves for low-lying excited states.

5.2 Lithium Hydride

5.2.1 Background

The ground and low-lying singlet excited states of lithium hydride have been ex-

tensively studied, both spectroscopically,101,145–148 and computationally145,146,149–152

Early spectroscopic studies suggested that LiH dissociates into ion-pair fragments

(Li+· · ·H−) for all spectroscopically-observable singlet states except the ground

state, in which the molecule dissociates into its constituent atoms in their ground

electronic states.101,153 However, more recent computational studies have shown that

excited molecular states instead dissociate to excited-state atoms.

The first singlet excited state is of A1Σ+ symmetry whose equilibrium wavefunction

is dominated by an electronic configuration with a doubly-occupied core Li 1s or-

bital, singly-occupied Li 2s + H 1s bonding orbital and a singly-occupied Li 2pz +

H 1s bonding orbital (assuming the molecule is aligned along the z axis). However,

in this electronic state, LiH dissociates to a ground state hydrogen atom and an

excited state lithium atom in its 1s2 2pz electronic configuration as shown in Figure

5.1

The second singlet excited state is a doubly-degenerate state of B1Π symmetry, with
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Figure 5.1: Potential energy surfaces of the first 5 states of LiH, from Docken and
Hinze.102 Also included is the Coulomb dissociation limit for Li+ + H- - referred to
as 1

R
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each newly occupied orbital formed as Li 2px/y+ H 1s at equilibrium. However, be-

cause our SFS-NOCIS model only includes a single spin-flip reference set of orbitals,

it cannot form determinants to describe this state, and so will not be considered

further here.

Although the triplet states of LiH are not experimentally accessible due to spin-

selection rules, they have been investigated computationally.102,154,155 The lowest

energy triplet state has been most intensively investigated and is of a3Σ+ symmetry.

It has a purely repulsive potential energy curve and dissociates to the same energy

as the A1Σ+ ground state, corresponding to the energy of an isolated Li atom in its

ground state 1s2 2s1 electronic configuration, plus a hydrogen atom.

5.2.2 Computational Details

The orthogonal and non-orthogonal spin-flip results described below come from the

same calculations described in Chapter 3 i.e. SFS-NOCIS calculations in the STO-

3G (for orbital analysis) and cc-pVTZ (for energies) basis sets.

CASSCF calculations were also performed - as in Chapter 3 - using an active space

of 2 orbitals and 2 electrons and a single core orbital (CASSCF (2,2)). However,

here the first three states are given equal weighting in forming the average density

matrix in order to produce MOs that provide a better description of the higher

energy states. Additionally, a second set of CASSCF calculations were carried out

using a larger active space of 5 active orbitals and 2 electrons and a single core

orbital, with the same averaging of states (CASSCF (5,2)).

Finally a set of CIS calculations were performed using Q-Chem, allowing single

excitations into the entire virtual active space.

All the CASSCF and CIS calculations were carried out in the cc-pVTZ basis set.
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5.2.3 Molecular Orbitals

All SFS-NOCIS calculations are performed in a determinant basis constructed from

singlet HF orbitals (reference closed-shell determinant) and triplet CUHF orbitals

(singly-excited determinants), as discussed in detail in Chapter 3. For convenience,

the valence orbitals from each set at equilibrium and dissociation are reproduced in

Figure 5.2.

RHF Singlet 
HOMO

ROHF Triplet
HOMO-1

Bonding Dissociation 

ROHF Triplet
HOMO  

Figure 5.2: The frontier MOs of LiH at both bonding (1.6 Å) and dissociation (6.0
Å) All MOs calculated using restricted HF in the cc-pVTZ basis set. The atom
on the left is H and the atom on the right is Li. In Table 5.1 RHF singlet HOMO
and ROHF triplet HOMO-1 are both denoted as 2σ (despite differing in atomic
composition according to spin multiplicity of the reference state) and the ROHF
triplet as 3σ.

Because the wavefunction is formed from only three determinants, only two excited

states can be formed in addition to the ground state. From previous experimental

and computational studies, the two lowest energy excited states are expected to

correspond to the lowest energy (a3Σ+) triplet state and the lowest energy (A1Σ+)

singlet excited state.
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The frontier orbitals of the two state averaged CASSCF calculations are visually

indistinguishable from the triplet ROHF orbitals shown in Figure 5.2 indicting that

the multi-reference optimization process does not qualitatively change the charac-

ter of the valence orbitals, even with the additional configurations included in the

CASSCF(5,2) calculation. However the HOMO+2 in the CASSCF(5,2) calculation

does contribute significantly to some of the excited states. It is shown in Figure 5.3.

At equilibrium this orbital is characterized by the out of phase combination of the

Li pz AO and the H 3s AO. As with the other molecular orbitals, it becomes almost

purely atomic at dissociation, in this case forming an Li 2pz orbital.

CASSCF(5,2)
HOMO+2

Bonding Dissociation

Figure 5.3: The HOMO+2 of LiH calculated using the CASSCF(5,2) level of theory,
at both bonding (1.6 Å) and dissociation (6.0 Å)

5.2.4 The a3Σ+ State

Predicted dissociation curves for LiH in its a3Σ+ state are illustrated in Figure

5.4. CI coefficients for the LiH wavefunction are reported in Table 5.1, for LiH at

equilibrium (1.6 Å), in the intermediate bond length regime (3.0 Å) and near the

dissociation limit (4.0 Å).

For all methods other than CIS, the a3Σ+ state is composed of purely the out of phase

combination of the two 1σ22σ13σ1 configurations. For most methods this is deter-

mined by symmetry as these are only two triplet configurations. The CASSCF(5,2)

wavefunction contains configurations that could contribute to this state (e.g. the

1σ22σ14σ1 configuration that appears in the CIS wavefunction), but these configu-
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Figure 5.4: Dissociation curves of the a3Σ+ state of LiH at 4 different levels of
theory. The energy of each curve has a been scaled so that the energy of the X1Σ+

state is zero. The SFS-CISD and FR-SFS-NOCIS curves have been consolidated as
they are identical.
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Method Determinants Ref Equilibrium Intermediate Dissociation

FR-SFS-NOCIS 1σ22σ13σ1 T ±0.7071 ±0.7071 ±0.7071

SFS-CISD 1σ22σ13σ1 T ±0.7071 ±0.7071 ±0.7071

CASSCF(2,2) 1σ22σ13σ1 M(2,2) ±0.7071 ±0.7071 ±0.7071

CASSCF(5,2) 1σ22σ13σ1 M(5,2) ±0.7071 ±0.7071 ±0.7071

CIS

1σ22σ13σ1 S ±0.5983 ±0.5505 ±0.6644

1σ22σ14σ1 S ±0.2962 ±0.3330 0.0000

1σ22σ15σ1 S 0.0000 ±0.1892 ±0.2205

1σ22σ16σ1 S ∓0.1744 ±0.0149 0.0000

1σ22σ17σ1 S ∓0.1197 ±0.1406 0.0000

1σ22σ19σ1 S ±0.0855 0.0000 0.0000

1σ22σ112σ1 S 0.0000 0.0000 ±0.0797

Table 5.1: The non-zero CI coefficients for each for each of the methods at three
different points along the dissociation curve for the a3Σ+ state; equilibrium (1.6
Å), intermediate (3.0 Å) and dissociation (4.0 Å). The Ref column specifies the
reference configuration used to optimize the MOs on each row: S means a singlet
reference, T means a triplet reference, M(A,B) means a multi-configuration optimized
reference for the A orbital, B electron active space.

rations all have zero CI coefficients at all points along the dissociation curve.

Overall, this suggests that minimal-determinant models provide a reasonable rep-

resentation of the a3Σ+ state wavefunction and are not particularly sensitive to

how the underlying orbitals are obtained - whether they are optimized during a

single-reference HF triplet calculation or using a state-averaged MCSCF procedure.

This is confirmed by inspection of the potential energy curve (Figure 5.4) which

shows that all four models that involve some degree of orbital optimization - SFS-

CISD, SFS-NOCIS, CASSCF(2,2) and CASSCF(5,2) all yield very similar dissocia-

tion curves that converge to the same dissociation limit as each other, and also the

same dissociation limit as the ground state X1Σ+ curve.

However, the CIS curve is substantially higher in energy than the others, providing

a variationally poorer solution in spite of the fact that the wavefunction comprises a

much larger set of determinants than any of the other methods (Table 5.1). Clearly,

including additional determinants in the CI expansion is not sufficient to compensate
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Figure 5.5: Dissociation curves of the A1Σ+ state of LiH at 4 different levels of
theory. The energy of each curve has a been shifted so that the energy of the X1Σ+

state is zero.

for lack of orbital optimisation where required, i.e. for orbitals that electrons are

excited into when forming excited states.

5.2.5 The A1Σ+ State

Predicted dissociation curves for LiH in its A1Σ+ state are illustrated in Figure 5.5

and selected CI coefficients are reported in Table 5.2.

From the predicted dissociation curves, it is immediately clear that the electronic

structure of this excited state is more complicated and harder to model than the

a3Σ+ state. It is clear that none of the curves based on small CI expansion resemble

the CASSCF(5,2), indicating this state cannot be adequately modelled without the

additional configurations included in that calculation. However, there are still dif-
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Method Determinants Ref Equilibrium Intermediate Dissociation

FR-SFS-NOCIS
1σ22σ2 S 0.4095 0.9112 1.112

1σ22σ13σ1 T -0.7187 -0.6473 -0.533

SFS-CISD
1σ22σ2 T 0.6230 0.8539 0.9556

1σ22σ13σ1 T 0.5468 0.3650 0.2076

1σ22σ2 M(2,2) -0.3077 0.5821 0.8605

CASSCF(2,2) 1σ22σ13σ1 M(2,2) 0.6708 -0.5709 -0.3592

1σ23σ2 M(2,2) -0.0733 -0.0961 0.0392

CASSCF(5,2)

1σ22σ2 M(5,2) -0.1730 -0.4467 0.3070

1σ22σ13σ1 M(5,2) 0.6806 0.5841 0.0000

1σ23σ2 M(5,2) -0.0921 -0.1347 0.0000

1σ22σ14σ1 M(5,2) 0.0684 0.1722 0.6676

1σ23σ14σ1 M(5,2) 0.1070 0.1039 0.0000

1σ24σ2 M(5,2) 0.0000 0.1307 -0.1102

1σ22σ13σ1 S 0.6727 0.6996 0.5516

1σ22σ14σ1 S 0.1443 0.0000 -0.4346

CIS 1σ22σ15σ1 S 0.1444 -0.0728 0.0000

1σ22σ16σ1 S 0.0659 0.0000 0.0000

1σ22σ17σ1 S 0.0000 0.0000 0.0527

Table 5.2: The non-zero CI coefficients for each for each of the methods at three
different points along the dissociation curve for the A1Σ+ state; equilibrium (1.6
Å), intermediate (3.0 Å) and dissociation (4.0 Å). The Ref column specifies the
reference configuration used to optimize the MOs on each row: S means a singlet
reference, T means a triplet reference, M(A,B) means a multi-configuration optimized
reference for the A orbital, B electron active space.
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ferences between the other curves that speak to the relative qualities of the methods,

which can be explained by analysing the wavefunctions in more detail.

At short bond lengths (≈ 1.6 Å), the CASSCF(5,2) wavefunction is mostly composed

of configurations that are present in the smaller expansions, so the differences in

energy are more likely due to small differences in orbital optimization rather than

limitations in the CI expansion.

In this regime, the remaining methods fall into two groups:

• single-reference CIS and SFS-CISD methods which overestimate the energy by

approximately 250 kJ/mol relative to CASSCF(5,2)

• multi-reference SFS-NOCIS and CASSCF(2,2) methods with more thoroughly

optimized MOs for each contributing determinant, which overestimate the

energy by approximately 150 kJ/mol

This again illustrates the limitations associated with using a single set of HF-

optimized molecular orbitals to form CI determinants and wavefunctions. In this

case, it appears that both singlet and triplet reference orbital sets are equally unsuit-

able, as both CIS (singlet reference) and SFS-CISD (triplet reference) are equally

inaccurate.

At longer bond lengths, the divergence between the 5 curves is greater. As configu-

rations with large Li pz character come to dominate the CASSCF(5,2) wavefunction,

this wavefunction is able to correctly dissociate into an excited Li atom (as shown

in Figure 5.1). All the minimal-determinant methods become dominated by the

1σ22σ2 configuration at dissociation, as they do not contain configurations with an

occupied Li pz orbital. Consequently, they are not able to dissociate to the correct

atomic configuration.

CIS does much better than SF-CISD at long distances due to its inclusion of the

1σ22σ14σ1 configuration, it runs closer to parallel the CASSCF(5,2) curve than

either of the spin flip methods do. However, CIS lacks the two double excitations
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with CI coefficients > 0.1 within the CASSCF(5,2) wavefunction. In particular, the

1σ22σ2 determinant contributes substantially to the CASSCF(5,2) wavefunction at

dissociation, but is omitted from the CIS expansion entirely. This, coupled with

lack of virtual orbital optimization within the reference orbital set, means that the

CIS method still overestimates the energy relative to CASSCF(5,2) near dissociation

compared to either SFS-NOCI or CASSCF(2,2).

The fact that SFS-NOCI outperforms the CIS wavefunction - which contains far

more determinants - and runs close to the CASSCF(2,2) curve at bonding and in-

termediate distances, again illustrates the value of using MOs optimized for different

spin states to provide an efficient basis for CI expansion.

However, the difference between CASSCF(2,2) and SFS-NOCIS and the CASSCF(5,2)

curve highlights a major weakness of any minimal CI expansion approach - if the

CI expansion lacks key configurations, or those configurations are poorly optimized,

there is not leeway for the other configurations to adapt to fill the gap. This means

that the diagonalisation of the CI matrix cannot use other - less physically meaning-

ful - determinants to correct for missing configurations, making selecting a correct

active space far more important than in methods with larger CI expansions.

Fortunately, the flexibility and low computational cost of the SFS-NOCI approach

makes it relatively straightforward to fix the problem; one can either include addi-

tional excitations within the spin-flip active space, or additional high-spin reference

orbital sets, or both. In the case of dissociating LiH in its A1Σ+ excited state, it

is now clear that an additional reference spin-flip state would be required to ensure

qualitatively correct dissociation, i.e using the SFSD-NOCIS model.

However, even the very simple SFS-NOCIS model provides qualitatively correct and

physically meaningful wavefunctions for all three electronic states at equilibrium.

Therefore, it provides an appropriate starting point for modelling electronic excita-

tion energies.
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Method ∆ E (X1Σ+ → A1Σ+)

SFS-NOCIS 301.8

SF-CISD 291.1

CASSCF(2,2) 382.5

CASSCF(5,2) 317.9

CIS 392.6

Experiment101 349.1

Table 5.3: Excitation energies from the ground (X1Σ+) electronic state of LiH to
A1Σ+ at its equilibrium bond length (1.6 Å). All energies are in kJ/mol and are
calculated in the cc-pVTZ basis set.

5.2.6 X1Σ+ → A1Σ+ Vertical Excitation Energies

Table 5.3 shows the vertical excitation energies from the ground state to A1Σ+,

computed at the ground state equilibrium bond length.

Statically correlated models are expected to underestimate the experimental ex-

citation energy, because dynamic correlation effects are expected to preferentially

stabilise the ground state relative to the excited state. In the ground state, the

electron distribution is more compact, so electrons can get closer to one another and

so dynamic correlation plays a larger role in stabilizing the system overall.

According to this criterion, CASSCF(2,2) and CIS do not appropriately capture

static correlation effects. For CASSCF(2,2) this is presumably because the doubly-

occupied bonding orbital is sufficient to represent the ground state electronic struc-

ture at equilibrium, and the additional determinants present in the CASSCF(2,2)

model capture dynamic correlation effects. However, for CIS, the MO basis is opti-

mized exclusively for the ground state, which explains its preferential overstabilisa-

tion.

Only the CASSCF(5,2), SFS-CISD and SFS-NOCI models provide an appropriate

statically correlated reference for subsequent dynamic correlation corrections. This

will be investigated in detail in Chapter 7.
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5.3 Ethylene Excited States

5.3.1 Background

As with LiH, the low lying exited states of ethylene have been widely studied.156–159

In the literature, the first four electronic states (including the ground state) are

commonly referred to as the N, T, V and Z states.117 N is the ground state described

in Chapter 3 with 1A1g symmetry.

Identically to Chapter 3, this discussion assumes the planar ethylene molecule lies in

the xy plane with the C-C bond along the x axis. At 0◦ the molecule is completely

planar and at 90◦ it is fully twisted (see Figure 3.7).

T is the lowest lying excited state with 3B3u symmetry and is a triplet state resulting

from the π to π∗ excitation.158 The T state has not been studied extensively, but

its excitation energy at 0◦ has been estimated from experimental data to be around

415 kJ/mol.160

The V state is the next lowest lying, with 1B3u symmetry, and is the corresponding

singlet generated via π to π∗ excitation.158 However numerous computational studies

have shown that this state mixes strongly with the π to 3d π Rydberg state.157 It

has an experimental excitation energy of approximately 730 kJ/mol117 in the planar

conformation.

The Z state is the highest energy of the four and is made up of a mix of the ground

state and the doubly-excited (π∗)2 configuration. Since it is a closed-shell configu-

ration, it is also 1A1g. It has not been extensively studied.

All three excited states are known to have energy minima at 90◦ (twisted geome-

try),161,162 in contrast to the ground state, which is planar at equilibrium.
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5.3.2 Computational Details

Once again the same SF-CISD calculation is used for both the ground and excited

states. However, we have introduced the singly-excited states into the SFS-NOCI

calculation, making it a SFS-NOCISD calculation, this was done to allow it to also

capture the two low lying states with dominant single excitation character.

Additionally, a series of CASSCF(2,2) calculations were carried out with all four

states given equal weighting, and a series of CIS calculations

As with the ground states a potential energy scan was carried out starting at 0◦

with steps in 5◦ increments except for the final calculation, which was performed at

88◦ to avoid convergence problems at 90◦. All calculations were carried out in the

cc-pVTZ basis set.

5.3.3 Molecular Orbitals

The MOs shown in Figure 5.6 illustrate a problem with the conventional character-

isation of ethylene’s MOs; generally the HOMO and HOMO+1 are simply referred

to as the π and π∗ orbitals. In the planar conformation, these are the MOs formed

from the carbon pz AO. However, in the twisted conformation they are composed of

the pz AO on one carbon and the py AO on the second carbon, such that the lobes

of the MO are orientated away from the H atoms (i.e. the MO coefficient of the pz

orbital will be large on the carbon with C-H bonds in the xz and the py coefficient

will be large on the other carbon). In the following discussion we simply refer to

these orbitals as π2p and π∗2p; the associated orbitals with the lobes of the MOs di-

rected towards the H atoms (e.g. the ROHF triplet HOMO-1) are represented with

primes e.g. π′2p. Higher energy MOs are denoted using higher principal quantum

number labels associated with the constituent p orbitals that provide the largest

contribution e.g. π4p.
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RHF Singlet
HOMO

ROHF Triplet
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ROHF Triplet 
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Figure 5.6: The frontier MOs of ethylene calculated in both the planar and twisted
geometries in restricted HF and the cc-pVTZ basis set. Note the different orientation
of the molecule in the ROHF triplet HOMO case to better display that MO. The
RHF singlet HOMO and ROHF triplet HOMO-1 are the π orbital referenced in the
above paragraph and the ROHF triplet HOMO is the π∗ orbital.
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Figure 5.7: Energy of the T state (the lowest energy triplet) of ethylene as a function
of H-C-C-H bond torsion angle. Each curve is shifted so that the ground state energy
of the method is zero when the molecule is planar.

5.3.4 First Excited (T) State

Potential energy curves for twisting ethylene in its lowest energy triplet state are

illustrated in Figure 5.7, and excitation energies relative to the ground state in

the planar and twisted conformations presented in Table 5.4. CI coefficients that

describe the wavefunction in these conformations are reported in Table 5.5.

The SFS-NOCISD and SF-CISD wavefunctions and energies are practically iden-

tical, because they use the same set of triplet reference orbitals to construct all

determinants that contribute to the wavefunction in this state. The only difference

lies in the energy shift relative to their respective ground states.

As this is a triplet state, it is forbidden by symmetry to mix with the two closed-

shell configurations - meaning that the CI coefficients are completely determined by
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Method Planar Twisted

SFS-NOCISD 410 -28

SFS-CISD 392 -9

CASSCF 411 -13

CIS 350 -233

Experiment160 ≈ 415 –

Table 5.4: Excitation energies from the ground state of ethylene to the T state,
calculated in the cc-pVTZ basis set at both 0 and 88 degrees torsion. All energies
in kJ/mol

Method Determinants Ref Planar Twisted

SFS-NOCISD
(π2p)

2 S 0.0000 0.0000

(π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 T ±0.7071 ±0.07071

SF-SDCI (π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 T ±0.7071 ±0.7071

CASSCF (π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 M(2,2) ±0.7071 ±0.7071

CIS
(π2p)

1(π∗2p)
1 S ±0.6852 ±0.6933

π2p → π∗4p S ±0.1617 ±0.1134

Table 5.5: CI coefficients for the T state (first excited state of ethylene). (2π) is the
ground state HOMO, in the CIS case the two singly occupied orbitals are shown.The
Ref column describes the reference configuration used to generate the MOs used in
that determinant, S denotes the RHF singlet, T the CUHF triplet, M(2,2) the (2,2)
active space MCSCF and M(2,2) the MCSCF containing the ground configuration
plus two HOMO to LUMO single excitations. All configurations not shown are 0
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symmetry with the four determinant CI basis. This directly isolates the effect of

the differing optimization strategies of multi-reference vs high-spin orbitals - poor

quality orbitals cannot be corrected by more mixing with other states. With minimal

flexibility in the CI wavefunctions, it isn’t surprising that all the potential energy

curves are very close to parallel. Table 5.4 shows there is minimal difference between

in the energy of the three four configuration methods - with a range of only about

5% between them.

The CASSCF energy increases to a maximum at around 15◦. This maximum is only

present when the MOs are optimized to provide the best average description of the

first 4 states, it is not present when the T state is given significantly higher weighting

in determining the MOs than the other states. This suggests that the maximum is

cased by the orbitals being optimized to improve the description of the higher energy

states, in a way that alters the ability of the wavefunction to describe the T state.

This illustrates again how the flexibility of CASSCF models can cause incorrect

results unless carefully applied. This problem is likely worsened by the MCSCF

optimization needing to find orbitals that are suitable to describe both singlet (N,

V, Z), and triplet (T) states - which can be avoided by using non-orthogonal orbital

sets.

Aside from the artefact in the CASSCF curve, all four of the methods reproduce

the rough qualitative features of the curve - a decrease in energy as the bond is

twisted with the T state to be slightly lower in energy than the N state at very high

torsion angles. The four configuration models also come very close to predicting the

experimental planar excitation energy of 415 kJ/mol, while the CIS wavefunction

significantly underestimates the energy of the T state relative to the N state at both

planar and twisted configurations.

The CIS wavefunction also has only a small contribution from a single extra deter-

minant indicating that this state is genuinely dominated by the (π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 con-

figuration and cannot be improved by mixing in other single excitations. This -
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Figure 5.8: Energy of the V state ((π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 ) of ethylene over the range of bond
torsion, each curve is shifted so that the ground state energy of the method is zero
when the molecule is planar.

along with the excitation energies - suggests that the four determinant model ap-

propriately models static correlation in this case, using a small number of optimized

determinants without needing to include other higher energy configurations.

5.3.5 Second Excited (V) State

Potential energy curves for twisting ethylene in its lowest energy triplet state are

illustrated in Figure 5.8, and excitation energies relative to the ground state in

the planar and twisted conformations presented in Table 5.6. CI coefficients that

describe the wavefunction in these conformations are reported in Table 5.7.

The V state is effectively the singlet analogue of the T state and, as such, is formed

from the same set of underlying triplet orbitals. Therefore, the SFS-NOCISD and
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Method Planar Twisted

SFS-NOCISD 1052 492

SFS-CISD 1034 511

CASSCF 942 329

CIS 786 79

Experiment117 732 –

Table 5.6: Excitation energies from the ground state of ethylene to the V state,
calculated in the cc-pVTZ basis set at both 0 and 88 degrees torsion. All energies
in kJ/mol

Method Determinants Ref Planar Twisted

SFS-NOCISD
(π2p)

2 S 0.000 0.0006

(π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 T 0.7071 0.7071

(π∗2p)
2 T 0.0000 0.0010

SFS-CISD (π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 T 0.7071 0.7071

CASSCF (π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 M(2,2) 0.7071 0.7071

CIS

π2p → π∗2p S -0.6848 0.6932

(π2p)
′ → π′4p S -0.0710 0.0000

σ2px → R S 0.0697 0.0000

σ2px → R′ S 0.0254 0.0000

π′2p → π∗2p S 0.0000 0.0718

π2p → π∗4p S 0.0000 0.0566

Table 5.7: CI coefficients for the V state (second excited state of ethylene). (2π) is
the ground state HOMO, in the CIS case the two singly occupied orbitals are shown.
R and R’ are Rydberg orbitals arising from the σ∗2s and σ∗2px MOs respectively.
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SFS-CISD wavefunctions are again practically identical, and their potential energy

curves overlap.

Previous computational studies have found that the V state mixes strongly with

Rydberg states, and is considered notoriously difficult to model accurately.163,164

The importance of higher energy states is hinted at by the CIS coefficients in Table

5.7, which suggest that excitations to higher energy orbitals, including Rydberg

orbitals, are required. However, it is worth keeping in mind that excitations to

higher energy orbitals can also be used to correct for the lack of orbital optimization

within the set of HF virtual orbitals from which the CIS wavefunction is constructed.

The other three methods are much more constrained by the minimal determinant

CI basis, all composed of the in phase combination of the two (π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 config-

urations. The SFS-NOCISD wavefunction has nearly negligible contributions from

the (π2p)
2 and (π∗2p)

2 configurations in the twisted conformation. However, this has

only a very small effect on its energy - a change of 10.2 kJ/mol in absolute energy

at 88◦ relative to SFS-CISD.

Of all the methods tested here, it is actually CIS that most closely replicates the

experimental excitation energy at 0◦ of 730 kJ/mol, with all the other methods sub-

stantially overestimating - as has been found in past small configuration treatments

of this state.163 As noted above, the V state of ethylene has significant Rydberg char-

acter and cannot be adequately modelled by the (π → π∗) excitation, suggesting

that the configurations containing higher energy excitations in the CIS wavefunction

are necessary to correctly construct the state and are not included just to correct

for poor quality reference orbitals. Lacking these higher energy configurations, the

other methods are unable to stabilize the V state and so significantly overestimate

its energy.

This points to a difference in MO nature that hasn’t been discussed so far in this

thesis. While the triplet MOs may differ in their orientation and nodal structure

to the singlet orbitals, both sets of MOs are similarly contracted. This means the
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Method Planar Twisted

SFS-NOCISD 1494 437

SFS-CISD 1487 521

CASSCF 1439 345

Experiment165 798 –

Table 5.8: Excitation energies from the ground state of ethylene to the Z state,
calculated in the cc-pVTZ basis set at both 0 and 88 degrees torsion. All energies
in kJ/mol

MOs in the minimal determinant basis are optimized to model contracted states and

are not suitable for more diffuse states. Since there is so little flexibility allowed in

this small basis, it is not possible to find MOs (and hence determinants) that are

suitable for both kinds of states. In contrast, the much larger determinant basis of

CIS is able to include configurations with Rydberg MOs allowing, the electrons to

disperse much more widely.

5.3.6 Third Excited (Z) State

Of the four states considered here, the Z state is by far the least studied. Given

that this state is dominated by a doubly-excited configuration, it does not occur

in the CIS solution set, so only results for SFS-NOCISD, SFS-CISD and CASSCF

calculations are presented here.

Potential energy curves are illustrated in Figure 5.9, and excitation energies relative

to the ground state in the planar and twisted conformations presented in Table 5.8.

CI coefficients that describe the wavefunction in these conformations are reported

in Table 5.9.

Each of the methods produce a wavefunction which is dominated by the doubly-

excited configuration at planar geometries and then gradually incorporate more of

the ground-state configuration at higher torsion angles. Both the SFS-NOCISD

and CASSCF wavefunction also include small contributions from the singly-excited

configurations near 90◦. Since these states have very large contributions from con-
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Figure 5.9: Energy of the Z state ((π∗2p)
2 ) of ethylene over the range of bond torsion,

each curve is shifted so that the ground state energy of the method is zero when the
molecule is planar.

Method Determinants Ref Planar Twisted

SFS-NOCISD
(π2p)

2 S -0.2030 0.6340

(π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 T 0.0000 -0.0008

(π∗2p)
2 T 0.9792 0.7333

SFS-CISD
(π2p)

2 T 0.2215 0.6792

(π∗2p)
2 T 0.9752 0.7339

CASSCF

(π2p)
2 M(2,2) 0.1541 0.6645

(π2p)
1(π∗2p)

1 M(2,2) 0.0000 -0.0030

(π∗2p)
2 M(2,2) 0.9880 0.7472

Table 5.9: CI coefficients for the Z state (third excited state of ethylene)
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figurations with a bond order of zero, the torsional barrier is much more negative

than it is for either of the primarily singly-excited states.

The energies the two spin flip methods are practically identical for most of the

curve, and overestimate the excitation energy relative to CASSCF. However at ap-

proximately 60◦, the SFS-CISD curve begins to level out more quickly than the

SFS-NOCISD curve, overestimating the energy slightly more than the SFS-NOCISD

method.

All the methods substantially overestimate the excitation energy relative to experi-

ment (by > 600 kJ/mol). In the absence of other methods to compare to it’s difficult

to assess how much of this error is due to missing configurations and how much due

to the exclusion of dynamic correlation corrections. This will be examined in greater

detail in Chapter 7.

The excitation energies of the three methods are also all very similar in the planar

configuration, but differ much more substantially in the twisted configuration. This

suggests that the Z state is dominated by the single (π∗2p)
2 configuration at 0◦.

The bifurcation of the SFS-CISD and SFS-NOCISD near 90◦ are reflective of the

increasingly multi-configurational nature of the wavefunction. At small dihedral

angles the triplet based MOs of SFS-CISD can suitably model the wavefunction,

but at larger angles, where both the (π2p)
2 and (π∗2p)

2 configurations are significant,

either multi-reference or non-orthogonal MOs are needed.

5.4 Conclusion

Minimal determinant SF-NOCI models that are appropriate for describing ground

state dissociation are also suitable for describing vertical excitation energies to low-

lying excited states, provided that the system in question is primarily single-reference

at equilibrium. These models also reliably capture static correlation effects in the

lowest-lying triplet state potential energy curves for LiH dissociation and C-C bond

rotation in ethylene. In general, where excited states can be exclusively or primarily
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represented using only valence MOs, SF-NOCI produces orbitals and wavefunctions

of similar quality to more expensive CASSCF models.

However, our approach of using small sets of determinants is not effective in situa-

tions where the excited states mix with configurations outside the valence space. In

these cases, extended sets of determinants are required to adequately model static

correlation. Fortunately, it appears that the requisite determinants could be gen-

erated by simply extending the maximum spin-flip excitation level and generating

additional reference orbital sets, rather than increasing wavefunction expansion ex-

citation level or including unoptimized virtual orbitals.

Although this approach would potentially obscure the conceptual clarity of the min-

imal determinant model for states that are otherwise well described by lower order

methods, it would nonetheless produce a far more compact wavefunction than equiv-

alent CASSCF and/or CIS models.

For now, however, the remainder of this thesis will focus on situations where existing

models provide a good statically correlated reference model and investigate their

suitability as a starting point for recovering dynamic correlation.
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Chapter 6

Single and Multi-Reference

Perturbation Theory

6.1 Dynamic Correlation

The SF-NOCI approaches described in the previous chapters provide an effective

way to incorporate static correlation into electronic structure calculations; allowing

for qualitatively-correct wavefunctions over a wide range of different geometric and

bonding regimes. The use of the non orthogonal spin flipped determinants allows

SF-NOCI to achieve this using a minimal number of determinants. However, be-

cause of the small number of determinants, these wavefunctions are not designed

to capture dynamic correlation effects - which typically require many small contri-

butions from many different determinants, when the CI wavefunction is expanded

in a single-particle mean-field basis.166 The previous two results chapters show that

SF-NOCI models can provide qualitatively correct wavefunctions and energies, but

lack quantitative accuracy due to their inability to recover the dynamic correlation

contribution to the total energy.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, many body perturbation theory (MBPT) is a simple and

widely used method used to recover dynamic correlation energies, post Hartree-Fock.
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Perturbation theory is relatively computationally cheap and well understood. Al-

though it cannot account for static correlation, it is an attractive post-HF correction

in many cases where static correlation is negligible or has already been accounted

for. In particular, second order perturbation theory (MP2), recovers a substantial

proportional of the dynamic correlation energy for moderate computational cost.23

It represents a “sweet spot” in the trade-off between accuracy and computational

effort. For these reasons, second-order perturbation theory represents a promising

approach to improving the quality of our SF-NOCI results.

This follows the precedent set by MCSCF-based perturbation theories, using per-

turbative corrections to recover dynamic correlation energies after static correla-

tion has been accounted for by other means (such as in the widely used CASPT2

method).59,167 It also maintains a very clear distinction between our handling of

static correlation - through incorporating relevant configurations in the SF-NOCI

expansion - and dynamic correlation - through the use of MBPT.

This chapter will describe the mathematics behind MP2 in both the single configu-

ration case, and our approach to applying it to SF-NOCI wavefunctions.

6.2 Single Configuration MP2

6.2.1 Rayleigh-Schrödinger Perturbation Theory

In the standard perturbation theory approach, the exact Hamiltonian is represented

as a combination of a zeroth order Hamiltonian Ĥ(0) (with eigenfunctions Ψi) plus

a perturbation V̂ representing higher order corrections. The perturbation is scaled

by an arbitrary parameter 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, which represents the degree of perturbation.

This yields a modified form of the Schrödinger equation:

Ĥ = Ĥ(0) + λV̂ (6.1)

(Ĥ(0) + λV̂)Ψi = EiΨi (6.2)
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This allows the exact energy and wavefunction to be expanded as power series.

E =
∑
n

λnE(n) (6.3)

Ψ =
∑
n

λnΨ(n) (6.4)

Where E
(n)
i and Ψ

(n)
i are the nth order corrections to the ith eigenvalue and eigen-

function of Ĥ, i.e. to the ith quantum state and its energy. By expanding out these

expressions and equating the terms for each λn, we can find expressions for these

corrections. For full working, see Appendix B.

The zeroth order terms are just the unperturbed wavefunction and energy - the

eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the zeroth order Hamiltonian. The first order

terms accounts for the effect of the perturbation operator on the 0th order wave-

function, for any given state, i. Only at second order do excited state terms start

to contribute to the perturbative energy correction.

E
(0)
i = 〈Ψ(0)

i |Ĥ(0)|Ψ(0)
i 〉 (6.5)

E
(1)
i = 〈Ψ(0)

i |V̂|Ψ(0)
i 〉 (6.6)

E
(2)
i =

∑
n 6=i

| 〈Ψ(0)
i |V̂|Ψ(0)

n 〉 |2

E
(0)
i − E(0)

n

(6.7)

Although elegant, this formal result does not become useful or physically meaningful

until a concrete form for both the Hamiltonian and 0th order wavefunction are

specified.

6.2.2 Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory

To apply the above formalism to the HF energy, we need to chose a concrete parti-

tioning of the Hamiltonian into Ĥ(0) and the perturbation V̂.168 In the Møller-Plesset

partitioning, for Ĥ(0) we use the HF Hamiltonian, i.e the sum of the one electron

Fock operators for each electron in the system. For the perturbation operator, we
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use the difference between the exact two-electron potential and the two-electron part

of the HF Hamiltonian, i.e. the mean-field two-electron potential.34,169

Ĥ(0) =
∑
i

F̂i (6.8)

V̂ =
∑
i<j

r−1
ij −

∑
i

V HF
i (6.9)

Using this partitioning, E(0) and E(1) are the one- and two-electron parts of the HF

energy respectively. Therefore E(2) is the first term that contributes to the correla-

tion energy. As in CI, we can use virtual HF orbitals to construct approximations

to the higher energy configurations required to evaluate equation 6.7. Since V̂ is a

two-electron operator, only the terms of equation 6.7 involving double excitations

from the reference determinant will be non-zero. The resulting expression for the

second order MP correction is (for full details of working see Appendix B):

E(2) =
∑
i,j,a,b

〈Φ|V̂ |Φa,b
i,j 〉
〈Φa,b

i,j |V̂ |Φ〉
E0 − Ea,b

i,j

(6.10)

=
∑

i<j,a<b

| 〈Φ|V̂ |Φa,b
i,j 〉 |2

E0 − Ea,b
i,j

(6.11)

This expression can be reduced further by evaluating the two electron integrals using

the Slater-Condon rules, and expanding the state energies in terms of molecular

orbital energies:

E(2) =
∑
i,j,a,b

| 〈ia||jb〉 |2
εi + εj − εa − εb

(6.12)

Here i and j index the occupied MOs, and a and b run over the virtual orbitals. εn

is the energy of the nth MO. The matrix element 〈ia||jb〉 is the antisymmetrized 2

electron integral (as in Chapter 2) over the MO spin orbitals χi, χa, χj, and χb.

〈ia||jb〉 =

∫
χ∗i (1)χ∗a(2) r−1

12 χ
∗
j(1)χ∗b(2)dx1dx2 −∫

χ∗i (1)χ∗a(2) r−1
12 χ

∗
b(1)χ∗j(2)dx1dx2

(6.13)
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Evaluating this expression involves contracting atomic Coulomb integrals to form

these molecular integrals. Full details of how this transformation is achieved are

reported in Appendix B. Overall, the process scales as O(N5
orbs).

6.3 Multi-Configuration MBPT2

The above discussion only treats perturbation theory applied to correct the energy

of a single HF determinant. To apply MBPT to SF-NOCI it is obviously nec-

essary to extend this to apply to CI type wavefunctions. A number of different

approaches have been developed, differing in how perturbation theory is applied

to various components of the CI wavefunction, and in what order. Broadly, these

approaches can be grouped into “perturb-then-diagonalize” and “diagonalize-then-

perturb” methods.170 The most commonly used multi-configurational perturbation

model is CASPT2, which is a diagonalize-then-perturb method based on a CASSCF

wavefunction. However, in applications of MBPT to regular CI-type wavefunctions,

perturb-then-diagonalize methods seem more commonly used - perhaps to avoid

problems with size-extensivity.171

However, additional complications arise when attempting to apply perturbation the-

ory corrections to NOCI-based models, because many of the simplifications afforded

by working in an orthogonal MO basis and orthogonal set of CI determinants no

longer apply. The starting point for developing a non-orthogonal version of MRMP2

is to expand all determinants as separate Taylor series in the perturbation parame-

ter, λ.

Following the same process used to derive the Möller-Plesset energy expression yields

the following second-order correction term for two non-orthogonal determinants, Φ

and Φ̃:

E(2) =
∑
i,a

〈Φ|V̂ |Φ̃a
i 〉 〈Φa

i |V̂ |Φ̃〉
(E0 − Ea

i )
+

1

4

∑
i,j,a,b

〈Φ|V̂ |Φ̃i, ja,b〉 〈Φa,b
i,j |V̂ |Φ̃〉

(E0 − Ea,b
i,j )

(6.14)
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where the subscripts i, j index occupied orbitals that electrons are drawn from and

a, b the virtual MOs to which they are promoted. For full details of the derivation,

see Appendix B.

The fact that the first term is not exactly zero arises from the non-orthogonality

of the underlying determinants. However, in practice this term is likely to be very

small and can probably be neglected.

The second term is clearly analogous to the single-determinant MP2 energy expres-

sion, equation (6.11), except that it involves evaluating electron repulsion integrals

between one reference determinant and doubly-excited states of the other reference

determinant. Computationally, this poses a challenge, because the occupied and

virtual orbital sets cannot be mutually biorthogonalized.172 Therefore, a separate

bi-orthogonalisation process must be carried out for each doubly-excited determi-

nant. Worse, should the bi-orthogonalised MO sets contain two pairs of MOs with

non-zero overlaps, the MO integrals must then be evaluated using the O(N5
orbs) AO

to MO transformation procedure. However, computational savings may be possi-

ble by pre-computing half-transformed integrals for given sets of orbitals and only

performing the final contraction step as required.

Another alternative may be to reformulate these expressions into a more compu-

tationally manageable form, introducing resolutions of the identity to abstract the

non-orthogonality problem away from the two-electron repulsion integrals into sets of

overlap integrals. This approach has been pursued by Yost et al.173 in the context of

developing ∆SCF-based perturbation theory models, but the resultant expressions

are still quite complex.

6.4 Considerations for SF-NOCI-MP2

In light of the above considerations, we propose a somewhat crude form of NOCI-

MP2, in which the MP2 corrections are applied to only the diagonal elements of

the CI matrix. This means that the MP2 part of NOCI-MP2 is equivalent to ap-
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plying MP2 to each of the HF determinants forming the CI basis. By excluding

the off diagonal terms we avoid the need to calculate expensive biorthogonal MP2

corrections as well as reduce the sheer number of corrections required from n2 to

n. This simplification has been suggested before in CI expansions based on VB-like

orbitals,174 and also in the context of enabling MRMP2 models to be applied to

large molecules.175

To justify this simplification, we note that the off diagonal elements of the CI Hamil-

tonian represent the mixing between the determinants required to correct for the

inability of any single one of them to adequately describe the wavefunction. There-

fore the better quality the determinants the less important the off-diagonal terms

will be to determining the final CI energies. The point of using optimized orbitals

in SF-NOCI is precisely to provide a good quality single determinant first order

wavefunction with minimal contributions from other states. This means that the in-

fluence of state mixing on the wavefunction should be smaller than in single-reference

CI models, and consequently that both the off diagonal CI elements and their MP2

corrections will be smaller. Since the off diagonal elements are likely to have small

contributions to the wavefunction, we believe that it is appropriate to focus on the

more easily calculated diagonal terms that dominate the SF-NOCI wavefunction.

Further, it is easy to detect a priori where this assumption breaks down, by inspec-

tion of the CI matrix elements and the CI mixing coefficients. If the off-diagonal

elements are small, and the CI coefficient vectors dominated by a single leading

term, then this approach should work well.

This is framed as a perturb-then-diagonalize approach however a similar diagonalize-

then-perturb method could be applied by calculating the MP2 correction to each

HF state and then applying those corrections directly to the final SF-NOCI energies

weighted by the contribution of each HF state.
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Chapter 7

SF-NOCI-PT2 Results for Ground

and Excited States

7.1 Introduction

In Chapters 3 and 5, we demonstrated that the SF-NOCI approach provides quali-

tatively correct wavefunctions for capturing static correlation effects in ground state

dissociation curves and vertical excitation energies at equilibrium. However, as a

minimal determinant model, it is intrinsically ill-suited to capturing dynamic corre-

lation effects by design.

However, it is well known that capturing dynamic correlation is important to achieve

chemical accuracy.18 In this chapter, we will assess the ability of perturbatively

corrected SF-NOCI models to recover total (statically + dynamically correlated)

energies, and benchmark their performance against “conventional” multi-reference

MP2 approaches, and also highly accurate single-reference models – CCSD(T) and

EOM-CCSD(T) – where applicable.
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7.2 Computational Details

SF-NOCI-PT2 calculations were carried out using the approach described in the

previous chapter in which only the diagonal elements of the SF-NOCI Hamiltonian

are corrected in a perturb-then-diagonalize framework.

MRPT2 calculations were carried out using multi-configurational quasidegenerate

perturbation theory (MCQDPT) as implemented in GAMESS.176 This is a perturb-

then-diagonalize approach. A full explanation of the relationship between perturbatively-

corrected multi-reference methods is provided in Appendix B.

The underlying CASSCF orbitals may be optimized either for the ground state,

or averaged over the ground state and excited states of interest. The former will

be denoted CASSCF and the latter CASSCF*, or MRPT2 and MRPT2* for the

corresponding perturbatively corrected models.

For the dissociation of LiH and C-C bond rotation in ethylene, potential energy

scans were carried out using the same approach described in Chapters 3 and 5. In

brief, the LiH potential energy curve is mapped out in 0.1 Å increments from 1 Å

to 4 Å, while the torsional potential energy curve is generated using a step size of

5 ◦, except near perpendicular where the torsion angle is set to 88◦ rather than 90◦

to avoid numerical instability.

SF-NOCI-PT2 and MRPT2 vertical excitation energies were also obtained during

this process, from calculations performed at each equilibrium geometry: R(Li-H)

= 1.6 Å, φ(HCCH) = 0◦. Additionally, single point EOM-CC calculations were

carried out using the CFOUR package177 to obtain high-quality, independent exci-

tation energy estimates for both LiH (EOM-CCSD(T)) and ethylene (EOM-CCSD).

Experimental and computational reference values are also compiled from literature

sources, where available.

All calculations were performed in the cc-pVTZ basis set.

All energies presented in this chapter are decomposed into contributions from stati-
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cally and dynamically correlated components. Dynamic correlation components are

obtained as the difference between results obtained using fully correlated models –

MCQDPT, SF-NOCI-PT2 and CCSD(T) – and their statically-correlated counter-

parts – CASSCF, SF-NOCI and RHF.

7.3 Lithium Hydride

As demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 5, the SFS-NOCIS model provides an appropri-

ately statically-correlated reference for the ground-state dissociation curve of LiH

and vertical excitation energies to the lowest-lying singlet and triplet excited states,

labelled A1Σ+ and a3Σ+, respectively.

However, while these models provide qualitatively correct wavefunctions, the pre-

dicted energies are not quantitatively accurate due to lack of dynamic correlation.

This section will evaluate the ability of perturbatively-corrected models to recover

the missing dynamic correlation energy.

7.3.1 Ground State (X1Σ+) Potential Energy Curve

Potential energy curves for dissociating LiH are illustrated in Figure 7.1, according

to our statically correlated reference model (SFS-NOCIS), a series of fully-correlated

models (SFS-NOCIS-PT2, MCQDPT2 and CCSD(T)) and experimental reference

values extracted from vibrational spectroscopy measurements.101 In all cases, en-

ergies are computed and reported relative to sum of the energies of the individual

atoms according to each model.

From Figure 7.1 it is immediately clear that CCSD(T) most closely reproduces the

experimental dissociation curve. This makes sense, because the CCSD(T) wavefunc-

tion is formed from a much more extensive determinant basis and the total energy

is variationally optimized.

However, both the MCQDPT2 and FR-SFS-NOCIS-PT2 models recover the bulk
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Figure 7.1: The potential energy surface of dissociating LiH calculated using, SFS-
NOCIS - both with and without our perturbation correction - compared with the
MCQDPT, CCSD(T) and experimental surfaces.101 All energies are scaled to be
zero at dissociation

of the dynamic correlation component of the binding energy. The potential en-

ergy curves overlap near equilibrium, but diverge slightly at stretched bond lengths,

where the MCQDPT2 curve is lower in energy than the FR-SFS-NOCIS-PT2 curve,

indicating a variationally superior model. This can be attributed to the fact that

neither the singlet or triplet reference orbitals used in constructing the SFS-NOCIS

wavefunction are ideally suited here; the singlet reference state wavefunction con-

tains artefactual ionic terms that bias the shape of the orbitals, while the triplet

reference orbitals include the effects of Fermi repulsion between opposite-spin elec-

trons, although these obviously decay with increasing interatomic and interelectronic

distance.

Nonetheless, all fully correlated models yield potential energy curves in much closer

agreement to experiment than the statically-correlated FR-SFS-NOCIS model. This

can be neatly summarised by computing and comparing dissociation energies pre-

dicted by each model, and referenced to experiment.
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Method Dstat
e Ddyn

e De

FR-SFS-NOCIS/+PT2 148.5 64.3 212.8

CASSCF/MCQDPT2 176.1 35.5 211.6

RHF/CCSD(T) 139.9 90.7 230.6

Experiment101 227

Table 7.1: Ground state dissociation energies of lithium hydride and their static
and dynamic correlation contributions, calculated using matched statically and fully
correlated models. A (2,2) active space is used in CASSCF and MCQDPT2 calcu-
lations. All calculations are performed in the cc-pVTZ basis set. All energies in
kJ/mol.

7.3.2 Ground State (X1Σ+) Dissociation Energy

Dissociation energies are computed as:

De = E(R = 4.0)− E(R = 1.6) (7.1)

When obtained using statically correlated models, a superscript notation is used:

Dstat
e .

The dynamic correlation contribution to the overall dissociation energy is computed

as:

Ddyn
e = De −Dstat

e (7.2)

As observed qualitatively in the dissociation curves, inclusion of dynamic correlation

increases the dissociation energy by preferentially stabilizing the bound state. This

is as expected because the bound molecule has electrons in closer proximity than

the separated atoms, hence it will have greater dynamic correlation energy.

The dynamic correlation correction to the FR-SFS-NOCIS dissociation energy is

greater than its CASSCF counterpart. This is most likely due to the additional

doubly-excited determinant in the CASSCF(2,2) expansion contributing to recover-
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Method Estat
trans Edyn

trans Etrans

FR-SFS-NOCIS/+PT2 228.4 59.6 287.9

CASSCF*/MCQDPT2* 282.5 35.3 317.8

CCSD(T) – – 309.8

FC LSE155 – – 317.1

Table 7.2: Excitation energies for the X1Σ+ → a3Σ+ transition of lithium hydride,
calculated using FR-SFS-NOCIS and CASSCF wavefunctions both with and with-
out second order perturbation theory corrections applied. A (2,2) active space is
used in CASSCF and MCQDPT2 calculations. Because there is no un-correlated
analogue of triplet-state CCSD(T) calculations, the total transition energy cannot
be decomposed into static and dynamic correlation contributions. All calculations
are performed in the cc-pVTZ basis set, except the reference free-complement lo-
cal Schrödinger equation (FC LSE) results that effectively correspond to full CI
calculations in a near-complete basis.155 All energies in kJ/mol.

ing some dynamic correlation at equilibrium, but could also be due to the greater

flexibility of the CASSCF orbitals. Regardless, it is clear that there is more dynamic

correlation energy to be captured from a FR-SFS-NOCIS reference starting point,

compared to CASSCF(2,2).

7.3.3 X1Σ+ → a3Σ+ Excitation Energy

Transition energies are computed as:

Etrans = E(a3Σ+)− E(X1Σ+) (7.3)

Values computed using statically correlated models are denoted Estat
trans and the dy-

namic correlation contribution computed as the difference:

Edyn
trans = Etrans − Estat

trans (7.4)

As Table 7.2 shows, perturbatively accounting for dynamic correlation increases

excitation energies for both the FR-SFS-NOCIS and CASSCF*(2,2) wavefunctions.

Again, this is an unsurprising outcome because ground states typically have a denser

electron distribution than the excited states and consequently are less well approx-
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Method Estat
trans Edyn

trans Etrans

FR-SFS-NOCIS/+PT2 301.8 44.6 346.5

CASSCF*/MCQDPT2* 382.5 -33.2 349.3

EOM-CCSD(T) – – . 342.8

FC LSE155 – – 352.1

Experiment101 349

Table 7.3: Excitation energies for the X1Σ+ → a3Σ+ transition of lithium hydride,
calculated using FR-SFS-NOCIS and CASSCF wavefunctions both with and without
second order perturbation theory corrections applied. A (2,2) active space is used in
CASSCF and MCQDPT2 calculations. Because there is no un-correlated analogue
of EOM-CCSD(T) the total transition energy cannot be decomposed into static and
dynamic correlation contributions. All calculations are performed in the cc-pVTZ
basis set, except the reference free-complement local Schrödinger equation (FC LSE)
results that effectively correspond to full CI calculations in a near-complete basis.155

All energies in kJ/mol.

imated using mean-field models and so have stronger dynamic correlation energies.

Therefore, the perturbation theory correction preferentially stabilizes the ground

state and therefore increases the transition energy.

All methods that account for dynamic correlation come very close to replicating the

benchmark theoretical excitation energy.155 In particular, the MCDQPT2* results

are very close to the reference values, although this may be due in part to error

cancellation between basis set incompleteness and wavefunction truncation errors.

Experimental transition energies cannot be measured for this transition, because

they are spin-forbidden.

7.3.4 X1Σ+ → A1Σ+ Excitation Energy

Predicted and literature reference excitation energies for the X1Σ+ → A1Σ+ tran-

sition are presented in Table 7.3, decomposed into static and dynamic correlation

components as described in the previous section.

Here, the dynamic correlation correction increases the transition energy for FR-SFS-

NOCIS by preferentially stabilizing the ground state, as expected.

However, for CASSCF*, the perturbation theory correction decreases the transition
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energy, indicating that it is stabilizing the excited state more than the ground state.

This arises from the fact that the CASSCF(2,2) wavefunction already captures some

dynamic correlation through inclusion of a doubly-excited determinant that mixes

with the doubly-occupied bonding state, while the excited state is represented using

only singly-excited determinants that can mix to ensure correct spin symmetry but

not capture dynamic correlation effects. Therefore, there is effectively less dynamic

correlation energy remaining to recover in the ground state, compared to the excited

state.

Once again all methods that account for dynamic correlation come very close to

replicating the theoretical and experimental reference excitation energies.101,155

7.4 Ethylene

As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the SFS-NOCID model yields qualitatively correct

torsional potential energy curves for rotation about the C-C bond in ethylene, avoid-

ing the artificial cusp at 90◦. However, torsional barrier heights cannot be precisely

estimated using this model, due to its inability to capture dynamic correlation ef-

fects. Here we benchmark the performance of its dynamically-correlated analogue

SFS-NOCISD-PT2 against MCQDPT2.

Chapter 5 shows that SFS-NOCISD contains the dominant terms required to de-

scribe the T and Z excited state wavefunctions of ethylene. However, we did not

attempt to assess the accuracy of the computed N→ T and N→ Z transition ener-

gies, because this model lacks the flexibility required to capture dynamic correlation

effects and so is not expected to yield accurate results. Benchmarking against ex-

perimental or higher-level ab initio reference values both the statically-correlated

SFS-NOCISD model and its dynamically correlated counterpart SFS-NOCISD-PT2

will be performed here. As with LiH, we will not attempt to apply perturbation the-

ory corrections to excitation energies where the statically correlated wavefunctions

and energies for the target state are obviously qualitatively incorrect - as is the case
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for the N → V excitation.

7.4.1 Torsional Potential & Barrier Height

Calculated torsional potential energy curves are illustrated in Figure 7.2 and cor-

responding barrier heights tabulated in Table 7.4. Torsional potential energies are

computed as:

Etors = E(φ)− E(0) (7.5)

where E(0) is the energy of the molecule at it’s equilibrium geometry. When com-

puted using statically correlated models, this quantity is denoted Estat
tors . Dynamic

contributions to torsion energies are defined as:

Edyn
tors = Etors − Estat

tors (7.6)
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Figure 7.2: The potential energy surface of twisting ethylene calculated using, SFS-
NOCID - both with and without our perturbation correction - compared with the
MCQDPT and CCSD(T) surfaces. All energies are shifted to be zero at equilibrium.

From Figure, 7.2 it is evident that the single-reference CCSD(T) curve is quali-
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Method Estat
tors Edyn

tors Etors

SFS-NOCID/+PT2 325.5 -26.3 299.2

CASSCF/MCQDPT2 316.4 -15.9 300.5

RHF/CCSD(T) 439.8 -74.5 365.3

MR-CISD+Q 289.5

DMC 293.7

VMC 300.8

Experiment178 ≈ 270

Table 7.4: Torsion barriers for the ground state of ethylene calculated using the SFS-
NOCID, CASSCF(2,2) and RHF wavefunctions and dynamically-correlated ana-
logues. All calculations are in the cc-pVTZ basis set. The MR-CISD+Q, DMC and
VMC calculations are from Zen et al.179 All energies in kJ/mol.

tatively different to the others. However, it is known that CCSD(T) calculations

cannot adequately capture static correlation effects near the barrier.24,66 Even the

simple statically-correlated SFS-NOCISD model agrees better with the SFS-NOCID-

PT2 and MCQDPT2 models that are designed to capture both static and dynamic

correlation effects. Clearly, appropriately modelling static correlation is required for

even qualitative accuracy in this situation. However, establishing the quantitative

accuracy of the multi-reference models is harder. The simplest and clearest way is

to benchmark torsional barriers against experimental data or higher-level ab initio

results.

The torsion barrier height of ethylene is defined here as the difference in energy

between a torsion angle of 0◦ and 88◦, with all bond lengths and other bond angles

kept constant. Only allowing the torsion angle to reach 88◦ will obviously slightly

underestimate the “true” total torsion barrier, however this difference should not

affect the comparison between the different models. Furthermore - as shown in

Figure 7.2 the PES curves for the multi-reference models all appear to be non-cusp

maximum at 88◦ meaning any difference in energy will be small.

The experimental torsional barrier is controversial - energies as low as as 250 kJ/-

mol114 and as high as 400 kJ/mol180 have been suggested. In any case - as mentioned

in Chapter 3 computational treatment of the torsion barrier likely needs to consider
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relaxation of the C-C bond length coupled to dihedral angle rotation,115 so even

exact or near-exact benchmark calculations of this type would be expected to over-

estimate the experimentally observed value.

Fortunately, variational and diffusion Monte Carlo calculations179 provide access to

highly accurate theoretical estimates of the torsional barrier height, as reported in

Table 7.4.

In agreement with previous literature reports, the single-reference RHF and CCSD(T)

models do not accurately predict barrier heights, due to their inability to capture

static correlation effects.24,66 The statically-correlated SFS-NOCID and CASSCF(2,2)

models already yield substantially more accurate predictions, but applying subse-

quent perturbation theory corrections brings them into very close agreement with

the computational reference values. However, SFS-NOCID-PT2 calculations can be

carried out for a fraction of the computational cost associated with MCQDPT2.

It has previously been shown that CCSD(T) calculations cannot adequately model

static correlation effects near near the barrier24,66 and consequently overestimate

the barrier height. Therefore it isn’t surprising that all multi-reference models yield

lower torsional barriers than CCSD(T).

7.4.2 N → T Excitation Energy

Excitation energies are computed as the difference between the excited and ground

state energies of the system at its equilibrium geometry:

Eexc = E(T/Z)− E(N) (7.7)

When computed using statically correlated wavefunctions, this quantity is denoted

Estat
exc . Dynamic contributions to excitation energies are defined as:

Edyn
exc = Eexc − Estat

exc (7.8)
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Method Estat
exc Edyn

exc Eexc

SFS-NOCISD/+PT2 410.3 -49.7 369.0

CASSCF*/MCQDPT2* 411.9 66.3 478.2

EOM-CCSD – – 435.4

icCAS-CI157 – – 421.6

Experiment160 415

Table 7.5: Calculated, computational and experimental reference excitation energies
for the N → T transition of ethylene. All calculations performed in this work use
the cc-pVTZ basis set. The icCAS-CI wavefunction comes from a CI calculation
performed in a complete active space of 12 electrons and 17 MOs in an augmented
cc-pVDZ basis set basis set.157,181 All energies in kJ/mol.

As Table 7.5, shows SFS-NOCISD-PT2 underestimates the N → T excitation ener-

gies by over 10%.

In both SFS-NOCISD-PT2 and MCQDPT, applying the second-order perturbation

theory “correction” actually yields excitation energies further from the experimen-

tal and icCAS-CI reference values than the underlying statically correlated SFS-

NOCISD and CASSCF(2,2) models.

Unlike with MCQDPT, applying perturbative corrections to SFS-NOCISD actually

decreased the excitation energy, preferentially stabilizing the excited state over the

ground state. This result is counterintuitive, because the electron density in the

ground state is expected to be more compact, i.e. the electrons are closer together

and therefore the effects of dynamic correlation are expected to be greater. This im-

plies a problem with our implementation of the PT corrections to the SFS-NOCISD

wavefunction. Likely this lies in the assumption that the perturbation does not need

to be applied to off diagonal elements of the SFS-NOCISD Hamiltonian.

The diagonal block of the SFS-NOCISD Hamiltonian that contains the determi-

nants, that form the T state includes off diagonal elements with a magnitude ap-

proximately 15% that of the diagonal elements (data not shown). This means that

our assumption that the corrections to the off diagonal elements can be ignored is

likely not valid for this state. In this case, the large off diagonal elements of the
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Method Estat
exc Edyn

exc Eexc

SFS-NOCISD/+PT2 1494.0 -92.3 1401.8

CASSCF*/MCQDPT2* 1438.6 -158.9 1279.8

EOM-CCSD – – 1257.9

EOM-CCSD(T)182 – – 815.3

Experimental165 798

Table 7.6: Calculated, computational and experimental reference excitation energies
for the N → Z transition of ethylene. All energies in kJ/mol.

SFS-NOCISD Hamiltonian correspond to two configurations constructed from the

same set of reference orbitals, which are hence orthogonal. This means an MP2

correction could be applied to these off-diagonal elements with any significant modi-

fications to our algorithm. However, this approach could easily cause an unbalanced

treatment of states in which states composed of primarily orthogonal orbitals are

modelled better than those which are not.

7.4.3 N → Z Excitation Energy

Table 7.6 shows triply excited contributions to the wavefunction must be accounted

for to accurately compute the energy of the Z state and therefore obtain accurate

transition energies. All methods that include only double excitations (or second

order perturbative corrections) overestimate the excitation energy by more than

50%.

SFS-NOCISD overestimates the energy relative to CASSCF*(2,2) and EOM-CCSD

by 10% again. Unlike in the case of the T state, the perturbation theory correc-

tion at least shifts the computed excitation energies towards the experimental and

computational reference values.

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown that simple second-order perturbative corrections to

SF-NOCI models yield energies which are very close to those obtained from the more
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sophisticated MCQDPT approach. For ground state dissociation energies (LiH) and

torsional barrier heights (ethylene) both the SF-NOCI-PT2 and MCQDPT2 models

closely reproduced experimental and literature reference values.

Similarly, for transition energies to the lowest-lying triplet and singlet excited states

at equilibrium, all models that account for both dynamic and static correlation re-

produce benchmark computational values to within 30 kJ/mol or ∼ 0.3 eV. For the

experimentally observable X1Σ+ → A1Σ+ transition, all “fully correlated” predic-

tions lie within 10 kJ/mol or ∼ 0.1 eV of the experimentally-determined value.

However, for the excited states of ethylene, the SFS-NOCI-PT2 energies often dif-

fered significantly from the MCQDPT2 ones and both approaches either diverged

from the experimental value (N → T transition) or did not substantially improve

the statically correlated result (N → T transition). In these cases, further work is

required to understand where the core assumptions underpinning this model fail,

and whether model limitations are best addressed by varying the spin-flip molecular

orbital basis, or allowed excitations within those orbitals, or whether off-diagonal

MP2 corrections are required, or whether “diagonalise-and-then-perturb” models

may be more appropriate.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Further Work

8.1 Summary

8.1.1 SF-NOCI: A Minimal-Determinant Static Correlation

Model

In this thesis, we set out to design and implement a novel minimal-determinant

electronic structure model that contains only the electronic configurations / deter-

minants required to capture static electron correlation effects, and provide a solid

foundation for subsequent dynamic correlation corrections to be applied.

In physical terms, this means excluding determinants that would otherwise correct

for the mean-field approximation (capture dynamic correlation effects) or poor qual-

ity reference orbitals (the unoptimized HF virtuals that are a consequence of HF

being a single-reference method). The resultant wavefunctions should correspond

more closely to chemists’ intuitions about molecular electronic structure, thereby

allowing for easier and more chemically meaningful analysis.

In Chapter 1, we identify 3 key requirements:

1. The configuration expansion must be concise and simple to specify - this re-

strains the scaling of the method and helps ensure there is a clear chemical
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interpretation to the result.

2. Closely related to 1; the wavefunction must make use of optimized orbitals -

this is required to allow a concise wavefunction to be accurate enough to be

useful.

3. Finally, the optimization of the MOs and configuration series must be numer-

ically stable to make the method practical without extensive trial and error.

No existing methods satisfy all three criteria. While general multi-configurational

SCF (MCSCF) methods provide access to high quality optimized orbitals within con-

cise configuration expansions, setting up these calculations requires extensive trial

and error and problem-specific knowledge. Complete active space SCF (CASSCF)

methods partly solve the configuration selection problem by allowing all possible

excitations of electrons contained within a pre-defined active space of occupied and

virtual orbitals. However, they also require careful problem-specific selection of or-

bitals for inclusion in the active space, and the resultant configuration expansion

generally contains more determinants than strictly required to capture only static

correlation.

We identified the non-orthogonal spin-flip configuration interaction method devel-

oped by the Head-Gordon group75 as a suitable foundation for building such a

method. High-spin reference calculations are used to obtain semi-optimized MOs

for excited determinants with the same molecular orbital occupancy, avoiding the

need to use unoptimized virtual orbitals from single-reference HF calculations. In

previous work, this has been used to accelerate the convergence of “conventional”

CI expansions.64

In Chapter 2, three schemes for selecting minimal sets of configurations to include

in the NOCI expansion are proposed, along with recommendations on the realm

of applicability of each approach. All three schemes are designed to satisfy the

requirements for an ideal minimal-determinant static correlation model listed above.
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8.1.2 Dynamic Correlation: Second Order Perturbation The-

ory

In contrast to methods like SF-NOCI that use a minimal set of carefully selected

configurations with optimized orbitals to capture static correlation, dynamic corre-

lation models typically comprise many configurations each making relatively small

contributions to describing the subtle ways that electrons explicitly avoid one an-

other, beyond the mean-field approximation.

Second-order Möller-Plesset perturbation theory provides an economical way of ac-

counting for these contributions. In Chapter 6 and Appendix B, we describe how

second order perturbation theory may be adapted to apply to SF-NOCI wavefunc-

tions. This new class of methods is referred to as SF-NOCI-PT2.

Following literature precedent,174 perturbative corrections are applied only to the

diagonal elements of the NOCI matrix. The use of state-specific optimized orbitals

makes the NOCI matrix even more diagonal-dominant than corresponding CI matri-

ces, and this is shown to be a very effective approximation in the SF-NOCI context.

8.1.3 Model Systems: LiH and Ethylene

SF-NOCI and SF-NOCI-PT2 models were applied to two model systems – dissociat-

ing LiH and twisting ethylene – both of which are known to require static correlation

contributions to ensure qualitatively correct wavefunctions at all points along the

bond dissociation (LiH)149,154 and C–C bond rotation (ethylene)112,113 coordinates.

We also assessed the ability of these models to predict vertical transition energies

to electronically-excited states at the equilibrium geometry for each molecule.

For recovering static correlation energies and determining wavefunction composi-

tions, our SF-NOCI models performed better than SFCI and similar to CASSCF

wavefunctions of equivalent size. Including dynamic correlation corrections using

SF-NOCI-PT2 often produced results close to both experimental values and high-

level reference calculations, particularly for ground state quantities.
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Our singly-spin-flipped minimal-determinant approach is not as well suited to de-

scribing excited states. The V state of ethylene, which is well known to mix strongly

with higher energy configurations,156,161 was particularly problematic.

Clearly, methods that select configurations pertinent to ground state dissociation

and twisting processes are not necessarily well suited to describing excited states,

particularly if the excited states included in the SF-NOCI basis themselves lie close in

energy to even higher excited states that are not included in the SF-NOCI expansion.

However, the very simple FR-SFS-NOCIS method was sufficient to predict vertical

transition energies to the lowest-lying triplet and singlet states of LiH, illustrating

the potential of this approach.

8.2 Further Work

Although SF-NOCI-PT2 accurately models ground state potential curves and some

excited state transition energies of our two model systems, there is substantial work

to be done before we could recommend it as a general purpose ground and excited

state method. We applied our methods to only two small molecules each with two

“active” electrons in the HOMO; so only a single level of spin-flip was required to

obtain semi-optimized HOMO and LUMO orbitals to form the excited states in the

SF-NOCI determinant basis. There is therefore a need to explore how our method

applies to a wider range of systems, especially in situations such as multiple bond

breaking, which will require higher levels of spin flipping and excitation.

The failure of SFS-NOCISD to model the V state of ethylene also raises the ques-

tion of how to select minimal orbital spaces for excited state calculations. This is

a question that remains unsolved after a long history in the MCSCF literature and

SF-NOCI does not inherently make the problem any easier. However, the relatively

cheap cost of including determinants in the SF-NOCI expansion and the ease with

which higher energy reference orbitals can be found, make it a useful tool in ex-

ploring the nature of excited states involving multiple higher energy configurations.
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Additionally SF-NOCI enables a more straightforward exploration of the space of

possible CI expansions by removing one of the additional degrees of freedom in

MCSCF calculations, namely the choice of configuration weighting during reference

orbital optimization.

Finally, there is the issue of how the MP2 correction is implemented. The case of

the T excited state showed that in some situations our dynamic correlation cor-

rection can give energies which are qualitatively different to more rigorous multi-

configuration perturbation theories. We suggested that this error arises from large off

diagonal elements of the SF-NOCI Hamiltonian however at present we have no real

detailed understanding of how our approximation compares with a full treatment of

SF-NOCI and how its limitations can be ameliorated. One possibility mentioned in

Chapter 7 is to apply the perturbative correction to elements of the CI matrix that

share a common set of reference orbitals. Additionally our approximation should

be compared to the full NOCI matrix approach to NOCI-PT2 developed by the

Head-Gordon group,183 to develop a more complete understand of its trade-offs.

8.3 Conclusions

Over the course of this thesis, we have developed and demonstrated a method that

shows promise in achieving the goals we set out in Chapter 1. SF-NOCI models

yield qualitatively correct wavefunctions in many of the cases we have explored.

Furthermore, simple dynamic correlation corrections often yield relative energies and

transition energies comparable in accuracy to those obtained using more expensive

methods. However, this was not true in all cases. For excited states of ethylene,

SF-NOCI-PT2 transition energies differed substantially from experimental data and

benchmark calculations. More work to determine the limitations and applicability

of our assumptions is needed in these cases.

Nonetheless, this work demonstrates the value of our fundamental philosophy -

clearly separating static and dynamic correlation contributions to the overall wave-
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function and energy, each handled using methods tailored to provide a minimal

treatment of each form of interaction. Initial applications show the potential of this

approach to provide simple and accurate models for challenging chemical systems.

With our SF-NOCI-PT2 implementation, we have produced a tool that is capable

of modelling multi-reference systems more cheaply and conceptually simply than

existing methods of comparable accuracy.
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Appendix A

SF-NOCI Code

This appendix contains an implementation of the NOCI method taken from our

pychem software developed for this thesis. It has direct dependencies on only two

external libraries - the numpy184 and scipy185 packages - and a number of other

modules within the pychem program.

• structures: Data structures to represent the molecules and electronic states,

as well as calculation settings.

• hartree fock: Functions for calculating the matrices associated with the HF

method using the objects provided in structures.

• mp2: An implementation of the standard MP2 method for electronic states,

as described in chapter 6.

• printf: Utilities for printing output in a structured way.

The full pychem program can be found at: github.com/dlc62/pychem.

# System libraries

import numpy as np

from scipy.linalg import eigh as gen_eig

from collections import namedtuple

from copy import copy

# Custom code

from Util import printf, structures
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from Util.structures import Spin

import hartree_fock as hf

import mp2

# Magic number defining what values is conisdered a zero overlap

# for the purposes of MO orthogonality

NOCI_thresh = 1e-8

#--------------------------------------------------------------#

# Set up required structures #

#--------------------------------------------------------------#

ZeroOverlap = namedtuple("Zero", "index, spin")

class CoDensityState:

# # A state-like object used for calculating and storing the pseudo Fock matrix

def __init__(self, n_orbitals, alpha_density, beta_density):

self.Alpha = Matrices(n_orbitals)

self.Beta = Matrices(n_orbitals)

self.Total = Matrices(n_orbitals,total=True)

self.Alpha.Density = alpha_density

self.Beta.Density = beta_density

self.Total.Density = alpha_density + beta_density

class Matrices:

def __init__(self,n_orbitals,total=False):

self.Density = np.zeros((n_orbitals,) * 2)

if not total:

self.Exchange = np.zeros((n_orbitals,) * 2)

else:

self.Coulomb = np.zeros((n_orbitals,) * 2)

#--------------------------------------------------------------#

# Main routine #

#--------------------------------------------------------------#

def pprint_spin_flip_states(states):

string = "\n"

for state in states:

string += str(state) + "\n"

return string

def do(settings, molecule):

if "SF" in molecule.ExcitationType:

make_natural_orbitals(molecule)

CI_states = [make_SF_NOCI_state(state, molecule.States)

for state in molecule.SpinFlipStates]

else:

CI_states = molecule.States

dims = len(CI_states) # Dimensionality of the CI space

CI_matrix = np.zeros((dims, dims))

CI_overlap = np.zeros((dims, dims))

nA = molecule.NAlphaElectrons; nB = molecule.NBetaElectrons

# Building the CI matrix

for i, state1 in enumerate(CI_states):

for j, state2 in enumerate(CI_states[:i+1]):

alpha, bover = biorthogonalize(state1.Alpha.MOs, state2.Alpha.MOs, molecule.Overlap, nA)

beta, aover = biorthogonalize(state1.Beta.MOs, state2.Beta.MOs, molecule.Overlap, nB)

# Calculate the core fock matrix for the state transformed into the MO basis

alpha_core = alpha[0].T.dot(molecule.Core).dot(alpha[1])

beta_core = beta[0].T.dot(molecule.Core).dot(beta[1])

# Get the diagonal elements and use them to calculated the overlap, reduced overlap

# and the list of zero overlaps

alpha_overlaps = np.diagonal(alpha[0].T.dot(molecule.Overlap).dot(alpha[1]))

beta_overlaps = np.diagonal(beta[0].T.dot(molecule.Overlap).dot(beta[1]))

state_overlap = np.product(alpha_overlaps) * np.product(beta_overlaps) * aover * bover
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reduced_overlap, zeros_list = process_overlaps(1, [], alpha_overlaps, Spin.Alpha)

reduced_overlap, zeros_list = process_overlaps(reduced_overlap, zeros_list, beta_overlaps, Spin.Beta)

reduced_overlap *= aover * bover

num_zeros = len(zeros_list)

# Calculate the Hamiltonian matrix element for this pair of states

# And find the combined state

if num_zeros == 0:

elem,state = no_zeros(molecule, alpha, beta, alpha_overlaps, beta_overlaps,

alpha_core, beta_core)

elif num_zeros == 1:

elem, state = one_zero(molecule, alpha, beta, alpha_overlaps, beta_overlaps,

alpha_core, beta_core, zeros_list[0])

elif num_zeros == 2:

elem, state = two_zeros(molecule, alpha, beta, zeros_list)

else: # num_zeros > 2

elem = 0

elem *= reduced_overlap

elem += molecule.NuclearRepulsion * state_overlap

CI_matrix[i,j] = CI_matrix[j,i] = elem

CI_overlap[i,j] = CI_overlap[j,i] = state_overlap

# Only apply the mp2 correction to the diagonal elements

if i == j and settings.Method == "NOCI-PT2":

CI_matrix[i,j] += get_mp2_corrections([state], molecule, settings)[0]

# Print the Hamiltonian and State overlaps before attemption to solve the eigenvalue problem

# so we still get information if it fails

printf.delimited_text(settings.OutFile," NOCI output ")

printf.text_value(settings.OutFile, " Hamiltonian ", CI_matrix, " State overlaps ", CI_overlap)

# Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem

energies, wavefunctions = gen_eig(CI_matrix, CI_overlap)

molecule.NOCIEnergies = energies

molecule.NOCIWavefunction = wavefunctions

printf.text_value(settings.OutFile, " States ", wavefunctions, " NOCI Energies ", energies)

#---------------------------------------------------------------------#

# Functions for rearranging the HF orbitals as required #

#---------------------------------------------------------------------#

def assemble_orbitals(occupancies, optimized):

new_MOs = np.empty(optimized.MOs.shape)

new_energies = np.empty(np.shape(optimized.Energies))

optimized_count = 0

unoptimized_count = sum(occupancies)

for i, occ in enumerate(occupancies):

if occ == 0:

new_MOs[:,unoptimized_count] = optimized.MOs[:,i]

new_energies[unoptimized_count] = optimized.Energies[i]

unoptimized_count += 1

elif occ == 1:

new_MOs[:,optimized_count] = optimized.MOs[:,i]

new_energies[optimized_count] = optimized.Energies[i]

optimized_count += 1

else:

raise ValueError("Trying to construct a NOCI state without a suitable HF optimized orbital")

return new_MOs, new_energies

def optimize_active_space(AO_overlaps, reference, nBeta, NOs):

# Use the doubly occupied space of the ground state as the reference orbitals

overlap_operator = AO_overlaps.dot(reference[:,:nBeta])

B = NOs.T.dot(overlap_operator).dot(overlap_operator.T).dot(NOs)

_lambda, coeffs = np.linalg.eigh(B)

new_NOs = NOs.dot(coeffs.T)

# Reverse the NOs to get them in order of assending occupancy

new_NOs = new_NOs[:,::-1]
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return new_NOs

def find_UHF_natural_orbitals(state, S):

# See J. Chem. Phys. 1988, 88(8), 4926

half_density_matrix = S.dot(state.Total.Density/2).dot(S)

NO_vals, NO_vects = np.linalg.eigh(half_density_matrix)

NO_coeffs = np.linalg.inv(S).dot(NO_vects)

# Get the NOs in ascending order of occupancy

NO_coeffs = NO_coeffs[:,::-1]

NO_vals = NO_vals[::-1]

return NO_coeffs, NO_vals

def make_natural_orbitals(molecule):

reference_orbitals = None

for i, state in enumerate(molecule.States):

NOs, occ = find_UHF_natural_orbitals(state, molecule.S)

# Save the ground state NOs as a reference

if i == 0:

reference_orbitals = NOs

# Now we need to account for degeneracy in the singly occupied space

# If there is more than one singly occupied orbital we need to optimize

# their overlaps with the reference orbitals

# Find the singly occupied orbitals

idx = [i for i,x in enumerate(occ) if np.isclose(x, 0.5)]

if len(idx) > 1:

NOs[:,idx] = optimize_active_space(

molecule.Overlap,

reference_orbitals,

molecule.NBetaElectrons,

NOs[:,idx])

state.Alpha.MOs, state.Beta.MOs = copy(NOs)

def make_SF_NOCI_state(spin_flip_state, hf_states):

# Select the required HF state

NOrbs = len(spin_flip_state[1])

HF_state = hf_states[spin_flip_state[0]]

new_alpha, new_alpha_energies = assemble_orbitals(spin_flip_state[1], HF_state.Alpha)

new_beta, new_beta_energies = assemble_orbitals(spin_flip_state[2], HF_state.Alpha)

new_state = structures.ElectronicState(spin_flip_state[1], spin_flip_state[2], NOrbs)

new_state.Alpha.MOs = new_alpha

new_state.Alpha.Energies = new_alpha_energies

new_state.Beta.MOs = new_beta

new_state.Beta.Energies = new_beta_energies

new_state.TotalEnergy = HF_state.TotalEnergy

new_state.Energy = HF_state.Energy

return new_state

#---------------------------------------------------------------------#

# Functions for computing overlaps, densities, biorthogonalized MOs #

#---------------------------------------------------------------------#

def biorthogonalize(old_MOs1, old_MOs2, AO_overlaps, nElec):

# This function finds the Lowdin Paired Orbitals for two sets of MO coefficents

# using a singular value decomposition, as in J. Chem. Phys. 140, 114103

# Note this only returns the MO coeffs corresponding to the occupied MOs """

# Finding the overlap of the occupied MOs

MOs1 = copy(old_MOs1[:,:nElec])

MOs2 = copy(old_MOs2[:,:nElec])

MO_overlaps = MOs1.T.dot(AO_overlaps).dot(MOs2)

# Check if the orbitals are already paried

if is_biorthogonal(MOs1, MOs2, AO_overlaps):

return [MOs1, MOs2], 1

U, _sigma, Vt = np.linalg.svd(MO_overlaps)
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over = np.linalg.det(U) * np.linalg.det(Vt)

# Transforming each of the determinants into a biorthogonal basis

new_MOs1 = MOs1.dot(U)

new_MOs2 = MOs2.dot(Vt.T)

assert is_biorthogonal(new_MOs1, new_MOs2, AO_overlaps)

return [new_MOs1, new_MOs2], over

def is_biorthogonal(MOs1, MOs2, AO_overlaps):

size = MOs1.shape[1]

MO_overlaps = MOs1.T.dot(AO_overlaps).dot(MOs2)

residuals = np.abs(MO_overlaps) - np.eye(size, size)

biorthogonal = residuals.max() < NOCI_thresh

return biorthogonal

def make_weighted_density(MOs, overlaps):

nOrbs = np.shape(MOs)[1]

density = np.zeros((nOrbs, nOrbs))

for i, overlap in enumerate(overlaps):

if overlap > NOCI_thresh:

P = np.outer(MOs[0][:,i], MOs[1][:,i])

density += P / overlap

return density

def process_overlaps(reduced_overlap, zeros_list, overlaps, spin):

# Builds up the list of zero values as a list of (zero, spin) tuples

# as well as the reduced overlap value

for i, overlap in enumerate(overlaps):

if np.abs(overlap) > NOCI_thresh:

reduced_overlap *= overlap

else:

zeros_list.append(ZeroOverlap(i, spin))

return reduced_overlap, zeros_list

def resize_array(src, dest, fill=0):

""" Makes array src the same size as array dest, the old array is embeded in

the upper right corner and the other elements are zero. Only works for

for projecting a vector into a vector or a matrix into a matrix """

old_shape = np.shape(src)

new_array = np.full_like(dest, fill)

if len(old_shape) == 2: # Matrix

height, width = old_shape

new_array[:height, :width] = src

else: # Vector

length = old_shape[0]

new_array[:length] = src

return new_array

#-----------------------------------------------------------------#

# Functions for calculating NOCI matrix elements, not including #

# reduced overlap term which is accounted for later #

#-----------------------------------------------------------------#

def no_zeros(molecule, alpha, beta, alpha_overlaps, beta_overlaps, alpha_core, beta_core):

W_alpha = make_weighted_density(alpha, alpha_overlaps)

W_beta = make_weighted_density(beta, beta_overlaps)

state = CoDensityState(molecule.NOrbitals, W_alpha, W_beta)

hf.make_coulomb_exchange_matrices(molecule, state)

elem = inner_product(W_alpha + W_beta, state.Total.Coulomb)

elem += inner_product(W_alpha, state.Alpha.Exchange)

elem += inner_product(W_beta, state.Beta.Exchange)

elem *= 0.5

# Add the one electron terms

for i in range(molecule.NAlphaElectrons):

if alpha_overlaps[i] > NOCI_thresh:

elem += alpha_core[i,i] / alpha_overlaps[i]
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for i in range(molecule.NBetaElectrons):

if beta_overlaps[i] > NOCI_thresh:

elem += beta_core[i,i] / beta_overlaps[i]

return elem, state

def one_zero(molecule, alpha, beta, alpha_overlaps, beta_overlaps, alpha_core, beta_core, zero):

zero_index = zero.index

# Making all the required Codensity matrices

W_alpha = make_weighted_density(alpha, alpha_overlaps)

W_beta = make_weighted_density(beta, beta_overlaps)

P_alpha = np.outer(alpha[0][:,zero_index], alpha[1][:,zero_index])

P_beta = np.outer(beta[0][:,zero_index], beta[1][:,zero_index])

state = CoDensityState(molecule.NOrbitals, W_alpha, W_beta)

hf.make_coulomb_exchange_matrices(molecule, state)

active_exchange = state.Alpha.Exchange if zero.spin == Spin.Alpha else state.Beta.Exchange

P_active = P_alpha if zero.spin == Spin.Alpha else P_beta

active_core = alpha_core if zero.spin == Spin.Alpha else beta_core

elem = inner_product(P_active, state.Total.Coulomb) + inner_product(P_active, active_exchange)

elem += active_core[zero_index, zero_index]

return elem, state

def two_zeros(molecule, alpha, beta, zeros_list):

i, spin = zeros_list[0]

P_alpha = np.outer(alpha[0][:,i], alpha[1][:,i])

P_beta = np.outer(beta[0][:,i], beta[1][:,i])

state = CoDensityState(molecule.NOrbitals, P_alpha, P_beta)

hf.make_coulomb_exchange_matrices(molecule, state)

active_exchange = state.Alpha.Exchange if spin == Spin.Alpha else state.Beta.Exchange

active_P = P_alpha if spin == Spin.Alpha else P_beta

elem = inner_product(active_P, state.Total.Coulomb) + inner_product(active_P, active_exchange)

return elem, state

def inner_product(mat1, mat2):

product = mat1.dot(mat2.T)

return np.trace(product)

def get_mp2_corrections(hf_states, molecule, settings):

mp2_corrections = []

for i, mp2_state in enumerate(hf_states):

hf.make_fock_matrices(molecule, mp2_state)

hf.make_MOs(molecule, mp2_state)

mp2_corrections.append(mp2.do(settings, molecule, [mp2_state]))

return mp2_corrections
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Appendix B

Non-Orthogonal MP2

B.1 Rayleigh-Schrödinger Perturbation Theory

All perturbative techniques are based upon a few simple assumptions. The first of

these is that we have a mathematical expression for a physical quantity for which

we are unable to obtain an exact solution. The next assumption is that this phys-

ical quantity may be broken down into a part which can be solved exactly and a

troublesome part which has no analytic solution. This “perturbation” is assumed

to be relatively small in comparison to the soluble portion of the problem. The true

solution is expanded in a basis of functions obtained as analytic solutions to the

solvable part of the problem.

Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory requires no a priori assumptions about

the form of the Hamiltonian (Ĥ), or its decomposition into an analytically solvable

part (Ĥ0) and perturbative part V̂ , or the nature of the analytic solutions to Ĥ0

(E
(0)
n , Ψ

(0)
n ). It is formulated completely generally, introducing only the perturbation

parameter λ to keep track of orders of correction terms.

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λV̂ (B.1)
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En = E(0)
n + λE(1)

n + λ2E(2)
n + λ3E(3)

n + . . . (B.2)

Ψn = Ψ(0)
n + λΨ(1)

n + λ2Ψ(2)
n + λ3Ψ(3)

n + . . . (B.3)

Substituting these expressions into ĤΨn = EnΨn and equating powers of lambda

on both sides yields (to 2nd order):

Ĥ0Ψ(0)
n = E(0)

n Ψ(0)
n (B.4)

Ĥ0Ψ(1)
n + V̂Ψ(0)

n = E(0)
n Ψ(1)

n + E(1)
n Ψ(0)

n (B.5)

Ĥ0Ψ(2)
n + V̂Ψ(1)

n = E(0)
n Ψ(2)

n + E(1)
n Ψ(1)

n + E(2)
n Ψ(0)

n (B.6)

Left-multiplying by Ψ
(0)
n and integrating both sides, assuming and/or imposing

〈Ψ(0)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ(m)

n 〉 = 0 and 〈Ψ(0)
n |Ψ(m)

n 〉 = 0 yields:

E(0)
n = 〈Ψ(0)

n |Ĥ0|Ψ(0)
n 〉 (B.7)

E(1)
n = 〈Ψ(0)

n |V̂ |Ψ(0)
n 〉 (B.8)

E(2)
n = 〈Ψ(0)

n |V̂ |Ψ(1)
n 〉 (B.9)

...

E(m)
n = 〈Ψ(0)

n |V̂ |Ψ(m−1)
n 〉 (B.10)

If the Ψ
(0)
n form a complete, orthonormal set, then they also form a basis for ex-

panding higher order wavefunction correction terms, Ψ
(m)
n :

Ψ(m)
n =

∑
l

C
(m)
n,l Ψ

(0)
l (B.11)

where

C
(m)
n,l = 〈Ψ(0)

l |Ψ(m)
n 〉 (B.12)

For m = 1, the required coefficients may be obtained using only the 0th order

solutions. Left-multiplying equation (B.5) by Ψ
(0)
l , inserting the resolution of the

identity |Ψ(0)
l 〉 〈Ψ

(0)
l | into the first term to the right of the Hamiltonian operator,
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and integrating gives:

(E(0)
n − E(0)

l ) 〈Ψ(0)
l |Ψ(1)

n 〉 = 〈Ψ(0)
l |V̂ |Ψ(0)

n 〉 (B.13)

and so

C
(1)
n,l =

〈Ψ(0)
l |V̂ |Ψ

(0)
n 〉

(E
(0)
n − E(0)

l )
(B.14)

B.2 Single-reference MP2 derivation

Within an electronic structure context, the molecular Hamiltonian is partitioned

into one- and two-electron terms, with a perturbation parameter, λ, labelling the

perturbative two-electron part:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λV̂ (B.15)

where Ĥ0 is the one-electron Fock operator:

Ĥ0 =
∑
i

f̂(i)

=
∑
i

ĥ(i) + V̂ HF(i) (B.16)

where ĥ represents the core Hamiltonian (kinetic energy and nucleus-electron poten-

tial terms) and V̂ HF(i) represents the mean-field Coulomb and exchange potentials

experienced by an electron in molecular orbital i. It does not account for Coulomb

and exchange interactions between orbitals that are normally also included in the

HF energy expression. These are captured – even within HF theory – through the

two-electron term of the Hamiltonian, which has been separated out here for the

purposes of developing perturbation theory:

V̂ =
∑
i<j

r−1
ij −

∑
i

V̂ HF(i) (B.17)
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In this perturbation theory formulation, the Hartree-Fock energy is the sum of the

0th and 1st order perturbation theory terms, equations (B.7) and (B.8). Only the

ground state, n = 0 is physically meaningful:

EHF = E
(0)
0 + E

(1)
0 (B.18)

= 〈Ψ(0)
0 |Ĥ0|Ψ(0)

0 〉+ 〈Ψ(0)
0 |V̂ |Ψ(0)

0 〉 (B.19)

= 〈Ψ(0)
0 |Ĥ0 + V̂ |Ψ(0)

0 〉 (B.20)

Note that this is still a mean-field method despite the inclusion of the r−1
12 term in

the Hamiltonian, because the Hartree-Fock wavefunctions are obtained within the

mean-field approximation.

Perturbative corrections to the wavefunction – at any/all orders – are expanded

in a basis of excited Hartree-Fock determinants, Φ, in a context-specific application

of equation (B.11):

Ψ
(m)
0 =

∑
i,a

C
(m)
i,a Φa

i +
∑

i<j,a<b

C
(m)
i,j,a,bΦ

a,b
i,j +

∑
i<j<k,a<b<c

C
(m)
i,j,k,a,b,cΦ

a,b,c
i,j,k + . . . (B.21)

where Ψ
(0)
0 = Φ, i and j index occupied orbitals from which electrons originate and

a,b index the virtual into which they are promoted. The required coefficients for

the first-order correction to the wavefunction (m = 1) are computed according to

equation (B.14), with n = 0 and l = i, a (singly-excited determinants) or l = i, j, a, b

(doubly-excited determinants).

C
(1)
i,a =

〈Φa
i |V̂ |Φ〉

E0 − Ea
i

(B.22)

C
(1)
i,j,a,b =

〈Φa,b
i,j |V̂ |Φ〉

E0 − Ea,b
i,j

(B.23)

All singly-excited integrals, 〈Φa
i |V̂ |Φ〉, evaluate to 0 when Φa

i are orthonormal to Φ,

by Brillouin’s theorem. Therefore, C
(1)
i,a = 0. Similarly, all terms with three or more
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indices evaluate to 0 because the MOs unaffected by the two electron operator V̂

are orthogonal. This leaves:

Ψ
(1)
0 =

∑
i<j,a<b

Φa,b
i,j

〈Φa,b
i,j |V̂ |Φ〉

E0 − Ea,b
i,j

(B.24)

Substituting (B.24) into (B.9), recalling that Ψ
(0)
0 = Φ, gives the MP2 energy ex-

pression:

E
(2)
0 =

∑
i,j,a,b

〈Φ|V̂ |Φa,b
i,j 〉
〈Φa,b

i,j |V̂ |Φ〉
E0 − Ea,b

i,j

(B.25)

=
∑

i<j,a<b

| 〈Φ|V̂ |Φa,b
i,j 〉 |2

E0 − Ea,b
i,j

(B.26)

Recalling that we have partitioned the Hamiltonian such that Ĥ0 is the one-electron

Fock operator, the energy denominator is simply computed as a difference in molec-

ular orbital energies (eigenvalues of Fock matrix) associated with moving electrons

from occupied orbitals i and j to unoccupied/virtual orbitals a and b:

E0 − Ea,b
i,j = −((εa + εb)− (εi + εj)) (B.27)

= εi + εj − εa + εb (B.28)

This term will clearly be negative (stabilizing) because the energies of orbitals a and

b are higher than those of i and j.

Finally, it remains to evaluate the integrals in the numerator:

〈Φ|V̂ |Φa,b
i,j 〉 = 〈Φ|r−1

12 |Φa,b
i,j 〉 − 〈Φ|V̂ HF|Φa,b

i,j 〉 (B.29)

All integrals over the one-electron V̂ HF operator evaluate to zero, so it only remains

to evaluate the two-electron terms. This is achieved by expanding the wavefunction
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using the Slater-Condon rules. Results are expressed here in chemists’ notation:

〈Φ|V̂ |Φa,b
i,j 〉 = [ia||jb] (B.30)

Substituting (B.30) and (B.28) into (6.11) yields the familiar MP2 energy expression:

E
(2)
0 =

∑
i<j,a<b

|[ia||jb]|2
εi + εj − εa + εb

(B.31)

=
1

4

∑
i,j,a,b

|[ia||jb]|2
εi + εj − εa + εb

(B.32)

Finally, to evaluate these molecular Coulomb integrals, it is necessary to expand

them in an AO basis. Näıvely, this is quite straightforward:

[ia||jb] =
∑
µ

∑
ν

∑
λ

∑
σ

CiµCaνCjλCbσ[µν||λσ] (B.33)

where Ci represents the vector of atomic orbital coefficients for orbital i, the sum

runs over all atomic orbitals that contribute to each molecular orbital, and [µν||λσ]

is a two electron repulsion integral evaluated over atomic orbital basis functions µ,

ν, λ and σ.

In practice, the computational scaling of this procedure is prohibitive. This equation

can be factorised into two half-transforms, as initially formulated by Head-Gordon

et al.186 and more recently by Baker and Wolinski187 in the context of dealing

with more general sets of molecular orbitals, including those obtained using unre-

stricted Hartree-Fock. This reduces the computational scaling of the procedure from

O(N8
orbs) to O(N5

orbs).
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For completeness, the key result from Baker and Wolinski is reproduced here:

[µa||λb] = Yµλ
ab =

∑
ν,σ

CT
νaX

µλ
νσCσb = CT

aXµλCb (B.34)

[ia||jb] = Zab
ij =

∑
µ,λ

CT
µiY

ab
µλCλj = CT

i YabCj (B.35)

where µ, ν, λ and σ index atomic orbitals, i and j index occupied molecular orbitals,

a and b index virtual molecular orbitals, and X is the Coulomb-exchange matrix

evaluated in an AO basis and C are MO coefficient vectors.

B.3 Multi-reference perturbation theories

There are three major classes of multi-reference perturbation theories, but common

to all of them is a CASSCF reference wavefunction, defined by a set of CASSCF-

optimized orbitals, a complete set of ground and excited state determinants within

a pre-defined molecular orbital active space and their respective interaction energies

(stored within the CI matrix), and the corresponding CI coefficients that define the

wavefunction/s (obtained by diagonalizing the CI matrix). The MO and CI coeffi-

cients are obtained concurrently and iteratively.188

When formulating perturbation theory corrections, the overall space of excited

determinants/wavefunctions is partitioned into a “reference space” in which con-

figurational mixing is explicitly accounted for and an “outer space” of additional

determinants/wavefunctions that contribute to perturbation theory wavefunction

expansions. However, different multi-reference perturbation theory methods differ

in how the perturbation theory corrections are applied:

• to individual determinants:

– prior to diagonalization of CI matrix (“perturb then diagonalize”): quasi-

degenerate perturbation theories (MRMP189 and MCQDPT190)
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– following diagonalization of CI matrix (“diagonalize then perturb”): state-

specific multi-reference perturbation theories (CASPT2191)

• to the CASSCF/CAS-CI wavefunction as a whole: n-electron valence pertur-

bation theory (NEVPT192,193)

All multi-reference perturbation theories in which corrections are applied to indi-

vidual determinants suffer from the so-called “intruder state problem” in which

approximate perturbative corrections to the CI basis states introduce accidental

near-degeneracies, which is reflected in “unphysical” mixing within CI wavefunc-

tions.

NEVPT overcomes this problem by using excited state CI wavefunctions rather

than excited state determinants within the perturbation theory equations. As ex-

pected, this induces substantial additional algebraic and computational complexity,

making this approach both harder to implement and more computationally intensive

to execute.

Overall, multi-reference perturbation theories are non-trivial to both define and

implement, even to second order.
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B.4 SF-NOCI perturbation theory

Fortunately, our SF-NOCI implementation is more akin to HF-based single refer-

ence models than CASSCF-based multi-reference models. The NOCI expansion is

comprised exclusively of HF-like basis states, rather than excited state electronic

configurations. Therefore, the complexity and ambiguity of multi-reference MP2

models can be avoided. NEVPT simply doesn’t apply, as there is no CASSCF

wavefunction and no active space to make excitations to/from to form CASSCF ex-

cited states. This leaves only the option of applying MP2 corrections to individual

CI matrix elements, either before or after diagonalization. Because we are working

in an minimal determinant basis, there should be no opportunity for intruder states

to arise.

Computing MP2 corrections for the diagonal elements of the NOCI matrix is trivial;

these are simply found by applying the standard single-reference model to each HF

basis state.

Deriving and computing MP2 corrections for the off-diagonal terms is harder. It

requires a generalised form of RSPT for non-orthogonal wavefunctions, which will

be developed using the integrated form of the Schrödinger equation rather than the

differential form more commonly employed:

〈Ψn|Ĥ|Ψ̃n〉 = En 〈Ψn|Ψ̃n〉 (B.36)

where Ψ and Ψ̃ are generally not orthogonal to one another.

The Hamiltonian is partitioned into a core one-electron term, Ĥ0, and a two-electron

perturbation V̂ . Wavefunctions and energies are expanded as power series in the
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perturbation parameter, λ:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λV̂ (B.37)

En = E(0)
n + λE(1)

n + λ2E(2)
n + . . . (B.38)

Ψn = Ψ(0)
n + λΨ(1)

n + λ2Ψ(2)
n + . . . (B.39)

Ψ̃n = Ψ̃(0)
n + λΨ̃(1)

n + λ2Ψ̃(2)
n + . . . (B.40)

Substituting these expressions into (B.36) and equating terms at the same order of

perturbation on both sides yields (to second order):

〈Ψ(0)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(0)

n 〉 = E(0)
n 〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉 (B.41)

〈Ψ(0)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(1)

n 〉+ 〈Ψ(1)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(0)

n 〉+ = E(0)
n (〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(1)
n 〉+ 〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉) +

〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉 E(1)
n 〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉 (B.42)

〈Ψ(0)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(2)

n 〉+ 〈Ψ(1)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(1)

n 〉+ 〈Ψ(2)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(0)

n 〉+ = E(0)
n (〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(2)
n 〉+ 〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(1)
n 〉+ 〈Ψ(2)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉) +

〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉+ 〈Ψ(1)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉 E(1)
n (〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(1)
n 〉+ 〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉) +

E(2)
n 〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉 (B.43)

If Ψ and Ψ̃ are biorthogonal over Ĥ0 then 〈Ψ(0)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 = 0 and 〈Ψ(0)
n |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 = 0

if l 6= n. This further implies that 〈Ψ(l)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(m)

n 〉 = 0 and 〈Ψ(l)
n |Ψ̃(m)

n 〉 = 0 if

l 6= m, because perturbative corrections to the wavefunction are constructed in a

basis of excited state determinants that are biorthogonal to the reference state. This

drastically simplifies the above equations:

〈Ψ(0)
n |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(0)

n 〉 = E(0)
n 〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉 (B.44)

〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉 = E(1)
n 〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉 (B.45)

〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉+ 〈Ψ(1)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉 = E(2)
n 〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉 (B.46)
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Finally, it remains to derive first-order corrections to both Ψ0 and Ψ̃0, and use

those to compute the second-order energy correction. This derivation closely follows

that of standard RSPT theory, although now the wavefunction is expanded in a

biorthogonal basis, including normalization factor in case biorthogonal basis states

are not also normalized:

〈Ψ(m)
n | =

∑
l

〈Ψ(m)
n |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ
(0)
l |

〈Ψ(0)
l |Ψ̃

(0)
l 〉

=
∑
l

Cn,l
〈Ψ(0)

l |
〈Ψ(0)

l |Ψ̃
(0)
l 〉

(B.47)

|Ψ̃(m)
n 〉 =

∑
l

|Ψ̃(0)
l 〉 〈Ψ

(0)
l |Ψ̃

(m)
n 〉

〈Ψ(0)
l |Ψ̃

(0)
l 〉

=
∑
l

|Ψ̃(0)
l 〉

〈Ψ(0)
l |Ψ̃

(0)
l 〉

C̃l,n (B.48)

For the first-order RSPT correction to the wavefunction, we need to find biorthog-

onal expansion coefficients of the form:

C
(1)
n,l = 〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉 (B.49)

C̃
(1)
l,n = 〈Ψ(0)

l |Ψ̃(1)
n 〉 (B.50)

Symmetrically inserting the resolution of the identity for biorthogonal states, Î =∑
l

|Ψ̃(0)
l 〉〈Ψ

(0)
l |

Sl
where Sl = 〈Ψ(0)

l |Ψ̃
(0)
l 〉, and using the Einstein summation convention

for repeated indices:

S−2
l 〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉 〈Ψ

(0)
l |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ
(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉+ = E(0)
n S−1

l 〈Ψ(0)
n |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ
(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉 +

S−2
l 〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉 〈Ψ

(0)
l |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ
(0)
l |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉+ E(0)
n S−1

l 〈Ψ(1)
n |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ
(0)
l |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉 +

S−1
l

1

2
(〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉 〈Ψ

(0)
l |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉+ 〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ
(0)
l |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉) E(1)
n S−1

l 〈Ψ(0)
n |Ψ(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ
(0)
l |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉

(B.51)

So:

S−2
l δn,l 〈Ψ(0)

l |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(0)
l 〉 〈Ψ

(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉+ = E(0)
n S−1

l δn,l 〈Ψ(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉 +

S−2
l 〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉 〈Ψ

(0)
l |Ĥ0|Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 δn,l + E(0)
n S−1

l 〈Ψ(1)
n |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 δl,n +

S−1
l

1

2
(δn,l 〈Ψ(0)

l |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉+ δl,n 〈Ψ(0)

n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉) E(1)

n S−1
l δn,lδl,n (B.52)
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Evaluating the integrals over H0 according to equation (B.41) yields:

S−1
l E

(0)
l 〈Ψ

(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉+ = E(0)
n S−1

l 〈Ψ
(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉 +

S−1
l 〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉E

(0)
l + E(0)

n S−1
l 〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉 +

S−1
l

1

2
(〈Ψ(0)

l |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉+ 〈Ψ(0)

n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉) (B.53)

And simplifying:

E
(0)
l (〈Ψ(0)

l |Ψ̃(1)
n 〉+〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉)+

1

2
(〈Ψ(0)

l |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉+〈Ψ(0)

n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉) = E(0)

n (〈Ψ(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉+〈Ψ(1)
n |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉)

(B.54)

Collecting terms with like indexing:

E
(0)
l 〈Ψ

(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉+
1

2
〈Ψ(0)

l |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉 = E(0)

n 〈Ψ(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉 (B.55)

E
(0)
l 〈Ψ(1)

n |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉+

1

2
〈Ψ(0)

n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)
l 〉 = E(0)

n 〈Ψ(1)
n |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 (B.56)

(B.57)

So, finally:

〈Ψ(0)
l |Ψ̃(1)

n 〉 =
1

2

〈Ψ(0)
l |V̂ |Ψ̃

(0)
n 〉

(E
(0)
n − E(0)

l )
= C̃l,n (B.58)

〈Ψ(1)
n |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 =
1

2

〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉
(E

(0)
n − E(0)

l )
= Cn,l (B.59)

Combining equations (B.59), (B.58), (B.47), (B.48) and inserting the resultant ex-

pressions into (B.46) gives the non-orthogonal second-order perturbation theory en-

ergy correction:

∑
l

〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ0
l |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉
(E

(0)
n − E(0)

l ) 〈Ψ(0)
l |Ψ̃

(0)
l 〉

= E(2)
n 〈Ψ(0)

n |Ψ̃(0)
n 〉 (B.60)
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If the biorthogonal states are also normalized, all the overlap integral terms evaluate

to 1, simplifying this equation to closely resemble the ‘standard’ RSPT2 expression:

∑
l

〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ0
l |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉
(E

(0)
n − E(0)

l )
= E(2)

n (B.61)

Note that the order of indices within the integral equations is important when V̂ is

not a Hermitian operator. In such cases:

〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 〈Ψ0
l |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

n 〉 6= | 〈Ψ(0)
n |V̂ |Ψ̃(0)

l 〉 |2 (B.62)
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To make further progress, an explicit form for – and partitioning of – the Hamiltonian

must be defined. Two options are possible: we could choose Ĥ0 to be the one-

electron Fock operator and V̂ to be the difference between the true and mean-field

Coulomb potentials. Alternatively, we could choose Ĥ0 to be the one-electron core

Hamiltonian (for biorthogonalized orbitals) and V̂ to be the Coulomb operator. In

either case, the CI matrix element energy is equal to the sum of 0th and 1st order

MP2 terms.

〈Ψ(0)
0 |Ĥ|Ψ̃(0)

0 〉
〈Ψ(0)

0 |Ψ̃(0)
0 〉

=
〈Ψ(0)

0 |Ĥ0 + V̂ |Ψ̃(0)
0 〉

〈Ψ(0)
0 |Ψ̃(0)

0 〉
= E

(0)
0 + E

(1)
0 (B.63)

Similarly, both wavefunctions are represented by Hartree-Fock determinants: Ψ
(0)
0 =

Φ and Φ
(0)
0 = Φ̃, and perturbative wavefunction corrections are expanded in a basis

of excited state determinants:

〈Ψ(1)
0 | =

∑
i,a

C
(1)
i,a 〈Φa

i |+
∑

i<j,a<b

C
(1)
i,j,a,b 〈Φa,b

i,j |+ . . . (B.64)

|Ψ̃(1)
0 〉 =

∑
i,a

C
(1)
i,a |Φ̃a

i 〉+
∑

i<j,a<b

C
(1)
i,j,a,b |Φ̃a,b

i,j 〉+ . . . (B.65)

Now, i, j, a, b are indices for excited states, rather than l. Substituting these expres-

sions into equation (B.61), and representing the reference states also by biorthogo-

nalized HF determinants, Ψ
(0)
n = Φ and Ψ̃

(0)
n = Φ̃ yields the biorthogonal MP2 energy

expression (assuming biorthogonal states are normalized, otherwise normalization

factors need to be included as per equation (B.60)):

∑
i,a

〈Φ|V̂ |Φ̃a
i 〉 〈Φa

i |V̂ |Φ̃〉
(E0 − Ea

i )
+

1

4

∑
i,j,a,b

〈Φ|V̂ |Φ̃a,b
i,j 〉 〈Φa,b

i,j |V̂ |Φ̃〉
(E0 − Ea,b

i,j )
= E(2)

n (B.66)

The precise evaluation of the terms in the above equation depends on the partitioning

chosen. By far the simplest choice is to set Ĥ0 to be the core Hamiltonian and V̂

to be the Coulomb operator. Then each of the terms in the above equation can

be readily evaluated using the two-electron terms from the modified Slater-Condon
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rules presented in Chapter 2:

〈Φ|V̂ |Φ̃〉I = Sred
∑
J

〈IJ ||IJ〉
sJ

〈Φ|V̂ |Φ̃〉IJ = Sred 〈IJ ||IJ〉

〈Φ|V̂ |Φ̃〉IJK = 0

(B.67)

where I, J and K index the non-orthogonal orbital-pairs between the biorthogo-

nalised input determinants, and all other terms have the same meanings as defined

in Chapter 2.

Of course, the i → a and j → b excitations specified in equation (B.66) must

be made before each determinant is biorthogonalised against the other reference

state.

Physically, the one-electron terms in the MP2 energy expression account for changes

to the mean-field electron repulsion potential experienced by an electron in one of

the reference state molecular orbitals due to non-orthogonality of the other state’s

virtual orbitals upon excitation of one electron into that virtual orbital manifold.

This is expected to make a very small contribution to the overall MP2 energy cor-

rection.

The two-electron terms, on the other hand, are the NOCI equivalent of the elec-

tron repulsion integrals that appear in the conventional MP2 energy expression.

However, it is important to note that these terms now account for the Coulomb

weighted overlap between the ground state of one reference determinant and the

doubly-excited states of the other reference determinant.

As such, evaluating these terms requires separate bi-orthogonalisation procedures

for each doubly-excited state. For those terms that have two non-zero overlaps
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within the biorthogonal set, the required integrals must be evaluated using the MO

to AO transformation procedure that underpins the evaluation of all two-electron

molecular integrals required by all second order perturbation theories and scales as

O(N5
orbs). This transformation cannot be done once and for all on a single set of

orthogonal orbitals. This means that it would be very computationally costly to

directly evaluating equation (B.66) using this approach.
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